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This study's purpose was to investigate the phenomenon 

of hemispheric specialization for the pitch and rhythmic 

aspects of melody. Its research problems were to investi-

gate the Influence of pitch, rhythm, and training on 

hemispheric specialization for pitch-plus-rhythm melodic 

fragments. A final problem was to examine the relationship 

between dlchotic ear scores and eye movements evidenced 

during melodic processing. 

Twenty musicians and twenty nonmuslcians, right-handed 

and equally divided as to gender, participated in the pro-

ject. Accepted dlchotic testing and eye behavior indexing 

procedures were implemented to investigate each research 

problem. The dlchotic tape produced for the study contained 

five subtests In which pitch activity was variously greater 

than, less than, or equal to rhythmic activity. 

Data analyses revealed that musicians' ear scores were 

(a) significantly superior to nonmuslcians* scores on all 

subtests, (b) significantly higher for subtests In which 

pitch activity was relatively greater than or equal to 



rhythmic activity, arid (c) significantly more accurate for 

uncrossed soprano and alto voices than crossed dichotic 

lines. Conversely, nonmusiclans* ear scores were (a) sig-

nificantly inferior to those of musicians, (b) significantly 

higher for rhythm-biased subtests, and (c) comparable for 

uncrossed and crossed voice lines• Additionally, musicians 

exhibited a significant left ear/right hemisphere superiority 

for subtest III, a pitch-biased test* With this exception, 

neither group evidenced ear preferences for any of the sub-

tests, suggesting bihemispheric Involvement. These ear 

score analyses corroborated previous research evidence 

supporting right-hemispheric pitch and bihemispheric rhythmic 

specialization. Too, the results suggested that training 

significantly increases pitch and rhythmic processing abil-

ities, with pitch competencies (right-hemispheric modes) 

most enhanced. 

Musicians evidenced a significant nonmovement eye 

behavior tendency (bihemispheric activation) for the sub-

tests t nonmuslcians exhibited significantly higher incidences 

of left and right (non-blhemispheric) movements. Corre-

lation procedures applied to ear score and eye behavior data 

for correctly mediated trials revealed highest coefficients 

between left and right ear scores and (a) nonmovement 

behavior in musicians and (b) left eye-movement behavior 



In nonmuslclans. These correlations suggest that eye behavior 

and dlchotic ear scores may each reflect different aspects 

of the phenomenon of functional hemispheric specialization 

for melodic stimuli» 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Research efforts directed toward achieving a better 

understanding of the human brain have intensified in recent 

years. One of the most pervasive theories to emerge from 

this research proposes that the two hemispheres of the 

human neocortex are each specialized in terms of their cog-

nitive functions and characteristic processing strategies. 

Since the mid-nineteenth century, the scientific com-

munity has recognized a prevailing left-hemispheric 

dominance for the processing of linguistic stimuli. In the 

last fifty years, there has been an accumulation of research 

evidence which supports a right-hemispheric bias for media-

tion of nonverbal perceptual tasks. These more recent data 

have led to a replacement of the earlier concept of hemi-

spheric "dominance" with one of hemispheric "specialization" 

for various sensory input.* 

Among music educators, there has recently emerged an 

Increased impetus for researchers within the profession to 

investigate in detail the cognitive phenomenon of hemi-

spheric specialization as it relates to musical perception{ 

J. Fincher, Human Intelligence. (New York., 1976), 
pp. 49-75. 



i.e., audition. Regelski, for example, has proposed that 

"music educators who are also researchers should investi-

gate more fully the operations of the brain, and the 

implications of such discoveries should be used to facili-

tate music education."2 More recently, Hodges has observed 

that research in musical perception has to date been domi-

nated by psychologists rather than by professional 

musicians. His argument that "while musicians can benefit 

greatly from the expertise psychologists have to offer, the 

reverse is no less true"^ underscores the contribution that 

musicians, given their musical orientation and expertise, 

can make to this research area. 

Such examples typify the recent surge of interest in 

brain research within the music education profession! an 

interest arising from a felt need to better understand 

"how," and to a lesser extent "where,*1 the human brain 

processes music. An Increased knowledge of brain function 

as it relates to musical perception may ultimately provide 

Insights relating to the constructs of musical learning, 

and how these may be better promoted in an educational 

setting.*. 

2 
T. Regelski, ."Who. Knows Where Music Lurks in the Hind 

of Man," Music Educators Journal. LXIII (May, 1977), 37. 
3 
D. Hodges, "Human Hearing," Handbook of Music Psy-

chology. edited by D. Hodges (Kansas, 1980), In press, 
p. 57. 



Background and Rationale for the Study 

Within the past two decades. Investigations of brain 

function with respect to auditory stimuli have become 

Increasingly prevalent. Within this general area, a grow-

ing body of data pertinent to hemispheric specialization 

(variously referred to in research literature as cerebral 

dominance, hemispheric asymmetry, and cerebral lateral-

ization) for assorted musical stimuli have accumulated from 

both descriptive and experimental studies. These data not-

withstanding, the present status of brain laterality 

research as it relates specifically to musical perception 

must be regarded as preliminary in scope. Writers and 

researchers in this area have repeatedly emphasized that 

the complexity of the topic and the methodological problems 

it poses preclude the accessibility of easy answers to 

questions relating to musical perception. For the present, 

any conclusions or generalizations drawn from this body of 

research must be regarded as tentative. 

From the available data relating to brain function 

generally, two basic theories of hemispheric specialization 

for the processing of auditory input have been proposed. 

The first of these to be articulated in the literature has 

been referred to by Relneke as the Stimulus-Modality 
4 

Theory. Stated simply, this theory posits that, for most 

. 

T. Reineke, "Dlchotic and Monaural Perception of Music 



individuals, the left hemisphere is specialized for the 

processing of linguistic and mathematical stimuli while the 

right hemisphere is biased toward mediation of nonverbal, 

spatial, and musical materials. Though support for this 

theory is confined primarily to earlier reports of research 

relating to hemispheric specialization, some allegiance to 

it persists to the present. 

More recently, research reports within the field have 

adopted the position that the Stimulus-Modality Theory may 

be simplistic in its outlook. Data from these studies 

support the alternate premise that "functional differen-

tiation of the cerebral hemispheres Involves other aspects 

of human cognition in addition to the processing of verbal 

and nonverbal input." From this body of research has 

evolved the Processing Strategy Theory** of cerebral asymme-

try. This theory proposes that it is not the nature of a 

stimulus, but rather the nature of the mental operations 

applied to that stimulus which dictates hemispheric 

specialization for any given sensory input. According to 

this theory, 

and Speech by Musicians and Nonmusicians," unpublished doc-
toral dissertation, University of Washington, 1978. 

~*1. Franklin and A. Franklin, "The Brain Research Band-
wagon s Proceed With Caution," Huslc Educators Journal. LXV 
(November, 1978), 48. 

6 
Reineke, op. cit. 



each hemisphere is specialized for a particular type 
of information processing which is less available to 
the other hemisphere. . • . What distinguishes one 
hemisphere from the other is not so much certain kinds 
of material (e.g., words for the left, faces for the 
right) but the way in which the material is processed. 
In other words, hemispheric differences are more use-
fully considered in terms of process specificity 
rather than material specificity.' 

The Processing Strategy Theory posits that for most 

individuals the left hemisphere specializes in analytic, 

linear, time-dependent, sequential processing strategies. 

Conversely, the right hemisphere is specialized for syn-

thetic, holistic, time-independent, configurational 

functions. Thus, in contrast to the Stimulus-Modality 

Theory, this model proposes that any "array of sensory 

stimuli can be dealt with (i.e., identified and appropriate 

responses programmed) either one at a time--serial process-
8 

ing--or simultaneously--parallel or holistic processing." 

Though recent experimental and descriptive research efforts 
9 

employing musical stimuli have produced conflicting data, 

'j. E. Bogen, "Some Educational Implications of Hemi-
spheric Specialization," The Human Brain, edited by M. C. 
Whitrock (New Jersey, 1977), p. 137. 

Q 

R. Nebes, "Man's So-Called Minor Hemisphere," The 
Human Brain, edited by M. C. Whitrock (New Jersey, 19/7), 
p. 103. 

9 
E. Franklin and R. Baumgarte, "Auditory Laterality 

Effects for Melodic Stimuli Among Musicians and Nonmusi-
cians," Journal of Research in Music Education. XXVI 
(Spring, 1978), ̂ 8-56. A. Gates and J. Bradshaw, "Music 
Perception and Cerebral Asymmetries," Cortex. XIII (1977), 
390-401. H« W. Gordon, "Hemispheric Asymmetries in the 
Perception of Musical Chords." Cortex. VI (1970), 



there remains persuasive evidence to support the theory 

that an analytic/holistic dichotomy may separate the 

functions of the left and right hemispheres with respect 

to audition.1'̂  

The discrepancies apparent in the Stimulus-Modality 

and Processing Strategy theories of functional cerebral 

asymmetry serve to underscore the tentative status of 

research in hemispheric specialization. Of the two models 

proposed to date, the Processing Strategy Theory appears 

to offer the most plausible explanation for musical process-

ing. However, research seeking to substantiate the theory 

as it applies to audition has produced conflicting results. 

As data accumulate on the topic, it has become increasingly 

clear that caution must be exercised in any definitive 

assignment of cerebral lateralization to musical percep-

tion. The investigation of hemispheric asymmetry in man is 

387-398. R. E. Radocy, "Hemispheric Specialization for 
a Holistic and an Analytic Musical Taskt A Preliminary 
Report," unpublished paper presented before the Research 
Symposium on the Psychology and Acoustics of Music, 
University of Kansas, February, 1979. F. Spellacy, "Lateral 
Preferences in the Identification of Patterned Stimuli," 
Journal of the Acoustical Society of America. XLVII (1970), 
574-578. 

•l o 
R. Aiello, "Cerebral Dominance for the Perception of 

Arpeggiated Triads," Journals of Research in Music Educa-
tion, XXVI (Winter, 1978), 470-478. T. G. Sever and 
R. J. Chiarello, "Cerebral Dominance in Musicians and Non-
musicians,'' Science. CLXXXV (1974), 537-539. H. W. 
Gordon, "Hemispheric Asymmetries and Musical Performance," 
Science. CLXXXIX (1975), 68-69. 



a highly complex research field which, relatively speaking, 

is still in its infancy. Laterality studies relating 

specifically to audition have been plagued by inconsisten-

cies and contradictions which, require extensive additional 

study under carefully controlled conditions if clarifica-

tion is to be achieved. The emerging picture of the 

relationships and interrelationships between the two hemi-

spheres and the processing of music is still far from 

complete. Nonetheless the available data clearly hold 

promise for the eventual realization, through continued 

empirical research, of a relatively complete understanding 

of the brain*s musical processing systems. 

One of the primary areas of musical perception in need 

of further study for purposes of clarification concerns 

mediation of the pitch and rhythmic components of melody in 

music. Relative to this need, Gates and Brads haw, among 

others, have observed that in conflicts arising from previ-

ous studies in music asymmetries, ". . . differences in 

laterality effects could be due to differential hemispheric 

mediation of the various components of music, such as 

pitch, rhythm, . . . etc. Even with single line melodies, 

11 
implied rhythms . . . may influence perception." 

11 
Gates and Bradshaw, "Music Perception and Cerebral 

Asjnmetrles," p. 393. 
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The available research data pertaining to pitch and 

rhythmic processing within a melodic context are varied, 

inconclusive, and often contradictory. This present status 

may be due in part to (a) wide diversity in research 

methodology and design, and (b) difficulties encountered in 

the identification, isolation, and control of research 

variables. 

To date, research methodologies and designs employed 

in studies examining melodic perception in normal subjects 

have been concentrated in two procedural categories i 

(a) brainwave analysis (E£G alpha monitoring), and 

(b) competitive stimuli processing (dichotic testing). To 

a lesser degree, eye behavior monitoring, hypothesized to be 

a reflector of hemispheric activation, has been employed in 

auditory processing studies. However, this procedure has 

been virtually ignored in research concerned with musical 

perception. 

The dichotic testing procedure is currently favored 

among researchers examining auditory processing in normal 

subjects. Numerous variations in format within the general 

dichotic design are reflected in the research literature. 

This diversity renders generalizations across studies diffi-

cult. Beyond this, the validity of the dichotic technique 

has yet to receive adequate empirical substantiation. The 

same may be said of eye behavior indexing procedures. 



Studies incorporating both of these procedures could pro-

vide data regarding concurrent validity for each of the 

techniques. Though the need for such validation is patent, 

studies directed toward this end have yet to appear in the 

literature. 

Descriptiveresearch concerned specifically with hemi-

spheric specialization for the rhythmic and pitch components 

of melody is in need of more stringent control of several 

potentially significant stimulus and subject variables. 

Among those sources of variation in particular need of 

continued investigation under controlled conditions are the 

following» (a) the relative emphasis on rhythmic and pitch 

activity within a melodic stimulus, and its influence on 

hemispheric specialization for melodic processingj (b) the 

musical competencies of the individual perceiver and their 

influence on hemispheric specialization for melodic 

processingi and (c) the preferred cognitive processing 

strategies of the Individual perceiver and their influence 

on hemispheric specialization for melodic processing. 

Speculations concerning the possible import of these 

variables are encountered often in the research literature. 

Gates and Bradshaw have concluded, based upon an extensive 

review of the literature, that observed cerebral asymme-

tries may be a function of (a) the nature of the stimulus 

and/or processing demands of the task, and (b) competency 
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level and/or the adopted processing strategies of the sub-

1? 

ject. Though a few Investigations have touched on these 

issues, the relative influences of the three variables 

cited above on the processing of melodic stimuli remain 

poorly understood phenomena. It is (a) the paucity of 

research concerned specifically with the examination of 

these variables, and (b) the need for validation of cur-

rently accepted indexing procedures for hemispheric 

specialization, that has provided the impetus for the 

present study. The data collected from this investigation 

should resolve some of the remaining confusion regarding 

hemispheric specialization for melody and provide an 

improved perspective regarding the Influences of apparent 

subject and task variables on melodic processing. 

Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of this study was to investigate the cog-

nitive phenomenon of hemispheric specialization for music, 

and selected observable indicators, as it relates to 

processing of the rhythmic and pitch components of melodic 

stimuli. 

12 
A. Gates and J. Bradshaw, "The Role of the Cerebral 

Hemispheres in Music," Brain and Language. IV (1977). 
413-431. 
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Research Problems 

The research problems of the study were 

1. To investigate hemispheric specialization for the 

processing of pitch within a melodic context. 

2. To investigate hemispheric specialization for the 

processing of rhythm within a melodic context. 

3. To investigate the influence of musical training 

on hemispheric specialization for melodic processing. 

4. To investigate the influence of individualized 

preferred processing strategies ("cognitive style") on 

hemispheric specialization for melodic processing. 

5. To investigate the relationship between hemi-

spheric specialization for melodic stimuli, as evidenced by 

an accepted indexing procedure, and eye behavior exhibited 

during melodic processing. 

Definition of Key Terms 

1. The term conjugate lateral eve movement (CLEM) 

refers to the spontaneous movement of the eyes to the left 

or right at the onset of cognitive processing activities. 

2. The term hemispheric specialization (also referred 

to, variously, as cerebral dominance, hemispheric asymmetry, 

cerebral lateralization) refers to functional differ-

ences in cognitive processing biases between the left and 

right cerebral hemispheres. 
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3. The term melodic fragment, for the purpose of this 

study, refers to a two-second, tonal, pitch-plus-rhythm 

configuration. 

4. The term preferred cognitive style, also referred 

to as hemisphericity, refers to an individualized tendency 

to appeal to one hemisphere--left or right--and its process-

ing biases more readily than the other# 

Basic Assumption 

1, For the purpose of this study it was assumed that 

the volunteer subjects who participated in the study were 

representative of the population from which they were 

selected• 

Limitation 

1. Results and conclusions stemming from the present 

study may be generalized only to similar populations. 



CHAPTER II 

RELATED LITERATURE 

Research efforts to establish the locus of cerebral 

activity for given cognitive tasks, at least with respect 

to the gross distinction of left versus right hemisphere, 

have progressed along two major avenues of inquiry• These 

two basic research approaches may be categorically referred 

to as "direct" and "indirect." 

In studies employing direct investigative methods to 

examine functional asymmetry the researcher obtains data 

relative to the operational biases of each hemishere via 

examination and testing of subjects with particular physi-

cal impairments or "deficits" within the brain. Direct 

methods of inquiry have been employed in clinical settings 

to examine hemispheric specialization for a variety of 

sensory input, including auditory and musical stimuli. 

Direct techniques employed in research concerned with 

lateralization of such stimuli have included testing of 

(a) subjects with unilateral brain damage, temporal lobec-

tomy, or hemispherectomy, (b) commissurotomy 

*C. I. Berlin and others, "Auditory Findings in Tem-
poral Lobectomized Patients," American Speech and Hearing 
Association, VII (1965), 386. M. C. Gordon, "Reception 
and Retention Factors in Tone Duration Discriminations by 

13 
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("split-brain") patients in whom medical disorders such as 

grand mal epilepsy have necessitated surgical severance of 

the neo-commis su res (neural connections) linking left and 

right hemispheres and (c) subjects injected with, sodium 

amytal or similar drugs} a procedure which temporarily 

3 
anesthetizes one side of the brain. 

Cognizant of the pragmatic limitations of deficit 

research, and questionable validity of generalizing from 

clinical subjects to the normal population, researchers 

since the early 1960's have developed several indirect 

methods and techniques designed to detect the characteristic 

distribution of mental operations in normal subjects. 

Several of these indirect procedures have been applied to 

hemispheric specialization for musical stimuli. Included 

Brain-Damaged and Control Patients," Cortex, III (1967), 
21^-249. 1. miner, "Brain Mechanisms Suggested by 
Studies of Temporal Lobes," Princeton Conference on Brain 
Mechanisms Underlying Speech and Language, C. H. Millikan, 
Chairman, edited by F. L. Darley (New York, 1967), pp. 122-
145. D. Shankweiler, "Effects of Temporal-lobe Damage on 
Perception of Dichotically Presented Melodies," Journal of 
Comparative and Physiological Psychology. LXII (1966), 

. Nebes, "Hemispheric Specialization in Commissuro-
tomized Man," Psychological Bulletin, LXXXI (1974), 
1-14. 

^J. E. Bogen and H. W. Gordon, "Musical Tests for 
Functional Lateralization with Intercardial Amobarbital," 
Nature. CCXXX (1971), 524-525. H. W. Gordon and J. E. 
Bogen, "Hemispheric Lateralization of Singing After Intra-
carotid Sodium Amylobarbitone," Journal of Neurology. 
Neurosurgery. and Psychiatry. XXXVII (1974), 727-728. 
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among these procedures have been the following! 

(a) dlcbotlc listening techniques, exemplified in the 
5 5 

research of Cook,4 Franklin and Baumgarte, Gordon, 

Kimura,7 and Mayo,8 among others; (b) monaural (monotic) 
9 

listening techniques, employed most notably by Aiello, 

Bever and Chiarello, Rexneke, and R.ushf ord—Murray i 

and (c) electrophysical (EEG) measurement, employed, for 

4R, B. Cook, "Left-Right Differences in the Percep-
tion of Dichotically Presented Musical Stimuli," Journal of 
Music Therapy. X (1973), 59-63. 

^Franklin and Baumgarte, "Auditory Laterality Effects 
for Melodic Stimuli," pp. 48-56. 

6H. W. Gordon, "Hemispheric Asymmetries in the Percep-
tion of Musical Chords," pp. 387-398. 

Kimura, "Left-Right Differences in the Perception 
of Melodies," Quarterly Journal of Experimental Psychology, 
XVI (1964), 355-358.D. Kimura, "Functional Asymmetry 
of the Brain in Dichotic Listening," Cortex. Ill (1967), 
163-178. 

8W, S. Mayo, "An Investigation of Auditory Laterality 
Effects in the Perception of Words and Music in Singing," 
unpublished paper presented before the Second Loyola 
Symposium, New Orleans, February, 1979. 

^Aiello, "Cerebral Dominance for the Perception of 
Arpeggiated Triads," pp. 470-478. 

10Bever and Chiarello, "Cerebral Dominance in Musi-
cians and Nonmusicians," pp. 537-539. 

^Reineke, "Dichotic and Monaural Perception of Music 
and Speech by Musicians and Nonmusicians," 1978. 

^K. Rushford-Murray, "Left-Right Differences in the 
Processing of Instrument Tone Segments," Council for 
Research in Music Education. LII (1977), 1-6. 
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13 
example by McKee, Humphrey, and McAdam, Osborne and 

1L 

Gale,1^ Schwartz, Davidson, Maer, and Bromfield, and 

Wagner.^ 
Of these Indirect procedures, the dichotic listening 

17 

technique, developed and first employed by Broadbent for 

attentional research involving speech stimuli, and first 
18 

applied to hemispheric specialization research by Kimura, 

is currently favored among investigators of auditory lat-

erality in normal subjects. Specifically, dichotic 

procedures involve the simultaneous presentation, through 

stereo headphones, of two competitive auditory stimuli, one 

each to the left and right ears of the perceiver. In 

practice, auditory studies employing dichotic procedures 

infer hemispheric specialization from recall scores. 
^G. McKee, B. Humphrey, and D. McAdam, "Scaled 

Lateralization of Alpha Activity During Linguistic and 
Musical Tasks," Psvchophvsiology. X (1973), 441-443. 

^K. Osborne and A. Gale, "'Bilateral EEG Differentia-
tion of Stimuli,** Biological Psychology. IV (1976), 
185-196. 

15 
G. Schwartz and others, "Patterns of Hemispheric 

Dominance in Musical, Emotional, Verbal, and Spatial 
Tasks," Psvchophvslologv, XI (1974), 227. 

^M. J. Wagner, "Effect of Music and Biofeedback on 
Alpha Brainwave Rhythms and Attentiveness," Journal of 
Research in Music Education. XXIII (Spring, 1975), 3-13. 

17 
D. E. Broadbent, "The Role of Auditory Localization 

in Attention and Memory Span," Journal of Experimental 
Psychology. XLVII (1954), 191-196. 

^Kimura, "Left-Right Differences," pp. 355-358. 
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Recall of the dichotic stimuli Is normally evidenced through 

subject recognition of postcued, multiple-choice binaural 

foils including the dichotically presented stimuli. A 

superior left ear score on a dichotlc listening test is 

interpreted as indicative of right-hemispheric processing 

preference for the given stimuli. Similarly, a superior 

right ear score is accepted as csvidence of a left-

heraispheric specialization for processing. Figure 1 pre-

sents an example of one common dichotlc format. 

Left 
Ear 

Right 
Ear 

Dichotic Pair 

(a) (b) (c) 

•yrtTflj I r j j l 1 ^ 
00 

u 
Multiple Choice Foils 

Figure 1.--Sample Dichotic Trial 
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Related to the dichotic technique Is the monaural or 

monotlc testing procedure. This technique Involves the 

presentation of auditory stimuli to a single ear at a time, 

usually with stimulus recall or subject reaction time to 

the stimulus accepted as reflective of hemispheric domi-

nance. As previously indicated, some important studies 

employing monotlc procedures have provided evidence of 

functional asymmetry for melodic perception. However, 

research has generally indicated that competitive input is 
19 

necessary to elicit left-right differences in audition. 

The logic basic to the dichotic and monotlc techniques 

is predicated on the physiological fact, empirically sub-

stantiated by Rosenzweig, that each ear has its greater 

neural representation in the opposite hemisphere of the 

brain. Rosenzweig20 has reported that when EEG responses 

of anesthetized cats to auditory "clicks" are compared for 

each ear, the EEG amplitude response of the contralateral 

(opposite side) ear is significantly larger than that of 

the ipsilateral (same side) ear. More specifically, 

19C. Calearo and A. Antonelli, "Cortical Hearing Tests 
and Cerebral Dominance," Acta Qto-Larvngologlea, LVI (1963), 
595-604. D. Dirks, "Perception of Dichotic and Mon-
aural Verbal Material and Cerebral Dominance for Speech, 
Acta Oto-Larvneolog1ca. LVIII (1974), 73-80. Kimura, 
"Functional Asymmetry of the Brain," pp. 163-178. 

2 0M. R. Rosenzweig, "Representations of the Two Ears 
at the Auditory Cortex," American Journal of Physiology. 
CLXVII (1951), 147-158. 
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according to Schiffman, approximately 60 per cent of the 

neural fibers in the auditory pathways from each ear are 

linked to the contralateral hemisphere of the brain. Elec-

trophysiological evidence has confirmed that conduction of 

auditory Input along contralateral routes, in addition to 

being stronger, is also faster than along ipsilateral 

21 

routes. Thus, while each hemisphere of the neocortex 

receives aural input from both left and right ears, that 

received by the ear contralateral the hemisphere special-

ized for mediation of the given stimuli tends to be 

processed more efficiently than that to the Ipsilateral ear. 

Additionally, some researchers have proposed that in 

addition to the efficiency factor, there is some overlapping 

point at which contralateral auditory pathways totally or 

partially occlude impulses moving through ipsilateral chan-

22 

nels. According to Gordon, a fundamental assumption of 

dichotic testing is that "binaural stimulus rivalry causes 

the contralateral auditory pathways to the higher brain 

centers to dominate, thereby suppressing information in the 
23 

ipsilateral ear-to-cortex projection." 
21 

H. 1. Schiffman, Sensation and Perception» An 
Integrated Approach. (New York, 19767, p. 73. 

22 
Rosenzweig, "Representations of the Two Ears," pp. 

154-156. Kimura, "Functional Asymmetry," p. 169. 

23 
Gordon, "Hemispheric Asymmetries," p. 388. 
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Indirect procedures such as the dichotic listening 

paradigm characteristically test individuals displaying a 

homogeneity of handedness characteristicsj most often, 

right-handed subjects. Research, has shown that data col-

lected from such homogenous groups relative to hemispheric 

specialization may be generalized to approximately 90 per 

cent of normal right-handed and 60-70 per cent of normal 

left-handed individuals. For the remainder of persons, 
2 ̂ 

specialization locus is reversed or diffused. Delimiting 

research studies to subject groups with known lateraliza-

tion tendencies enables researchers to obtain insights into 

preferred processing modes for various sensory input, given 

generally accepted lateralization theory. The assumption 

underlying this common practice proposes that, subject 

variables aside, processing preferences for a given stimu-

lus will remain constant in the normal population at large, 

despite variability in the physiological locus of process-

ing activity. 

The construct validity of the dichotic testing proce-

dure remains less than certain, and criterion-related 

validity has yet to be established clearly. However, the 

general reliability and face validity of the technique has 

^Klmura, "Functional Asymmetry,M p. 166. P. Satz and 
others, "Order of Report, Ear Asymmetry and Handedness in 
Dichotic Listening," Cortex. I (1965), 377-396. 
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25 
been documented by EEG evidence, studies investigating 

26 
diehotle response mode and investigations of eye behavior 

2 7 
during dichotlc testing. In support of the technique, 

Gordon has argued that although the procedure 

cannot be expected to separate the functioning of the 
cerebral hemispheres in normal subjects as completely 
as in patients in whom the neo-commissures have been 
surgically divided . . . demanding tests • • • result 
in statistical differences in ear performance on audi-
tory tests from which implications of functional 
lateralization and organization of the cerebral hemi-
spheres are drawn.™ 

Hemispheric Specialization for Melody and 
Its Pitch and Rhythmic Components 

Viewed collectively, research studies in musical per-

ception exhibit a singular lack of consensus with regard to 

an operational definition for melody. The descriptor has 

been applied to stimuli ranging from two- and three-note 

pitch sequences to excerpts from works of major historical 

2 S 
Schwartz and others, "Patterns of Hemispheric 

Dominance," p. 227. 

^L. Mlllay, J. Roeser, and J. Godfrey, "Reliability 
of Performance for Dichotlc Listening Using Two Response 
Modes," Journal of Speech and Hearing Research.. XX (1977), 
510-518. 

27 
E. R. Lefevre and others, "Lateral Eye Movements 

During Verbal and Nonverbal Dichotlc Listening," Percep-
tual and Motor Skills. XLVI (1977), 1115-1122. 
H. Nellsen and J. H. S^rensen, "Hemispheric Dominance, 
Dichotlc Listening, and Lateral Eye Movement Behavior," 
Scandinavian Journal of Psychology. XVII (1976), 
129-132. 

28 
Gordon, "Hemispheric Asymmetries," p. 397. 
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composers. Host often investigations in melodic perception 

have employed stimuli constructed of short (four seconds 

and under) pitch and/or pitch-plus-rhythm fragments. The 

appropriateness of spplylrig the term melody to such frag-

ments may be open to debate, particularly among musicians. 

Nonetheless, when used as a general descriptor for what Apel 

refers to as the "successions ot pitch-plus-duration values 
7 Q 

we call melodies," its qualified use is tenable. 

In considering the available evidence for lateraliza-

tion of melody, it is notable that research studies in the 

area have often employed stimuli containing distinct pitch, 

and rhythmic elements. Such studies, though justified from 

the standpoint of Apel's definition of melody, do not 

address important questions as to which, if either, of these 

two basic parameters of melody is responsible for the appar-

ent presence or absence of functional laterality effects. 

In a factor analysis of the responses of over 200 sub-

jects to excerpts from the standard orchestral literature, 

selected for their primary emphasis on pitch, rhythm, 

timbre, or harmony, Henkin produced evidence for two "inde-

pendent and meaningful" factors in musici one melodic 
30 

(implying tonal pitch patterns)! the other rhythmic. 

79 
W. Apel, Harvard Dictionary of Music. (Cambridge, 

Mass., 1944), p. 436. 
30 
R. 1. Henkin, "A Factorial Study of the Components of 

Music," Journal of Psychology. XXXIX (1955), 161-181. 
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Citing Henkin's findings, Gates and Bradshaw have observed 

that the 

relative importance of these components of music may 
invoice different processing strategies, which in turn 
reflect differential specialization of the two cere-
bral hemispheres. Thus, "Melody recognition becomes 
less of a right hemisphere task as the time and rhythm 
factors become more salient for distinguishing the 
tone patterns"3* (Gordon, 1974, pp. 133-134). 

Concerning the potentially confounding condition embodied 

in melodic processing research employing pitch-plus-rhythm 

stimuli, Gordon has hypothesized that a "predominance of 

rhythmic function in the left hemisphere coupled with, the 

function of pitch discrimination in the right hemisphere 

could produce the observed results [no observable lateral-
33 

ity effects] and confound . . . conclusions." 

Given such considerations of stimulus content, and 

others involving subject variables particularly, it is evi-

dent that numerous questions bearing on the processing 

functions elicited by melodic stimuli remain to be resolved. 

This observation in no way minimizes the contributions of 

prior research in melodic perception. Rather, it points 

toward a progressive line of research questions which should 

steadily increase knowledge of the subjecti questions made 

~^H. W. Gordon, "Auditory Specialization of the Right 
and Left Hemispheres," pp. 133-134, cited in Gates and 
Bradshaw, "The Role of the Cerebral Hemispheres," p. 422. 

32 
Gates and Bradshaw, p. 422. 

"^Gordon, "Hemispheric Asymmetriesp. 397. 
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possible only through the efforts of previous researchers 

In the field. 

In reviewing the research literature dealing with 

melodic perception and/or its pitch or rhythmic components, 

judicious decisions must be made in determining both general 

and specific Inclusions necessary to an adequate presenta-

tion of current knowledge in the field as it relates to 

the present study. To that end, the subsequent review 

focuses on pertinent research that has dealt with (a) each 

of the two independent factors of melody--pltch and rhythm--

examined in isolation or as a musical gestalt, and (b) the 

subject and stimulus variables that may influence melodic 

processing. 

Considering the extreme diversity in stimuli content 

exhibited by melodic processing studies collectively, the 

variability of results stemming from this body of research 

is not unexpected. Beyond this, variations in research 

design and methodology further contribute to the equivocal 

nature of research to date. In so far as is feasible, data 

from each of these studies must be examined in context if 

one wishes to avoid distortions tied to generalization from 

dissimilar data. 
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Clinical Research In Melodic Perception 

From the late 1950*s Into the 1970's, reports of 

clinical Investigations Into auditory asymmetry as It 

relates to melodic processing have provided initial and 

ongoing revelations. In particular, early deficit studies 

served as the wellspring to all subsequent research, in 

this area. The contribution of these pioneering efforts 

cannot be overestimated, and that of more recent deficit 

studies continues to be substantial. 

Milner.--The research of Milner may be viewed as the 

earliest systematic contemporary effort to investigate non-

verbal auditory processing. Research reports of Milner*s 

work examining temporal-lobe function in man appeared in 

the literature from 1958 on through the next decade. Sum-

mary accounts of her clinical work in auditory perception 

generally^ include Milner*s finding concerning musical 

perception in clinical subjects with unilateral temporal 

lobectomies. 

To examine musical processing in 38 patients with 

temporal-lobe lesions (22 left-sided, 16 right), Milner 

employed the Seashore Measures of Musical Talents, Series A 

34 
B. Milner, "Laterality Effects in Audition," Inter-

hemlspherlc Relations and Cerebral Dominance. edited by 
V. B. Mountcastle (Baltimore, 1$&2) , pp. 'l77-195• 
B. Milner, "Brain Mechanisms Suggested by Studies of Tem-
poral Lobes," Brain Mechanisms Underlying Speech and 
language, edited by F. L. Darley (New York, 1967), pp. 
122-145. 
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(1939). Each of the six Seashore tests—Pitch, Loudness, 

Rhythm, Time, Timbre, and Tonal Memory--was administered 

pre- and post-operatively to 27 patients, and post-

operatively to 11. Generally, pre- and post-operative 

comparisons showed increased discrimination difficulty on 

all tests after right temporal lobectomy but not after 

left. These tendencies were statistically nonsignificant 

for the Time (longer/shorter comparisons), Rhythm (same or 

different comparisons), and Pitch (higher/lower comparisons) 

tests. For the Loudness (louder/softer comparisons), 

Timbre and Tonal Memory (tonal pitch-sequence comparisons) 

tests these tendencies proved significant (p < .05, 

p C .01, and p < .001, respectively). Based upon these 

findings, Hilner concluded that "the results . . . show 

conclusively that a right temporal lobectomy makes certain 

kinds of auditory discrimination difficult, comparisons of 

tonal patterns or judgments of tone quality being the most 

35 

cons picuously impaired." 

Milner's 1962 report of her clinical work in musical 

perception is thorough and well documented, particularly in 

its report of results. Medical descriptions of the temporal 

lesions within the clinical population are included. Data 

and statistical presentations are clear and appropriate. 

Perhaps due to limitations of space, methodology and test 
35 Milner, "Laterality Effects in Audition," p. 187. 
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administration information is not included, leaving some 

questions as to specific procedural applications of the Sea-

shore battery. As is characteristic of early clinical 

reports, Milner's report does not address questions relating 

to the validity of generalizing from clinical to normal 

populations. These concerns aside, Milner's presentation of 

her clinical research is both appropriate and adequate. 

Berlin. Chase. Dill, and Hagepanos.--In a brief 

abstract reporting a variety of findings relating to percep-

tual deficits resulting from temporal lobectomy, Berlin 

36 

et al. corroborated Milner's findings. Specifically, as 

in Milner's work, performance scores on the Tonal Memory 

test of the Seashore battery were significantly poorer 

after right lobectomy (N=ll) than after left (N=9). These 

data reinforced Milner's earlier findings of right hemi-

spheric bias for mediation of tonal pitch sequences. 

No methodology of statistical information is included 

in this abstract, rendering judgments to the relative 

merits of the research impossible. A thorough search of 

the literature failed to locate any subsequent publication 

of empirical support for the conclusions presented in this 

report. 

36 
C. Berlin and others, "Auditory Findings in Temporal 

Lobectoraized Patients," American Speech and Hearing Asso-
ciation. VII (1965), 386. 
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Shanlcweller.--Further clinical evidence of right hemi-

ispheric bias for melodic processing appeared a year later 
37 

in a report by Shankweiler. In part, this research 

employed dichotic testing techniques to examine melodic 

perception in patients with left (N=2l) and right (N=24) 

temporal-lobe lesions, most examined pre- and post-

operatively. The melodic stimuli for the project consisted 

of Kimura's dichotic-melodies test tape which, contained 

twenty four-second dichotic excerpts from "instrumental 

chamber music." 
Shankweiler's results paralleled those obtained in 

previous deficit studies and also the indirect research of 
38 

Kimura, reported two years earlier. Data from 

Shankweiler*s project revealed that the post-operative 

scores for right-lobectomy patients were significantly 

inferior to scores for left-lobectomy patients (p < .01). 

Shankweiler*s data also confirmed that "left temporal 

patients, like Kimura*s normal subjects . • • show a clear-

cut superiority in recognition of melodies which arrived at 
39 

the left ear as compared with the right (p < .001)." 

37 
D. Shankweiler, "Effects of Temporal-Lobe Damage on 

Perception of Dichotically Presented Melodies," Journal of 
Comparative and Physiological Psychology. LXII (1966)", 
115-119. 

^Kimura, "Left-Right Differences," pp. 355-358. 

39 
Shankweiler, p. 116. 
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Given probable length restrictions for journal publi-

cation, those aspects of Shankweiler*s report relating to 

melodic processing are adequately presented. As with. 

Mliner's report, precise lesion information is given, but 

the account of administration procedures is minimal. 

Shankweiler's rationale for employing Kimura's test, 

designed specifically to examine melodic processing in nor-

mal subjects, is not made clear. Additionally, the reader 

is left entirely in the dark as to the specific musical 

content of the test stimuli. No examples or sources for 

the dlchotic excerpts are provided. As Kimura's tape is 

not generally available for review, as is the Seashore 

battery employed by Milner, this omission is particularly 

problematic. Such an omission emphasizes differences in 

perspective between researchers who are also trained musi-

cians and those who are not. The results of anymelodic 

perception research may be judiciously interpreted only 

within the context of the specific constructs of the sensory 

input presented for mediation. The missing information in 

Shankweiler's report renders such interpretation impossible. 

Bogen and Gordon.--Related more generally to questions 

of melodic processing are the two direct studies of Bogen 

and Gordon which examined the effects of intracarotid 

sodium amylobarbital injections (temporary anesthetic) on 
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singing.^ These two projects observed singing In clinical 

patients (N=6 right carotid artery Injections In 1971, N=5 

left and N=B right carotid Injections In 1974) during the 

short "reversible hemlspherectoray" Induced by the anesthe-

tizing drug. 

In both studies Gordon's and Bogen's finding was that 

right carotid artery Injection produced severely deficient 

singing In patients who could be Induced to sing. Con-

versely, singing was much less Impaired than speech during 

left-hemispheric depression. During right-hemispheric 

depression, "melodic deficits were characterized by a 

striking absence of tonal control resulting in monotonia 

41 

renderings of the songs." The one patient who sang words 

rather than "la, la" performed every word correctly, but 

without melody. In both studies, rhythm was virtually 

unaffected during the periods when singing was monotonia or 

greatly distorted. In 1971, this observation led Gordon 

and Bogen to conclude, based on right carotid injections 

only, that the right hemisphere specialized in pitch, 

processing while the left was dominant for rhythm. In 
40 
J. E. Bogen and H. W. Gordon, "Musical Tests for 

Functional Lateralization with Intracarotld Amobarbltal," 
Nature, CCXXX (1971), 524-525. 1. W. Gordon and J. £. 
Bogen, "Hemispheric Lateralization of Singing after Intra-
carotld Sodium Aiiylobarbltone,M Journal of Neurology. 
Neurosurgery. and Psychiatry. XXXVII (1974), 727-738. 

41 
Gordon and Bogen, p. 729-730. 
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1974, this conclusion regarding rhythmic specialization was 

modified, based upon observations of both left and right 

carotid injections and their effects on singing. Data from 

this study supported Kliner's research and led Gordon and 

Bogen to conclude that "apparently, rhythmic production is 

possible by either the left or right hemisphere alone, 

, ..42 
independent of the ability to sing on pitch.' 

Gordon's and Bogen*s research technique is unique, and 

their findings intriguing. As with the clinical research 

reports previously discussed, a distinct absence of specific 

procedural information is evident in both reports. Though, 

the immediate and necessarily individual nature of each test 

case may have precluded uniformity in methodology across 

subjects, such information in itself would aid in evaluating 

Gordon's and Bogen*s conclusions. 

As the case study approach is not suited to statistical 

analysis, the results of these studies are confined to 

Gordon's and Bogen*s verbal interpretation of what they 

heard during the hemiparalysis sessions. The complete 

absence of documentation for these sessions (tapes and/or 

notatlonal examples, for instance) is a major barrier to 

persons wishing to review the researchers' interpretations. 

As with the reports of Berlin et al. and Shankweiler, data 

/ o 
Gordon and Bogen, p. 732, 
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and procedural omissions preclude thorough evaluation of 

Gordon's and Bogen*s research. 

Brookshire.--In 1975, Brookshire43 reported a project 

in which he tested clinical (N=38) and normal (N=12) sub-

jects' ability to determine whether or not two pitch 

sequences of one, two, or four tones were the same or 

different. Data from the study indicated that, compared to 

normal and aphasic subjects, right-hemisphere-damaged 

patients exhibited lower overall performance scores 

(p < .05). Additionally, these patients showed a direct 

relationship between their error scores and the number of 

tones in the stimulus, with scores declining as the number 

of pitches increased from two to four. This result led 

Brookshire to suggest, based on Hilner's clinical findings, 

that four-tone sequences were translated into "melodies," 

and thus a more right-hemispheric task, explaining the 

lowered performance scores of right-hemisphere-damaged 

subjects. 

In contrast to previously discussed research, 

Brookshire's detailed report of his procedures enables 

informed evaluation of his conclusions. Based upon his 

presentation, Brookshire's conclusions regarding pitch 

43 
R. H. Brookshire, "Recognitition of Auditory 

Sequences by Aphasic, Right-Hemisphere-Damaged, and Non-
Brain-Damaged Subjects," Journal of Communication Dis-
orders . VIII (1975), 51-59. 
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processing appear justified. Additionally, his incorpora-

tion of a control group provided a necessary standard 

against which asymmetries in clinical subjects could be 

compared. Of the direct research studies reviewed, only 

this report and that of Milner provided for such 

comparisons. 

Viewed collectively, data from these clinical Investi-

gations relating to perception of melodic stimuli posit a 

right-hemispheric specialization for mediation of pitch 

sequences and "gestalt" melodies. In the data available 

concerning rhythmic processing, including the rhythmic 

aspects of melodic stimuli, support is greatest for the 

hypothesis of bilateral representation of rhythmic 

processors. 

Indirect Research in Melodic. Fitch 
and/or Rhvthmlc"PerceptIon 

. . . in the whole brain we are dealing with a very 
richly connected system. . . . It is a basic prin-
ciple of interpretation and technique that, if you 
remove a particular component in a circular or feed-
back circuit, the circuit or function may be 
interrupted, but this does not prove that the region 
you have excised or damaged or stimulated is the 
essential component. It is only one of the compo-
nents. In studying normal function in man, this can 
be an insuperable barrier to direct interpretation. 
This applies both to lnterhemispherie and intercor-
tical connections. ̂  

Grey, in discussion following B. Milner, "Brain 
Mechanisms Suggested by Studies of Temporal Lobes," Brain 
Mechanisms Underlying Speech and Language. edited by F. L. 
Barley, (New York, 1967*), p. 132, 
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Grey's observation epitomizes a collective concern 

which may be viewed as a central, impetus to the development 

in the last two decades of indirect techniques for investi-

gating cerebral function in normal subjects# The following 

discussion examines those indirect investigations most 

relevant to the present study. 

Klmura.--The earliest published research study to 

examine hemispheric specialization for melodic stimuli 

through indirect procedures was reported by Doreen Klmura 

in 1964.45 The most important antecedent to Kimura's 

research employing musical stimuli were the deficit studies 

of Milner, positing right-hemispheric specialization for 

tonal pattern processing and bilateral rhythmic processing. 

Twenty right-handed female nursing students and nurses 

comprised the subject pool for Kimura's 1964 study in ver-

bal and melodic processing. Two dichotic tests were 

presented to each subject? one a verbal test involving 

digit recall, the other employing melodic stimuli. Speci-

fically, the melodies test consisted of IB trials, each 4 

seconds in duration. These melodic stimuli were recorded 

from commercial orchestral recordings and were limited to 

"solo passages in concertos of Mozart, Telemann, Vivaldi, 

^Kimura, "Left-Right Differences," pp. 355-358. 
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Bach, and Anton In i.1,46 For each test item, a melodic pair 

was presented dichotically, followed by four binaural 

excerpts, two of which matched the dlchotic pair. The sub-

ject responded verbally as to which of the four binaural 

foils matched the two members of the dlchotic pair (example 

appears on page 17). 

Kimura's results indicated a significant right ear/ 

left hemisphere preference for the digits test (p < .02) and 

a significant left ear/right hemisphere effect for the 

melodic stimuli (p < .01). Supporting aspects of Mliner's 

research, Kimura concludes that the "right temporal lobe 

plays a greater role in nonverbal auditory perception than 

does the left.-47 

In a subsequent report in which she reviewed findings 

from several studies related to both verbal and musical 

processing, Kimura reported a study in which she examined 

the effect of familiarity on the processing of melodic pat-
48 

terns in normal subjects. Using dichotic procedures, 

Kimura presented familiar "concert" melodies to "experi-

enced music listeners" (N=16), asking that each subject hum 

the melodies in the dichotic pair immediately following 

their presentation. In results similar to those of her 

46Ibid., p. 356. 47Ibid. 

48 
K D. Kimura, "Functioning Asymmetry of the Brain in 

Dichotic Listening," Cortex. XXX (1967), 163-178. 
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1964 report, a significant left ear/right hemisphere advan-

tage appeared, both for melodies generally and for familiar 

melodies as well. This latter finding led Kimura to con-

clude that familiarity "does not appear to be a critical 
49 

factor in hemispheric specialization of function." 

Though the research of Kimura is well reported in most 

respects, one major barrier exists to critical evaluation 

of her work. As with Shankweiler*s research, readers of 

Kimura's reports are provided with virtually no information 

as to the musical content of the dichotic test. Without 

such knowledge, intelligent evaluation of Kimura's research 

is impossible. For musicians who are also researchers, such 

information would certainly be viewed as indispensible to 

an understanding of the research. For researchers who are 

not musicians, the inclusion of such information is the 

exception rather than the rule. 

Gordon.--In an indirect investigation reported in 

1970, Gordon focused on the "elemental aspects" of orches-

tral excerpts perhaps responsible for the observed 

laterality effects in Kimura*s and Shankweiler*s dichotic 

50 

studies. Gordon devised three tests for his research: 

digit, melody, and chord recognition. Of these, the 
49 
Kimura, "Functional Asymmetry," p. 176. 

"^Gordon, "Hemispheric Asymmetries," pp. 387-398. 
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melodies test is of relevance to the present study. This 

test consisted of twenty dichotic items, each composed of 

two four-second excerpts from baroque literature. Each 

pair was matched for pitch and rhythm, presented by 

recorder, and cast in a four-foil, multiple-choice recog-

nition format. Data collected from twenty male college 

students, who were all members of performing musical ensem-

bles, showed no significant ear laterality effect for the 

melodies test, though the left ear scores were mildly supe-

rior to the right. Noting the deviation of these results 

from those of previous melodic processing studies, Gordon 

observed that the melodic stimuli used in the test items 

contained two musical parameters--pitch and rhythm. 

"Either or both of these could have been used as cues to 

51 
distinguish individual melodies." 

Citing the evidence for bilaterality or left-

hemispheric rhythmic function, Gordon concluded that the 

predominance of rhythmic function in the left hemi-
sphere coupled with the function of pitch 
discrimination in the right hemisphere could produce 
the observed results. . . . The subjects would recog-
nize unique rhythms in some trials and unique melodic 
changes in others so that the overall performance 
would show no asymmetry.-*2 

Gordon's discussion does not include observations as to the 

possible influence that the musical training of his subjects 

may have had on results for the melodies test. 

51Ibld.. p. 394. 52lbId., p. 395. 
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In the opinion of this researcher, Gordon's study, 

along with that of Spellacy to be discussed presently, con-

tributed a critical refinement to the focus of melodic 

perception research. Gordon's conclusions contain one of 

the earliest overt suggestions that the pitch and rhythmic 

parameters of melodic sitmuli may evoke differing process-

ing strategies. Gordon's conclusion may be viewed as a 

major step in the conceptual evolution of a model for 

melodic perception. It provides a rationale for subsequent 

research to examine the relative influence of pitch and 

rhythm on melodic processing. 

Spellacv.--In another dichotic study reported in 1970, 

directed toward "isolating those components of music that 

53 
are critical in the demonstration of ear preferences," 

Spellacy examined music, timbre, pitch sequence and rhythmic 

54 

pattern processing in sixty-four subjects. Of interest to 

the present study are the music, pitch and rhythm condi-

tions of Spellacy*s tests. 

For the pitch test, dichotic pairs consisted of two-

second, 4-8 element, pure-tone stimuli. Each dichotic pair 

was followed, after five or twelve seconds, by a single 

53 
F. Spellacy, "Lateral Preferences in the Identifica-

tion of Patterned Stimuli," Journal of the Acoustical 
Society of America, LXVII (1970), 574. 

^Ibid., pp. 574-578. 
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Identification foil which matched or differed from one of 

the two dlchotic sequences. The rhythm test, parallel in 

format to the pitch test, consisted of temporal sequences 

similar to Morse code signals were presented as "tone 

pulses." Stimulus pairs for the music test consisted of 

excerpts from solo violin melodies extracted from Gordon's 

55 
Musical Aptitude Profile* 

Supporting Kimura's results, Spellacy's data showed a 

significant left ear/right hemisphere bias for music sepa-

rated from the identification foil by five seconds 

(p < .05). Twelve-second separations proved nonsignificant. 

No significant laterality effects were evidenced for the 

pitch, rhythm, or timbre conditions. Concerning the issue 

of critical components in producing right hemisphere 

laterality effects for music, Spellacy concluded that the 

"observed differences point strongly to frequency patterns 

56 

as being the most likely component." 

Spellacy's study was apparently the earliest published 

research to specifically attempt to isolate and examine the 

individual components of melodic stimuli. Descriptions of 

the test stimuli and procedures are adequate, though nota-

tional examples would have improved the presentation. 
55 
E. Gordon, Musical Aptitude Profile. (Boston, Mass., 

1965). 

56 Ibid., p. 577. 
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King and Klmura.--In 1972, two dichotic experiments 

involving vocal, nonverbal sounds were reported by King and 

Kimura: (a) processing of hummed melodic patterns, and 

(b) processing of non-speech vocal sounds (crying, sneezing, 

etc.). Only the first of these two experiments bears a 

relationship to the present study. In this experiment 

forty-eight right-handed college students reporting normal 

hearing acuity were presented twelve dichotic test trials 

consisting of hummed three-second "concert melodies," fol-

lowed by four binaural, multiple-choice foils. Each 

dichotic pair was matched subjectively for rhythm and pitch 

range. 

Data from this experiments revealed a significant left 

ear/right hemisphere main effect for stimulus melodies 

(p < .01). Additionally, the influence of gender on hemi-

sphere specialization for melodic stimuli was considered, 

but did not significantly relate to observed laterality 

effects. 

The conclusions of King and Kimura follow and expand 

those of Kimura's earlier research. According to the 

researchers, data from this study indicating a "strong 

left-ear effect confirms the dependence of recognition of 

57 
F. D. King and P. Kimura, 11 Left-Ear Superiority in 

Dichotic Perception of Vocal Non-Verbal Sounds," Canadian 
Journal of Psychology. XXVI (1972), 111-116, 
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melodic line on the right temporal-lobe system, regardless 

58 
of how the pattern is produced." 

Though apparatus and procedures for the study are 

carefully described, no information relating to the "con-

cert melodies" is presented in the report. Under these 

conditions, unqualified acceptance of King's and Kimura's 

conclusions is not possible. 

Gregory. Harriman. and Roberts. - -Noting, the uncer-

tainty concerning hemispheric specialization for rhythmic 

perception implied by previous research (e.g., Milner, 

Gordon), Gregory, Harriman, and Roberts, in a 1972 report, 

tested the hypothesis that rhythmic perception is charac-

terized by temporal order, and thus may evolte 

59 

left-hemispheric processors. 

Five right-handed subjects participated in this study. 

Testing procedures consisted of the presentation via stereo 

headphones of a repeating seventy-millisecond pure-tone 

pulse, arriving every 1,000 milliseconds, to one ear of the 

subject. The other ear was presented a steady repeating 

pulse which the subject could vary manually over a range of 

430-570 milliseconds. The subject's task was to align 

58Ibid., p. 114. 
S9 
A. H. Gregory, J. C. Harriman, and L. D. Roberts, 

"Cerebral Dominance for the Perception of Rhythm," Psv-
chonomlc Science. XXVIII (1972), 75-76. 
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manually the variable pulse so that he or she perceived the 

composite repeating pulse as completely regularj I.e., 

occurring every 500 milliseconds. The test stimuli, pre-

sented in blocks of sixteen trials, was presented at 

near-threshold levels, with masking noise between each pure 

tone. This experimental condition was statistically com-

pared to a vaguely defined control condition which consisted 

of a "relatively intense stimulus alternating between the 
60 

ears, relayed to both hemispheres each time it occurs." 

The results of this experiment showed a significant 

difference between the control and experimental conditions 

of approximately 3.86 milliseconds (p < .001), the stimulus 

to the right ear/left hemisphere being delayed relative to 

the left ear/right hemisphere in the experimental condition. 
The researchers observed that these data 

suggest that the stimulus reaching the left hemisphere 
is delayed relative to that reaching the right hemi-
sphere and thus probably has to be transmitted to the 
right hemisphere for the judgment to be made. . . . 
this would suggest that the right cerebral hemisphere 
is used for rhythmic perception.61 

Though the rationale and general procedures of 

Gregory's, Harriman's, and Roberts' research are clear, 

their report is inadequate in several respects. First, 

their description of the control condition employed in the 

60Ibld.. p. 75. 

61Ibld.. p. 76. 
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study is particularly unclear. Secondly, though the raw 

data scores under this control condition reflect a strong 

left-hemispheric processing bias in three of the five sub-

jects, the implications of these data are not discussed. 

Thirdly, the sensitivity of the variable-speed apparatus 

used by subjects to align the variable stimulus is not dis-

cussed. These deficiencies, coupled with the small subject 

population employed in the study, call into question the 

certainty with which the results of this research may be 

accepted. 

Cook.--The next research report relevant to the pres-

62 

ent study to appear in the literature was that of Cook. 

Cook investigated laterality effects for melody in trained 

subjects. For this project, a twenty-trial dichotic 

Melodic Perception Test (MPT), Incorporating both pitch 

and rhythmic components, was constructed and administered 

to twenty right-handed freshman music theory students. 

Cook's dichotic pairs, each four seconds in duration, were 

recorded from electronic piano and subjectively controlled 

for tempo, register, intensity, and style. Following each 

test pair, subjects indicated which, if any, of four 

notated melodic examples on the MPT answer sheet had been 

^R. B. Cook, "Left-Right Differences in the Percep-
tion of Dichotically Presented Musical Stimuli," Journal of 
Music Therapy. X (1973), 59-63. 
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heard. Though a parallel to the multiple-choice formats of 

earlier melodic perception studies, Cook's research is 

singular In its use of notations1 representations of aural 

stimuli to obtain recall information. 

Data analysis revealed a significantly greater left-

ear recall score in the subject population (p < .01). From 

this finding, Cook concluded that "for right-handed sub-

jects, musical sounds appear to be processed more 

63 

efficiently in the right lobe of the brain than the left." 

Within his report, Cook Includes a four-item excerpt 

from the MPT answer sheet. Though both pitch and rhythmic 

cues are contained in each of these four items, pitch con-

tours are relatively more varied and individualized than 

rhythmic patterns. Given this feature of the stimuli, it 

may be speculated that the MPT stimuli emphasized pitch, 

processing in the subject population. Such an emphasis 

could account for the right-hemispheric bias for pitch evi-

denced in Cook's subjects. 

Additionally, it is not mentioned in the report whether 

or not subjects were free to consult the MPT answer sheet 

during dichotic testing. Should this have been the case, 

these visual representations may have served as aids to 

identification of the aural stimuli. The effects of such 

aids on ear scores can only be speculated. 

63Ibld.. p. 62. 
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McKee. Humphrey, and McAdam.--Evidence of functional 

asymmetry for musical tasks in normal subjects has accrued 

through the use of electroencephalographic (EEG) techniques 

as well as dichotic and monotic procedures. In an EEG 

study examining relative alpha levels (8-13 cycle-per-

second brain waves associated with restful brain states) 

during four auditory processing tasks--three linguistic and 

64 

one musical--McKee, Humphrey, and McAdam devised a musical 

task which required subjects to note the otccurrence of "a 

particular irregularly repeated two-measure theme in an 
6*1 

unfamiliar Bach Concerto." Electroencephalographic read-

ings from the temporal-parietal site in both left and right 

hemispheres of four subjects revealed significantly more 

alpha activity over the right hemisphere on all tasks. The 

lowest disparity between left and right hemisphere alpha 

activity appeared on the music task. In a nonspecific con-

clusion based on these findings, the researchers observed 

that their data served to "strengthen existing positions 

about lateralization and localization of complex behavioral 
fkf% 

functions in the cortical mantle." 

This EEG project is notable for its evidence support-

ing bilateral processing of melodic stimuli. Admittedly, 
64 
G. McKee, B. Humphrey, and D. W. McAdam, "Scaled 

Lateralization of Alpha Activity During Linguistic and 
Musical Tasks," Psvchophvslologv. X (1973), 441-443. 

6 5IMd. • P» HI* 66Ibid., p. 112. 
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the subject population was minimal, and specifics concerning 

the Bach Concerto (number of voices, relative pitch/rhythmic 

density, etc.) were lacking. Nonetheless, the fact that 

musical stimuli elicited the smallest left/right hemispheric 

activation differences in the subject population, with 

greater activity in the left hemisphere, calls into question 

the right-hemispheric dominance reflected in the majority of 

direct and indirect investigations reviewed to this point. 

Halperin. Nachshon. and Carmon.--A study reported by 

Halperin, Nachshon, and Carmon in 1973 examined the influ-

ence of pitch and rhythm transitions on observed laterality 

in six right-handed female subjects. Two dichotic tests 

were constructed for the purpose of the study. The first 

was comprised of sixty-four three-tone dichotic pairs con-

taining "high" and "low" pitches. Each set of three tones 

contained either zero (HHH, LLL), one (LLH, LHH, etc.), or 

two (HLH, LHL) pitch transitions. The second test was 

parallel in format, but employed pairs of rhythmic patterns 

in place of pitch contours. Each rhythmic trial used 

durations categorized as "long" (L) and/or "short" (S) and 

contained zero (SSS, LLL), one (SSL, SLL, etc.), or two 

(SLS, LSL) rhythmic transitions. 

67 
Y. Halperin, I. Nachshon, and A. Carmon, "Shift of 

Superiority in Dichotic Listening to Temporally Patterned 
Nonverbal Stimuli," Journal of the Acoustical Society of 
America. LIII (1973), 46-50."""" — 
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Each dichotic pair, produced by sound generators, was 

two seconds In duration. Subjects verbally reported the 

configuration of the sounds they heard (high./low patterns 

for the pitch testj long/short patterns for the rhythm 

test). 

Results of both tests supported the experimental hypo-

thesis which proposed that a shift from left ear to right 

ear superiority would occur as the number of transitions 

increased from zero to two (p < .001). From these data, 

the researchers concluded that "the direction of ear supe-

riority in report of dlchotlc sound sets varies as a 
68 

function of the complexity of their temporal pattern." 

This finding "suggests that the left hemisphere specializes 

69 

in the processing of temporal patterns." Noting that 

these results contradict those of some previous research, 

Halperin, Nachshon, and Carmon concluded that "if under 

certain conditions, such as temporal patterning, nonverbal 

stimuli are mediated by the left hemisphere, then a simple 

verbal nonverbal categorization of stimuli in terms of 

hemispheric specialization does not hold."^ 

The research of Halperin, Nachshon, and Carmon appears 

to have been carefully designed and executed. The simpli-

city of the stimuli content within each dichotic test 

enabled the researchers to provide adequate verbal 

68Ibid.. p. 48. 69Ibld„. p. 49. 70lbld. 
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descriptions of their stimuli# Their finding for left-

hemispheric preferences In mediation of both pitch and 

rhythmic stimuli emphasizing temporal patterning is suppor-

tive of the Processing Strategy Theory of hemispheric 

specialization. 

Oscar-Berman. Goodglass. and Donnenfeld.--In a study 

delimited to pitch contour and possible laterality effects 

stemming from attentional factors, Oscar-Berman, Goodglass, 

and Donnenfeld constructed a dichotic test consisting of 

forty-eight computer-generated two- and three-tone "con-
*7 "I 

tours" (/, \ ,A,V). Twenty normal right-handed subjects 

were tested under four conditionst (a) visual identifica-

tion from line representations of the dichotic components 

in free choice order} (b) visual identification of the 

dichotic pair in preinstructed order (e.g., left ear first)} 

(c) visual identification of the dichotic pair in post-

instructed orders and (d) verbal description of the dichotic 

pair in free choice order (e.g., "rise," "rise-fall"). 

Data analysis of resultant ear scores revealed no per-

ceptual lateralization effects for conditions (a) or (d), or 

for first reported items in conditions (b) and (c). Second 

reported items ("storage items") in condition (b) and (c) 

were significantly more accurate for the left ear/right 

Hi. Oscar-Berman, H. Goodglass, H. Donnenfeld, 
"Dichotic Ear-Order Effects with Nonverbal Stimuli," Cortex. 
X (1974), 270-277. 
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hemisphere than for the right ear/left hemisphere (p < .01). 

These data led the researchers to suggest that "the storage 

mechanism may be more sensitive to laterality differences 

72 

than the perceiving and reporting mechanism." 

Like the study of Spellacy (p. 38), the research of 

Oscar-Berman, Goodglass, and Donnenfeld suggests that pro-

cedural differences may influence observed lateralities for 

pitch and/or rhythmic stimuli. Their report documents one 

instance of quality research within an area in obvious need 

of systematic investigation. 

Osborne and Gale.—In a second EEG investigation 

73 

relating to the present study, Osborne and Gale monitored 

left and right hemispheres for alpha frequency in twenty-

one subjects during and after presentation of music, words, 

math problems and abstract pictures. Noting the empirical 

evidence for functional asymmetry provided by EEG records of 

left hemisphere alpha-activity suppressions during verbal 

tasks, the researchers hypothesized that similarly, "sup-

pression of EEG alpha should occur in the right hemisphere 
*7 / 

in right-sided tasks." Rather than employing left/right 

72Ibid.. p. 277. 

Osborne and A. Gale, "Bilateral EEG Differentia-
tion of Stimuli," Biological Psychology. IV (1976), 
185-196. 

74Ibld.. p. 187. 
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hemisphere activity ratios, as did McKee et al., Osborne 

and Gale used EEG measurement procedures which compared 

alpha scores within each hemisphere, thus allowing for 

direct comparisons between the two hemispheres to be made* 

The music stimuli for this study consisted of a tape 

recording of Vivaldi's Lute Concert 1. Electroencephalo-

graph^ activity during fifteen trials, each consisting of 

a randomized sequence containing the music stimuli (nine 

seconds) and the three other types, was recorded for each 

subject. For the musical stimuli, subjects* instructions 

were to listen passively and refrain from beating time with 

the music. 

Results of the study corroborated McKee's, Humphrey's, 

and McAriam's findings that alpha abundance scores during 

musical processing yielded the smallest left/right differ-

ences of the four stimuli types. Beyond this confirmation, 

these data revealed that music evoked alpha activation 

levels (low alpha abundance) second only to words in the 

left hemisphere. In the right hemisphere, music proved 

more arousing than any of the other three stimuli types. 

Specifically, over each nine-second stimulation and nine-

second post-stimulation period (silence), music acted very 

quickly in the right hemisphere,, with differences in the 

left hemisphere not appearing until the latter stages of 

each trial. 
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The findings of this study supported the general 

theory that "alpha abundance is asymmetrically suppressed 
75 

under different forms of cognitive stimulation." &lso in 

evidence was "clear confirmation of the effects demon-

strated by Kimura • • • that music has more effect on the 

right hemisphere. • • • Under the present conditions of 

testing differences for music emerge In spite of an overall 
76 

activation bias to the left hemisphere." 

Like the McKee study, the research of Osborne and Gale 

points conspicuously to the bihemispheric nature of music 

processing. This major contribution notwithstanding, 

neither McKee or Osborne and Gale attempted to isolate those 

constructs of a musical stimulus which might contribute to 

the observed left/right synthesis of function. 

Before proceeding, it is notable that the continuous 

nature of EEG readings and the insights it makes available 

is unique among current indirect techniques. Certainly in 

this respect, EEG procedures offer a superior tool for 

investigations into the ongoing nature of cognitive 

processing. 

Goodelass and Calderon.--Perhaps the earliest report 

of a systematic investigation of the hypothesis of bilat-

eral, parallel processing of the components of a complex 

75Ibid., p. 192. 76Ibid.. p. 193. 
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stimulus involving music was that of Goodglass and Calderon, 

published in 1976.77 In this study, a dichotic paradigm 

was employed to examine the possibility of parallel process-

ing of digits and pitch sequences in trained musicians 

(N=16). Three dichotic conditions pertinent to the present 

study were administeredi (a) three-element dichotic pairs 

of pitch sequences in equal temporal values, spanning a 

major third with one pitch repeated (e.g., c-c-e)i 

(b) dichotic pairs in which each ear received a three-tone 

sequence with three spoken digits superimposed? and 

(c) dichotic pairs in which each ear received a three-digit 

set sung to a three-digit set, requiring both pitch and 

digit recall. Subjects responded to pitch stimuli (piano 

sound source) by indicating the pattern "manually}" to 

verbal stimuli by repeating the digits heard. 

Under each forty-eight trial condition, results indi-

cated a significant interaction of material by ear 

(p < .001) reflecting a right ear superiority effect for 

digits and left ear superiority effect for pitch. Neither 

training specialization nor complexity of the processing 

task altered the left and right ear biases. 

From their data analysis, Goodglass and Calderon sug-

gest that "each hemisphere can selectively process that 

77H. Goodglass, and M. Calderon, "Parallel Processing 
of Verbal and Musical Stimuli in Right and Left Hemi-
spheres," Neuropsvchologla. XV (1977), 397-407. 
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component: of a complex stimulus for which it is selectively 

equippedi that such independent, concurrent processing does 

not appear to be interfered with by the existence of intact 
78 

intercommunication between the hemispheres." 

The general issue of parallel processing raised by 

this research intimates the potential for parallel process-

ing of the components of complex musical stimuli.# From 

Goodglass* and Calderon's findings, it may be speculated 

that parallel processing strategies may be evoked in media-

tion of the pitch and rhythmic aspects of melodic stimuli. 

Natale.--In a carefully controlled study limited to 

79 . 
rhythmic perception, Natale proposed Mto demonstrate that 

the perceptual processing of rhythmic (hierarchic) auditory 

stimuli, albeit nonlinguistic in character, is mediated by 
OA 

the speech hemisphere." Of particular relevance to the 

present study were his hypotheses that (a) subjects would 

demonstrate significant left hemisphere laterality effects 

for dichotic temporal/rhythmic processing tasks, and 

(b) the degree of laterality effects for these tasks would 

78Ibid., p. 405. 
7Q 
M. Natale, "Perception of Nonlinguistic Auditory 

Rhythms by the Speech Hemisphere," Brain and Language, IV 
(1977), 32-44. 

80Ibid.. p. 33. 
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be relatively greater for high complexity temporal sequences 

than for low. 

Using a four-foil, multiple-choice design, Natale cast 

rhythmic pairs of four to seven elements into a forty-trial 

format which was administered twice--once with headphones 

reversed--to two samples of twenty-six right-handed college 

students. Data analysis confirmed or partially confirmed 

each of Natale's two hypotheses and were consistent with the 

earlier results of Halperin et al. Specifically, seventeen 

out of fifty-two subjects manifested significant right ear/ 

left hemisphere superiority for the rhythmic processing 

(p < .05 in each case). However, only one subject exhibited 

a significant tendency to process "hard" as opposed to 

"easy" rhythmic tasks more readily in the right ear/left 

hemisphere. 

Natale's findings are in direct contrast to those of 

Gregory and Harriman. Rather, they substantiate the find-

ings of Halperin et al. and Papcun et al., reviewed 

presently, which indicated that "a 'central auditory' analy-
O "i 

zer of rhythms is lateralized in the speech hemisphere." 

Gates and Bradshaw.--Finally. the research of Gates 

82 
and Bradshaw, reported in 1977, serves as a transition 

B1Ibld.. p. 41. 
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A. Gates and J. L. Bradshaw, "Music Perception and 
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between the present discussion concerning the affect of 

stimulus variables on hemispheric specialization for melodic 

stimuli and the subsequent discussion dealing with the 

influences of subject variables. Noting that the research 

evidence from previous indirect dichotic studies had not 

pointed exclusively to right hemispheric processors for 

music, Gates and Bradshaw undertook a series of six experi-

ments relating to musical perception and functional cerebral 

asymmetry# Twenty right-handed subjects were tested in 

experiments I-V| sixteen subjects, eight musicians and eight 

nonmusicians, were tested in experiment VI. 

In dichotic experiment I, subjects were presented the 

task of detecting pitch displacements in a melody presented 

to left ear, right ear, or both ears, with random pitches 

serving as competitive stimuli in left and right ear presen-

tations . Not unexpectedly, reaction time to pitch errors 

proved significantly faster when the melody was received in 

both ears (p < .01). No significant laterality effects were 

seen in left or right ear scores, though the right ear 

proved significantly more accurate in detecting pitch 

changes than the left (p < .01 by Newman-Keuls)• Based upon 

these data, Gates and Bradshaw suggested that "observed 

laterality effects could be due to differential hemispheric 
83 

mediation of the various components of music." 

83Ibld.. p. 393. 
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Employing procedures similar to those of experiment I» 

Gates and Bradshaw conducted three further experiments, 

investigating reaction time and accuracy scores for whole-

tone pitch sequences of equal temporal values in which 

(a) one pitch was varied (II), (b) the temporal value of 

one pitch was altered (III), (c) a harmony line in major 

thirds was added, with one Interval altered (IV). Data 

from experiments II and III are relevant to the present 

study. 

Results from experiment II showed no significant lat-

erality effect for pitch change, with the right ear tending 

to process more quickly, the left ear more accurately. 

Experiment III elicited these same tendencies, but each to 

a significant degree (p < .05). From these data Gates and 

Bradshaw conclude that their findings provide little sup-

port for the concept of differential hemispheric biases for 

the perception of the basic elements of music. 

Nevertheless, where such differences occur, the 
rhythmic aspect of the music may be the more impor-
tant. . . . Conversely, it may not be the stimulus 
characteristics per se which are important. The per-
ceptual strategies or approaches of the receiver may 
also determine or reflect observed asymmetries."^ 

Pursuant to this notion, experiment V tested the same 

twenty subjects with a random combination of the stimuli 

used in experiments II and III. No main effects for sex or 

84Ibld.. p. 394. 
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ear or interaction were evidenced in separate analyses of 

pitch and rhythm, or in combined analysis. "This lack of 

correspondence for identical items suggests further that 

perceptual processing rather than stimulus properties, may 

largely determine cerebral asymmetries in music." 

In a final experiment (VI), eight musicians and eight 

nonmusicians were presented with the task of recognizing 

short (two-pitch) or long (five-pitch) excerpts from ten-

fifteen pitch "familiar" and "unfamiliar" melodies, with 

retrogrades or retrograde inversions of these sequences 

serving as competitive stimuli in the dichotlc setting. 

Accuracy scores for each condition showed no significant 

ear effects or interaction, though musicians outperformed 

nonmusicians (p < .001), and familiar excerpts were better 

identified than unfamiliar (p < .001). Relative to the 

influence of training on hemispheric specialization for 

musical stimuli, Gates's and Bradshaw's findings indicated 

differential processing within as well as between trained 

and naive musical groups. 

Gates's and Bradshaw's report is among the most sys-

tematic and comprehensive examinations of stimulus and 

subject variables relating to melodic perception to be 

reported in the journal literature. As with most of the 

research articles reviewed, examples of musical stimuli were 

85Ibid., p. 394. 
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not included. This omission was particularly a barrier to 

complete understanding of the first .experiment. Other 

details concerning the stimuli, such as the length and range 

of each dichotic pair, further contributed to the general 

inadequacy of stimuli descriptions. Despite these liabili-

ties, the scope and focus of Gates's and Bradshaw's study 

is commendable. 

Summary.--In summary, data from both direct and indi-

rect investigations into hemispheric specialization for 

melody and its pitch and rhythmic components have led to a 

diversity of conclusions and speculations, few if any of 

which have been established with certainty. Given the 

wealth of diversity and disparity in intent, method and 

result encompassed within this body of research, it is 

difficult to weigh the evidence and arrive at any totally 

defensible conclusions. Those data in the literature which 

are of most interest to the present study are those which 

support the view of hemispheric specialization for pitch, 

rhythm, and melody as relative rather than absolute. 

Generally, it may be stated that the literature to 

this point, though mixed in its evidence, displays a chrono-

logical progression toward the Processing Strategy Theory. 

Recent researchers most frequently have suggested that cer-

tain aspects of a melodic stimulus (e.g., rhythm) may elicit 

temporal, linear, left-hemispheric processors, while other 
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features (e.g., pitch) may be best suited to the holistic, 

oonf igurational processing specialties of the right hemi-

sphere. The observation of Gates and Bradshaw in this 

regard epitomizes the intent of the present study. 

In a normal music situation, perception depends on 
the synthesis of pitch and rhythms. 

The relative importance of these components of music 

may invoke different processing strategies.®® 

A review of the literature reveals several weaknesses 

which may be said to characterize many published reports 

relating to melodic perception! (a) poor control and/or 

description of stimuli content, (b) absence of reliability 

information for dependent variables, and (c) Insufficient 

consideration of subject and task variables. Of these, the 

matter of subject and task variables is particularly in 

need of further empirical study. Recent research increas-

ingly intimates the potential influence of subject and task 

variables on hemispheric specialization for melodic stimuli. 

The following discussion examines several of these variables 

and their import to the present study. 

Subject and Task Variables Potentially Affecting 
Hemispheric Specialization for Melody 

Several hypotheses which address the possible sources 

of the discrepancies apparent in the available research data 

86 
Gates and Bradshaw,"The Role of the Cerebral Hemi-

spheres in Music," pp. 422-423. 
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relating to melodic perception have been proposed and exam-

ined in recent years. Each points to the need to examine 

hemispheric specialization as a function of subject as well 

as stimulus variables. The two among these which have 

received the greatest attention relate to (a) the influence 

of the musical competencies of the perceiver, and (b) the 

influence of the nature and processing demands of the task 

on cognitive functions. 

Musical Competence 

It has been proposed by several researchers that hemi-

spheric specialization for any perceptual taste is Influenced 

by the perce iver * s present level of competence in dealing 

with the given sensory input. This would suggest that musi-

cal training may constitute an important variable affecting 

the processing strategies brought to bear upon any given 

musical stimuli. As Rushford-Hurray has recently reitera-

ted, man is an interactive system. 

Previously acquired knowledge affects how a specific 
set of stimuli is perceived. More precisely, the 
presently available body of acquired knowledge affects 
perception, as we cannot always remember all the 
information we store.8' 

Though comparatively few musical investigations have 

systematically examined the competency variable, available 

QJ 

K. Rushford-Murray, "Musical Competence and the 
Processing of Musical Tasks," unpublished paper presented 
before the Second Loyola Symposium, New Orleans, 1979. 
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data suggest that training in music may in fact affect the 

processing strategies applied to mediation of musical 

stimuli. Here again, however, the current picture is far 

from complete and characterized by contradictory findings. 

Bever and Chlarello.--Perhaps the earliest deliberate 

examination of the influence of training on hemispheric 

specialization for pitch to be reported was the monaural 
88 

study of Bever and Chlarello in 1974. Prior to this 

study, the musical competencies of subjects examined in 

melodic perception research were seldom determined, and 

their effects on processing rarely considered. 

Two classifications of right-handed subjects were 

examined by Bever and Chlarellos musically naive (N=14), 

and musically experienced (N=22). Each of these subjects 

was tested under two monaural recall conditions, involving 

(a) recall of a two-pitch excerpt from a 12-18 pitch tonal 

"melody" or its rearrangement, and (b) recall of a sequence 

previously heard in the seventy-two-item test. Examples of 

these two test conditions were not included in the report. 

Temporal values for all pitch were equal} thus, rhythmic 

factors were held constant across all stimuli. 
go 
T. G. Bever and R. J. Chlarello, "Cerebral Dominance 

in Musicians and Nonmusiclans," Science. CLXXXV (1974), 
537-539. 
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Ear score data from the trained subjects showed a sig-

nificant ability to (a) discriminate the two-pitch excerpt 

equally well in both left and right ears, and (b) discrimi-

nate pitch sequence repetitions in the right ear (p < .01). 

Musically naive subjects exhibited a left ear superiority 

for repetition discrimination (p < .025), and an Inability 

to mediate successfully the excerpt task. 

From these data, Bever and Chiarello concluded that 

the fact that a melody is composed of a series of 
isolated tones is not relevant for naive listeners--
rather, they focus on the overall melodic contour. 
. . . musically sophisticated subjects can organize 
a melodic sequence in terms of the internal relation 
of its components. . . . Dominance of the left hemi-
sphere for such analytic functions would explain domi-
nance of the right ear for melodic recognition In 
experienced listeners. . . . This raises the possi-
bility that being musically sophisticated has real 
neurological concomitants."" 

Though notable for its examination of the competency 

variable, Bever*s and Chiarello*s research report suffers 

from many of the same inadequacies noted in relation to 

previously reviewed studies. The content and reliability 

of the pitch test employed for the study is not discussed. 

Examples of test items are not included. Additionally, 

discussion of statistical procedures and summary presenta-

tions of data analyses are distinctly inadequate. The 

single table contained in the report presents percentage 

means for each training and task condition, "corrected for 

89Ibid.. pp. 538-539. 
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guessing." No explanatory material accompanies this infor-

mation. Summarily, the credibility of Bever's and 

Chiarello's report would have benefited considerably from 

careful discussions of stimulus content and data analysis 

procedures. As it stands, the results of this study must 

be viewed with caution. 

Papcun et al.--ln an important nonmusical study bear-

ing on the competency issue, and lending support to Bever's 

90 

and Chiarello's hypothesis, Papcun et al. examined the 

influence of training on hemispheric specialization for 

temporally patterned nonverbal stimuli. Specifically, these 

researchers employed dlchotic procedures to examine trained 

Morse code operators (N=l2) and untrained subjects (N=18). 

Test stimuli for the study were grouped according to two 

basic conditions» (a) stimuli constructed from the total 

Morse code alphabet (lengths up to thirteen "dot" units), 

presented at a slower rate to naive subjects, and 

(b) stimuli employing restricted Horse code units (lengths 

up to seven "dot" units). This second condition was also 

administered to two naive groups at two separate intensity 

levels to determine the effect of stimulus intensity on 

laterality tendencies. Written responses were collected 

90 
G. Papcun and others, "Is the Left Hemisphere 

Specialized for Speech, Language, and/or Something Else?," 
Journal of the Acoustical Society of America. LV (1974), 
319-327. 
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from each subject for the forty dichotlc trials under each 

condition. 

Statistical analyses revealed a significant right ear/ 

left hemisphere effect for Horse code operators on both 

test conditions (p ̂  .001)• Naive subjects exhibited a 

significant right ear/left hemisphere processing preference 

for shorter sequences (p < .001), but a left ear/right 

hemisphere effect for longer code sequences (p < .01). The 

naive subjects showed no significant differences in degree 

of laterality effect for the two intensity conditions, 

though ear scores were reduced in the lower intensity con-

dition. This finding led the researchers to conclude that 

the degree of laterality is not affected by the intensity 

of the stimuli. 

Regarding the influence of training of functional 

asymmetry, Papcun et al. concluded that (a) trained sub-

jects mediate temporal/rhythmic stimuli in the left hemi-

sphere, as do untrained subjects when the stimulus is under 

seven units? (b) naive subjects switch to right-hemispheric, 

configurational processors when the stimuli exceeds seven 

units. This second finding corroborates the earlier worlc 

of Halperin et al.. in which a shift to right-hemispheric 

processors was evidenced as the complexity of temporal 

processing tasks increased. 
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Citing previous evidence suggesting that auditory 

stimuli are lateralized to the left hemisphere when media-

tion is dependent on temporal analysis, the researchers 

offer the generalization, based on their data, that the 

left hemisphere is specialized for processing the 
sequential subparts that comprise a stimulus. . . . 
it appears that lateralization of language . . . . 
may be due to more general properties of the human 
brain, e.g., the propensity of the left hemisphere 
to deal with the sequential elements that comprise 
a whole."1 

The research of Papcun et al. is well documented in 

this published report. Tables and figures are clear and 

concise. Though discussion of statistical design is not 

Included in the narrative, t-values are included in summary 

tables. The chief contribution of this research lies in 

its examination of rhythmic processing within the framework 

of the competency variable. 

Aiello.--A 1978 monaural study by Aiello corroborated 

in part Bever's and Chiarello's hypothesis that training 
92 

influences cerebral laterality effects. In her research, 

Aiello examined the effects of age and musical competency 

on hemispheric specialization for the perception of arpeg-

glated triads. As the three-tone arpeggiatlon of a triad 

91lbld.. p. 326. 

92R. Aiello, "Cerebral Dominance for the Perception of 
Arpeggiated Triads," Journal of Research in Music Education, 
XXVI'(1978), 470-478. 
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may be more generally viewed as a particular case under the 

broad definition of melody, the results of Aiello's study 

are relevant to the present study. 

This study examined sixty right-handed subjects, cate-

gorized as musically trained and untrained adults and 

children, on three monaural, arpeggiated triad tasks empha-

sizing (a) tonality, (b) pattern, and (c) tonality and 

pattern. Six trials on test (a) and nine each on (b) and 

(c) were presented, each trial cast in a matching-to-

sample formatj i.e., three arpeggiated triads followed by 

"X" which the subject was to verbally match to A, B, or C. 

Results of the study indicated no significant ear 

differences on any of the three tasks for trained adults 

or children. Nonmusicians' ear scores were significant In 

three training/task categories! adults exhibited a right 

ear effect on the pattern test (p < .01) and adults and 

children showed significant left ear effects on the pattern/ 

tonality test (p < »01 and .05, respectively). 

Based on the research results, Aiello concluded that 

training gives rise to bilateral processing strategies, 

whereas musically naive subjects employ right-hemispheric 

processors. Though Aiello does not address those instances 

(three of six cells in nonmuslcian categories) where no 

laterality effects were evidenced for nonmusicians, her data 

do to an extent reinforce Bever's and Chiarello's findings 
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that processing strategies for musical stimuli may be 

influenced by training. 

Franklin and Baumaarte. - -A more recent study directed 

toward examining the findings of Bever and Chiarello 

through dichotic testing procedures is that of Franlclin and 

Baumgarte.^ Twenty musicians and twenty nonmusicians, 

each right-handed, comprised the subject population for 

this study. The test tape administered to each subject 

consisted of thirty, two-second, pitch-plus-rhythm dichotic 

trials. Each four-to-nine tone dichotic pair was comprised 

of melodic fragments played by soprano recorder. A four-

foil, multiple-choice binaural recall sequence followed each 

dichotic presentation. 

Statistical treatment of ear scores showed that while 

a left ear/right hemisphere preference occurred for both 

musicians and nonmusicians, it was statistically significant 

only for nonmusiclans (p < .02). Examination of ear scores 

for instrumentalists and vocalists within the trained group 

revealed the same left ear effect, here significant for the 

vocalists. Additionally, results of correlation procedures, 

similar to those employed by Gordon in 1975 on his data 

from 1970, corroborated Gordon's findingst as overall 

93 
E. Franklin and R. Baumgarte,"Auditory Laterality 

Effects for Melodic Stimuli Among Musicians and Nonmusi-
cians," Journal of Research in Music Education. XXVI (1978), 
48-56. 
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performance scores Improved, so did right ear scores across 

both musical and nonmusical subjects. How this right ear 

correlation might relate to observed laterality effects 

showing left ear preference for the dichotic tasks was not 

made clear in discussion of the study. 

Though the findings of Franklin's and Baumgarte's 

study did not confirm Bever's and Chiarello's hypothesis, 

it did corroborate Gordon's findings relative to melodic 

processing in musicians. Neither the Gordon nor the 

Franklin and Baumgarte investigations were designed to 

examine the relative influence of the tonal and rhythmic 

components of melodic fragments on observed asymmetries. 

Aligning with Gordon, Franklin and Baumgarte concluded 

that 

• • • musicians as a group, because of their training 
employ rhythmic or tonal cues to perform the recogni-
tion task, resulting in a lack of significant 
differenee in left and right ear scores. Nonmusicians, 
perhaps less flexible in their perceptual abilities, 
may have chosen to depend primarily upon tonal cues, 
giving rise to a significant left ear superiority.™ 

Franklin's and Baumgarte's research is among the few 

studies in melodic perception conducted by musically trained 

researchers. The effect of this training is discernible in 

their descriptions and examples of musical stimuli, and in 

discussions of the possible competency influences on 

melodic processing. As in the report of Fapcun et al«. 

94Ibid., p. 54. 
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statistical design is not discussed, though t-test results 

are indicated in accompanying tables. Beyond this minor 

concern, the researchers' presentation is commendable. 

: eineke.--In a study which appeared in 1978, Reineke 

examined hemispheric specialization for melodic recogni-

95 

tion and speech tasks in musicians and nonmusioians. Of 

these two, the, melodic recognition tasks are relevant to 

the present study. To investigate asymmetry for melodic 

tasks, three experimental conditions were administered to 

thirty right-handed subjects? fifteen musicians and fifteen 

nonmusioians. Specifically, the test conditions employed 

for the study included! (a) monaural presentation of 

"melodic" fragments to one ear, white noise to the other, 

(b) dichotic presentation of two melodic fragments, and 

(c) dichotic presentation of a melody/digit pair, with 

digits to one ear, melodic patterns to the other. Melodic 

stimuli for the study consisted of random pitch sequences 

(four-pitch examples included), set to predetermined 

rhythms, thus apparently excluding rhythmic parameters of 

melody from examination. Each was cast in the single-foil, 

post-cued, matching or nonmatching format first noted in 

connection with the research of Spellacy (see p. 38). 
95 
T. C. 1 eineke, "Dichotic and Monaural Perception of 

Music and Speech by Musicians and Nonmusioians," unpublished 
doctoral dissertation, University of Washington, 1978. 
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Examples of test stimuli for each musical condition are 

included in the report. 

Dependent measures for the study were recall scores 

for left and right ears, and accuracy of interval identifi-

cation within the melodic stimuli. Data analyses pertinent 

to the melodic portions of the study resulted in nonsigni-

ficant ear laterality effects for both musicians and 

nonmusicians on melodic recall and interval analysis, though 

musicians consistently outperformed nonmusicians. These 

data supporting the hypothesis of bihemispheric processing 

for pitch in melodic stimuli parallel those found by 

Halperin, Nachshon, and Carmon and Franklin and Baumgarte. 

Summary.--Investigations directed toward corroborating 

Bever*s and Chiarello's findings have been for the most 

part unsuccessful, and the original study has yet to be 

successfully replicated. Though studies investigating the 

training variable have provided only limited evidence to 

support the hypothesis that the processing strategies of 

musicians for melodic stimuli differ significantly from 

nonmusicians, the possibility still exists, and indeed 

seems likely, that functional specialization may well be 

influenced to some degree by training. On this point, 

Rushford-Murray has reasoned that 
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as one gains competence Ln a system of symbols and 
can manipulate these symbols in a meaningful way, 
one can also apply some analysis to the symbols. 
. . . a subject's level of competence in the ability 
to analyze a set of symbols affects which hemisphere 
is engaged in the processing of the stimuli. If the 
level of competence is high enough to make some 
analysis possible, then the left hemisphere would 
presumably be engaged. If analysis is not possible, 
the analytic functions would not be required} the 
left hemisphere would not be used.96 

Nature of the Processing Task 

Another variable of potential import to hemispheric 

specialization for melody in music relates to the nature 

and relative complexity of the sensory input itself. In a 

recent summary article, Bogen has suggested that 

the proportion of right or left hemispheric contribu-
tion appears to vary with the particular test item. 

Although any activity is probably bihemispheric • • • 

to some degree, the relative hemispheric participa-
tion varies considerably."' 

As observed in earlier discussions of research rele-

vant to the present study, some data have suggested that 

the nature and processing demands of the stimuli at hand 

do, to some extent, dictate the processing strategies which 

will be applied to those stimuli. In accordance with the 

Processing Strategy Theory of hemispheric specialization, 

several writers and researchers have concluded from 

96 
Rushford-Murray, "Musical Competence and the Process-

ing of Musical Tasks," pp. 3-5. 

97 
Bogen, "Some Educational Implications of Hemispheric 

Specialization," p. 148. 
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available data that mediation is likely accomplished pre-

dominantly by the left hemisphere when sequential, temporal 
98 

ordering is important to the accomplishment of the task. 

Others have proposed that it may not be the pitch informa-

tion in a melodic task per se which activates left 

hemispheric processors, but rather the temporal information 
99 

present in such pitch arrangements. In this vein, Marple 

has recently concluded that "the analytic processes for 

both rhythm and pitch, particularly the temporal order of 

pitch intervals, are a left hemisphere function.""^® 

The hypothesis of task determinism suggests, too, that 

although functional differences do apparently exist between 

the two hemispheres, each also has the capacity to work 

bilaterally with, the other in a synthesis of function. In 

support of this contention, Webster has recently suggested 

that as researchers become more knowledgeable about brain 

function, synergy may become a real possibility in the 
98 
Gordon, "Hemispheric Asymmetries," pp. 387-398. 

Papcun and others, Ms the Left Hemisphere Specialized for 
Speech, Language and/or Something Else," pp. 319-327. Gates 
and Bradshaw, "The Role of the Cerebral Hemispheres in 
Music," pp. 413-431. 

99 
Halperin, Nachshon, and Carmon, "Shift in Superiority 

in Dichotie Listening," pp. 46-50. 

D. Marple, "Short Term Memory, Laterality and 
Chunking," unpublished paper presented before the Research 
Symposium of the Psychology and Acoustics of Music, Law-
rence, Kansas, 1979. 
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formulation of a viable model for hemispheric processing of 

101 

musical tasks. 

Studies which specifically examine the variable of 

stimulus nature and complexity and its effect on musical 

processing are scant to date and their findings conflict-

ing. The research of Goodglass and Calderon, which argued 

that neither the complexity of the stimulus nor the train-

ing of the individual influences the processing of the 

verbal and melodic elements of singing mediation tasks, has 

been reviewed previously in connection with melodic process-

ing generally. Several additional studies relating more 

specifically to the variable of stimulus nature and com-

plexity merit review in connection with the present study. 

Bartholomeus.--Not ing that experimental paradigms in 

previous dichotic research did not provide for independent 

assessment of stimulus and task influences, Bartholomeus,1^ 

in a 1974 report, undertook to "determine whether laterality 

effects in audition are determined solely by stimulus vari-

ables or whether relative ear superiority is also related 

101 „ 
P. R. Webster, "Music and Brain Asymmetry« Some 

Basic Concerns and Thoughts Toward a Model," unpublished 
paper presented before the Second Loyola Symposium, New 
Orleans, 1979. 

102„ , , 
B • Bart ho lomeus f

 11 Ef f ect s of Tas Ic Requ irement s on 
Ear Superiority for Sung Speech," Cortex. X (1974), 
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103 

to task differences." Twelve university faculty of 

music served as subjects for the twenty-four trial dlchotlc 

listening test, cast in four-foil multiple-choice format. 

Three auditory elements were incorporated in the stimulus 

to each ear. Specifically, each ear was presented a differ-

ing melody (pitch/rhythm elements unspecified), sung by one 

of four different singers to differing six letter combina-

tions. Subjects were administered the dlchotlc test on 

three separate occasions, each time with a differing set of 

recall instructions directing attention to melody on one 

administration, letters on another, and voice quality on 

another. 

Statistical treatment of the resultant data revealed 

no significant main effects for tasks or ears, but a highly 

significant: task-by-ear Interaction (p < .005). Graphing 

of the mean scores indicated a significant left-ear effect 

for melodic recall (p < .05), a nonsignificant left-ear 

singer recall effect, and a significant right-ear effect 

for letter sequence recall (p < .05). From the findings of 

the study, Bartholomeus concluded that 
since the same acoustical stimuli were presented to 
the same subjects on all tasks, these findings pro-
vide an unequivocal demonstration that laterality 
effects in audition are not solely determined by 
stimulus characteristics but are also dependent on 
task requirements 

1 0 3 I M A " P» 217. 104Ibid.. p. 222. 
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As la commonplace in reports of research in melodic 

perception, Bartholomeus' presentation contains no simulus 

examples or test reliability information* Beyond this, 

his report Is thorough and clearly presented. Bartholomeus* 

study provides persuasive evidence in support of the hypo-

thesis that the specific nature and requirements of the 

processing task may influence hemispheric specialization 

for musical stimuli. 

Radocv.—Variability in hemispheric asymmetries linked 

to task demands was further investigated by Radocy in a 

study examining hemispheric specialization for a subjec-

tively determined holistic and analytical musical task. In 
1 (IS 

a preliminary study, reported in 1979, Radocy admin-

istered a melodic dichotic listening test comprised of 

thirty-two holistic and thirty-two analytic trials to 

right-handed university music and non-music majors (N»?). 

Each holistic test item consisted of a target "melody" of 

equal temporal values (nine-pitch example provided) pre-

sented blnaurally, followed by a dichotic pair which 

included the target melody paired with one of similar 

spacing but contrasting contour. Each analytic item con-

sisted of binaural presentation of a two-tone target 
105. 
~R. Radocy, "Hemispheric Specialization for a Hol-

istic and an Analytic Musical Task* A Preliminary Report," 
unpublished paper presented before the Research Symposium 
on the Psychology and Acoustics of Music, Kansas, 1979. 
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sequence, followed by a dichotLc melody sequence of similar 

contour but: varied spacing, one of which Included the 

target• 

Data analysis revealed significant task (p < .025) and 

ear (p < .05) main effects and significant task-by-ear 

Interaction (p < .05) for music majors. Scores for non-

music majors revealed no signLIicant main effects or 

interaction. Comparisons of group means for both musicians 

and nonmusicians showed (a) right ear and holistic perform-

ance scores were superior to left ear and analytic scores, 

and (b) right: ear scores were superior for the holistic 

task, but neither ear was superior for the analytic task. 

Summarily, Radocy found "no evidence of 'right-brain' supe-

riority in music perception under dichotlc conditions."**"^ 

The focus of Radocy's study is notable for its empha-

sis on examination of the task determinism variable. 

However, no discussion of the subjective decisions involved 

in defining the two task conditions are included in the 

report. In particular, the content of the analytic task is 

in need of justification. Additionally, the rationale for 

positioning the "target" foil before the dLchotic pair in 

each test trail (a major deviation from commonly adopted 

dLchotic procedures) is not included in Radocy's report. 

106Ibid., p. 7. 
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Mayo."-Finally, an investigation examining the hypo-

thesis of concurrent, bilateral processing in music was 

107 

reported by Mayo in 1979. Specifically, Mayo * s research 

examined the effects of training (vocal, instrumental, non-

musician) and the complexity of the musical stimulus on 

apparent functional asymmetry. 

The dichtotic test administered to each of thirty sub-

jects consisted of sung "word sets" and ••melodies" 

(specifics not Included) paired as followsi (a) different 

words/identical melodies to left and right earsj (b) dif-

ferent melodies/identical words to left and right earsi 

(c) different melodies/different words to left and right 

ears. Subjects responded by vocalizing the stimuli. 

Statistical treatment of the raw data indicated that 

all subjects generally used left-hemispheric processors for 

both words and melody when a dichotic stimulus contained a 

greater complexity for words. Similarly, right-hemispheric 

processors were elicited for mediation of both words and 

melody when a stimulus had a greater complexity for melody. 

Stimuli with greatest complexity for both words and melody 

elicited parallel processing of both components, presumably 

words to the left, melody to the right. A training effect 
107 

^• Hay°» "An Investigation of Auditory Laterality 
Effects in the Perception of Words and Music in Singing,M 

unpublished paper presented before the Research Symposium 
on the Psychology and Acoustics of Music, Kansas, 1979. 
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was seen only in vocalists, who processed words better in 

the right ear, melodies better in the left in both (a) and 

(c) conditions. Based on his findings, Mayo concluded that 

"the specialized processing modes of each hemisphere seem 

to be functionally related to the nature of the component 

108 

or its complexity." 

Though the complete absence of statistical documenta-

tion within the body of Mayo's report is troublesome, his 

research is generally well conceived and reported. Pro-

jecting Mayo's conclusions, it may be speculated that the 

relative "complexity" of the pitch and rhythmic components 

of melodic stimuli may influence hemispheric specialization 

as it relates to melodic perception. 

Summary.--Given the available evidence, it is diffi-

cult to ignore the possibility that the nature and/or 

processing demands of musical tasks may affect hemispheric 

asymmetry for melodic stimuli. The influence of this vari-

able has received little systematic study. An obvious 

question to arise from available parallel processing 

research involving music as Its: Is parallel processing 

demonstrable for the pitch and rhythmic components of 

melodic stimuli, given the evidence for rhythmic mediation 

in the left and pitch mediation in the right hemisphere? 

10 — - _ 
Ibid., p, 10. 
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A literature search revealed 110 study which has directed 

itself specifically to the possibility of parallel process-

ing of the rhythmic and pitch components of melodic 

processing tasks, though the need for such an investigation 

has been voiced, and the observation made that it may be 

this very phenomenon which has confounded the results of 

some previous research involving melodic perception. 

From the point of view of each of the two hypotheses 

considered thus far, it seems an untenable position to 

speak of hemispheric specialization only in terms of the 

stimulus, as is often the case* Though other variables are 

no doubt at work as well, it seems warranted in view of the 

preceding discussion to propose that (a) the nature of the 

task and its processing demands, and (b) the competencies 

which the pereeiver brings to that task are each an impor-

tant variable which may influence functional asymmetries 

for melodic stimuli. 

Preferred Cognitive Style . 

There exists a third portentially influential variable 

related to hemispheric asymmetry that has to date received 

virtually no consideration in published reports dealing 

109 """"""" ~~ ~ — 
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110 

with laterality effects for music. Both Gordon and 

Franklin and Baumgarte11* have alluded to its existence in 

suggesting that differences in processing strategies may 

operate independently of the presence or absence of musical 

training. Recent research in other areas has brought to 

light evidence to support this intriguing hypothesis that 

individuals tend to appeal to the characteristic processing 

modes on one hemisphere more readily than the other. The 

indicator of such preferred "cognitive style," alternately 
112 

referred to as "hemisphericity," employed most often in 

research is- the spontaneous movement of the eyes to the 

left or right at the onset of cognitive processing activi-

ties. This scaddic movement is commonly referred to as 

conjugate lateral eye movement (LEM or CLEM). 

Observation of the lateral eye movement phenomenon was 
113 

first reported by Teitelbaum in 1954. Subsequently, 

lateral eye movements for assorted verbal and nonverbal 

stimuli have been examined by numerous researchers in 

clinical, experimental, and descriptive studies. 
^^Gordon, "Hemispheric Asymmetries," 1975. 
111Franklin and Baumbarte, "Auditory Laterality Effects 

for Melodic Stimuli," 1978, 
112 

Bogen, "Some Educational Implication of Hemispheric 
Specialization," 1977. 

113 
H. A. Teitelbaum, "Spontaneous Rhythmic Ocular 

Movementsi Their Possible Relationship to Mental Activity," 
Neurology. IV (1954), 350-354. 
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Physiological research has established that lateral 

eye movements are elicited by neural activity in the frontal 

lobes of the neocortex in such a way that activation of one 

cerebral hemisphere evokes eye movement contralateral in 

direction to the hemisphere engaged. Given this 
115 

phenomenon,, several researchers, most notably Bakan ana 

Kinsbourne,^^ have hypothesized that lateral eye movements 

during cognitive processing are indicative of a generalized 

activation of the hemisphere opposite the direction of eye 

movement. Based upon this premise, Initial leftward eye 

movement at the onset of mental reflection is considered 

indicative of right hemispheric processing, while initial 

rightward eye movement denotes left hemispheric processing. 

Processing tasks which do not elicit eye movements are 
117 

theorized to reflect either (a) bilateral processing or 

A* Robinson, "Eye Movement Control in Primates," 
Science. CLXI (1968), 1219-1224. 

115 
"P. Bakan, "Hypnotizability, laterality of Eye 

Movements, and Functional Brain Asymmetry," Perceptual and 
Motor Skills, XXVIII (1969), 927-932. P. Baken,'•'The" 
"Eyes Have It," Psychology Today. IV (1971), 64-67. 

116 
M. Kinsbourne, "Eye and lead Turning Indicates 

Cerebral Lateralization," Science. CLXXVI (1972), 539-
541. M. Kinsbourne, "Direction of Gaze and Distribution of 
Cerebral Thought Processes," NeuropsvcholoRla. XII (1974), 
279-281. 

117 
R. E« Gur, "Conjugate Lateral Eye Movements as an 

Index of Hemispheric Activation," Journal of Personality 
and Social Psychology. XXXI (1975), 751-757.E. Lefevre 
and others, "Lateral Eye Movements During Verbal and Non-
verbal Dichotic Listening," Perceptual and Motor Skills. 
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(b) a stimulus which, due to its simplicity relative to the 

knowledge/competencies of the subject, is not difficult 

enough in nature to demand reflective processing. 

Two fundamental aspects of hemlsphericity have been 

postulated, examined and supported by research. The first 

of these to appear in the literature proposes that eye 

movement directionality is indicative of relative hemi-

spheric dominance in an i n d i v i d u a l . T h a t is, lateral 

eye movements are symptomatic of processing activity in the 

cerebral hemisphere opposite the direction of movement, 

regardless of the content of the stimulus being processed. 

According to this hypothesis, lateral eye movement reflects 

individual preferences in cognitive style. Thus, predomi-

nantly right movers" appeal more readily to 

left-hemispheric processing modes (analytic, sequential), 

while "left movers" characteristically employ right-

hemispheric processing modes (synthetic, holistic). 

A substantial body of data supportive of the notion of 

individual processing preferences has accumulated, though 

little definitive evidence relating to the sources of such 

an individual characteristic--nature or nurture—is 

CLIV (1977), 1115-1122. 

118 
J• D« Duke, "Lateral Eye Movement Behaving * innrtnii 

of General Psychology. LXXVIII(1968)7189-195. ' ^ 
119 
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available. Research has, however, substantiated the obser-

vation that the direction of lateral eye movement at the 

onset of processing operations Is a reliable individual 

120 

characteristic. According to Duke, subjects exhibit 

roughly 85 per cent consistency in lateral eye movements in 

a face-to-face observational setting, with males more con-
121 

sistent than females. Nellsen and Sirensen have recently 

proposed that such characteristic processing patterns evolve 

through habitually enhanced right- or left-hemispheric 
122 

activity on the part of the individual. 

A second facet of hemisphericity has emerged in 

research investigations dealing with conjugate eye movement. 

Data from several studies support the hypothesis that the 

direction of lateral eye movement spontaneously elicited by 

cognitive processing activity is related to the nature of 

the processing task. Studies which employ stimulus ques-

tions directed toward the generally accepted processing 

biases of the left or right hemisphere have shown that 

right-handed subjects exhibit a higher proportion of 
120 

Bakan, "Hypnotlzablllty, Laterality of Eye Move-
ments and Functional Brain Asymmetry." Duke, "Lateral Eye 
Movement Behavior." 

121 
Duke, "Lateral Eye Movement Behavior," p. 192. 

122 
H. Nielsen and J. H. Sirensen, "Hemispheric Domi-

nance, Dlchotic Listening, and Lateral Eye Movement 
Behavior," Scandinavian Journal of Psychology. XVII (1976), 
12 9-132. 
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rightward eye movements in response to left-hemisphere type 

questions (verbal, analytical) than to right-hemisphere 

type (nonverbal, holistic). Conversely, right-hemisphere 

type questions elicit a higher proportion of leftward eye 
123 

movements. Such research data are consistent with the 

bulk of experimental and descriptive evidence relating to 

hemispheric asymmetry. Additionally, these studies provide 

further support to the proposition that the direction of 

conjugate lateral eye movement displayed during cognitive 

processing reflects activation of the cerebral hemisphere 

contralateral to the direction of eye movement. 

Research has corroborated each of the two facets of 

hemisphericity summarized above. Data have suggested that 

the source of the discrepancies characterizing the Bakan 

and Kinsbourne lines of research apparently lies in the 

research procedures employed. These data have indicated 

that subjects tend to rely upon their preferred and accus-

tomed mode of cerebral processing when confronted with a 

face-to-face observational setting, regardless of the 

Tat-o^iV Wx, C r o u c h* "Dominant Direction of Conjugate 
Lateral Eye Movements and Responsiveness of Facial and Ver-
!??i Perceptual and Motor Skills. XI.TT 
167-174. Klnsbourne, "Eye and He£d~Turning Indicates Cere-
•»Lat-eraieFaliMati"0n,W PP^ 539"5^1. K* D* Kocel and others, 
S H m w SvTT°y?S?^ and Cognitive Mode," Psvchonomln 
l^lSSge.^XXXTI C1^72)# 223-224. W. Weiten and C. 
btaugh, Lateral Eye Movement as Related to Mathematical 

miXUa§74)!r°b81i!48S2°.1Vin8'" p 6 r C e p t U a l — Stems. 
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question type. However, when the observer is positioned 

behind the subject, lateral eye movements more consistently 

reflect the processing bias to which the questions are 
124 

directed. Given this evidence, lateral eye movement 

responses may tentatively be said to be influenced by at 

least two factorsi (a) the stimulus and its processing 

demands, whose effect Is maximized when the experimenter 

Is positioned behind the subject, and (b) the individual's 

preferred processing style, whose effect is maximized when 

the experimenter faces the subject. 

Based on a study employing lateral eye movement scores 

and dichotic recall scores for verbal stimuli, Neilsen and 

Sgirensen have recently suggested that results obtained in 

dichotic testing may be influenced by hemlsphericity. If 
their interpretation is correct, 

the lateral eye movement preference that has been 
found to be rather consistent for each single person 
(•right movers" and "left movers") in a face-to-face 
interpersonal setting . . . and also modifiable 
according to character of the problem solving activitv 
required, may be regarded as Indicating differences in 
hemispheric activity, which may in turn Influence the 
results dichoticlistening tasks.125 

124 """" 
t i , E; "Conjugate Lateral Eye Movements as an 
Index of Hemispheric Activation," journal of Personal I t-v 

Social Psychology. XXXI (1975), 751-757. Lefevre 
and others, "Lateral Eye Movements During Verbal and Non-
Etaueh pSteSln8'" PP- 1 U 5- 1 1 22- Welter, and 
MusLcal 

125Nellsen and Sirensen, p. 129. 
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Research support for the hypothesis that data obtained 

through dichotte listening procedures reflect, to some 

extent, the characteristic hemispheric activity distribu-

tion of the individual is scarce. However, the evidence 

which is available emphasizes the potentially strong link 

between task-related lateral eye movements elicited during 

dichotic processing tasks and the observed left and right 

l2fi 

BBT &dv&!rtdg68 for tta0SB tusks • Such 6vid6nce su.gg0s.ts 

that both eye movement and ear performance "may be related 

to cerebral laterality and when examined in combination 

. * . could provide valuable information for the further 

study of hemispheric specialization."1^ 

Though researchers concerned with hemispheric asymme-

try for musical tasks have, on occasion, alluded to the 

potential influence of the preferred cognitive style vari-

able, no specific research has apparently been undertaken 

to examine the influence of this variable on musical 

processing. Gordon, for example, has proposed that strong 

performance scores on melodic processing tasks may be 

achieved independent of musical training. His alternative 

explanation suggests that there are individuals who are 
126 

PP* 129-132. LeFevre and others, "Lateral 
Eye Movements During Verbal and Nonverbal Dichotic Listen-
ing , pp. lllb-1122. 

127 
LeFevre and others, "Lateral Eye Movements," 

p. 1115. 
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characteristically more adept than others in the use of 

left-hemispheric processing modes, and who thus perform 

well on tasks involving time-ordered, sequential analysis, 
128 

such as melodic recall. 

From the available evidence, it would appear that the 

preferred cognitive style variable warrants consideration 

in research relating to hemispheric specialization for musi-

cal tasks. To date, no systematic attempts have been made 

to Investigate either the potential influence of this vari-

able on such tasks, or the validity of accepting lateral 

eye movements as indicators of hemispheric activation for 

musical stimuli. 

Eye movement research in musical processing.--A thor-

ough search of the current literature relating to eye 

movement research identified only two examples of the appli-

cation of lateral eye movement procedures, or their 

derivatives, to research in musical perception. 

The first of these two projects was reported by Welten 
129 

and Etaugh in 1974. For this study, thirty-two subjects 

were presented fifteen mathematical and fifteen musical 

test trials. The musical items consisted of taped "familiar 
128 

Gordon, "Hemispheric Asymmetries in Musical Perform-
ance ," pp. 68-69. 

129 
Welten and Etaugh, "Lateral Eye Movement as Related 

to Mathematical and Musical Problem Solving," pp. 481-482. 
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piano melodies, such as nursery rhymes and Christinas 

130 

carols," which the subject was to identify verbally. The 

researcher was positioned behind each subject during 

testing. 

Data analysis of lateral eye movement scores (a 21.1 

per cent non-movement Incidence was not included in analy-

sis) revealed that "a significantly greater proportion of 

the movements were made to the right on mathematical ques-

tions . . . than on musical questions . . . (p < .007).1,131 

As to the implications of this finding, the researchers 

observe that "this finding is consistent with previous 

studies . . . and provides additional support for the hypo-

thesis that lateral eye movement is associated with cerebral 

132 

activation#" Additionally, the experimenters noted that 

'contrary to prediction, neither speed or accuracy was 

related to direction of eye movement on either spatial [sic] 

or musical questions. These results fail to support the 

hypothesis that utilization of the 'appropriate* hemisphere 

is associated with superior performance."133 

The research of Weiten and Etaugh is pertinent to the 

present study due to its inclusion of musical stimuli 

within its design. However, Weiten's and Etaugh*s report 

is incomplete in several areas. No musical examples or 130 

132Ibid. 133 

, pp. 481-482. 1 3 1 Ibid., p. 482. 

Ibid. 
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rationale for the musical stimuli employed In the study are 

Included. Inter-rater reliability Information is not pre-

sented. Finally, the researcher's exclusion of nonmovement 

eye behavior from statistical treatment precludes any 

examination of the issue of bihemispheric processing of the 

pitch and rhythmic components of musical stimuli. 

More recently, in an unpublished 1979 study, Williams 

employed "eye field" readings to investigate hemispheric 

activation in seventy college students for thirty, five-

note, random-pitch "melodies" (rhythm not mentioned).13^ 

Each melody presentation was followed by a single pitch 

which was identified by the subject as having been present 

or not present in the five-note stimulus. For the experi-

ment, the researcher was positioned behind the screen 

shielding the video equipment from the subject's view. 

Scoring of the videotapes produced for each subject Involved 

tabulating "eye positions" (right, left, up, down, or 

center) observed every two seconds throughout the test video 

record. 

Data analysis of eye position scores revealed that 

(a) males and females differed significantly in their eye 

positions (p £ .001), with more "center" eye positions for 

134 
J. D. Williams, "Nonmusic Major Differences in Eye 

Positions While Performing Music Tasks," unpublished paper 
presented before the Texas Music Educators Association, 
1980. 
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males, "down" eye positions for females, and (b) eye posi-

tion scores were not related to musical training of the 

subjects, training being defined as high school or college 

experience. Additionally, a linear trend from high test 

scores accompanied by low left/right eye field difference 

scores to low scores accompanied by high left/right differ-

ence scores was observed, but was not supported by post hoc 

analysis * 

From his research, Williams concluded that 

. . . analyses have shown little significance between 
EP and individual characteristics or performance 
abilities on related tasks. . • . The non-significant 
F value in the comparisons of quartile difference 
scores provides evidence of the extreme variability 
possible in any eye observation research. Thus, one 
may conclude that the specific music task used in this 
experiment elicited such a wide variability in EP 
that no significant differences could be 
demonstrated• "5 

Williams' study may be the only example to date of eye 

movement research in music conducted by a musically trained 

researcher. His report is informative and well written. 

Particularly notable is his use of eye position ("eye 

field") scoring procedures. For musical stimuli, these pro-

cedures may eventually be proven superior to more commonly 

adopted eye behavior scoring formats. 

The potential for eye behavior observational proce-

dures as indirect measurements of hemispheric activation 

Ibid.. p. 12. 
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for musical stimuli is apparent. However, as Erlichman and 

Weinberger have pointed out, the technique is in appar-

ent need of some collate to substantiate its validity. As 

yet, no attempts have been made to examine the possible 

relationship between eye movement behavior and a more 

proven indicator of hemispheric specialization, such as 

dichotic ear scores. 

136 
H. Erlichman and A. Weinberger, "Lateral Eye Move-

ments and Hemispheric Asymmetry» A Critical Review," 
Psychological Bulletin. LXXXV (1978), 1080-1101. 



CHAPTER III 

METHODOLOGY 

To satisfy Its stated purpose and problems, this study 

investigated hemispheric specialization for the processing 

of dichotically presented pitch-plus-rhythm melodic frag-

ments, varying in their relative emphasis on pitch and 

rhythm. Data relating to functional asymmetries for these 

stimuli were collected from defined subject populations, 

using task-elicited ear scores and eye movement behavior as 

Indicators of hemispheric processing. 

Subjects 

Forty, unpaid, volunteer, graduate and undergraduate 

students attending North Texas State University served as 

subjects for the studyt twenty were musicians, twenty non-

musicians t twenty male and twenty female. Based on a 

modified version of the competency definition adopted by 

Franklin and Baumgarte,^ musicians were operationally 

defined as individuals currently active as performers with 

a minimum of eight years formal training In music, includ-

ing private or class Instrumental or vocal instruction. 

* a n d Bau»garte, "Auditory Laterality Effects 
for Melodic Stimuli," pp. 50-51. 

92 
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The twenty musicians ranged In age from nineteen to 

forty-four, with a median age of twenty-two. Years of 

musical experience ranged from eight to twenty-eight, with 

a median of ten years. To further investigate the influ-

ence of musical specialization examined by Mayo and 

Franklin and Baumgarte, this study additionally categorized 

musicians according to instrumental (N=13) or vocal (N=7) 

emphasis. All trained subjects were music majors. 

For the purpose of this study, nonmusicians were 

operationally defined as individuals with little or no for-

mal musical training, and a declared inability to perform 

vocally or instrumentally. Ages for the twenty nonmusi-

cians ranged from eighteen to thirty-four years, with a 

median age of twenty-one. College majors for nonmusical 

subjects included business, pre-law, psychology, accounting, 

journalism, and biology. 

All subjects were right-handed as determined by written 

report of hand preference for assorted manual dexterity 

tasks listed in the subject questionnaire employed for the 

study (see Appendix C). Thirty-seven of forty subjects 

reported no incidence of left-handedness in their immediate 

family, and none reported any personal history of hearing 

2 — 

Mayo, "An Investigation of Auditory Laterality 
Effects," p. 8. 

3 
Franklin and Baumgarte, p. 50. 
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loss or neurological disease. Adopting procedures of pre-

vious research involving dichotic testing within the 

midrange of human frequency perception,^ this study accepted 

the hearing acuity for each subject as normal by written 

report on the subject questionnaire. 

Research Tools 

During the 1979 Fall academic term, extensive pilot 

level study was conducted, directed toward (a) examining the 

feasibility and potential of the present project, and 

(b) developing viable tools and procedures for achieving its 

purpose. The research tools and methodology for the study 

were derived from this pilot work. 

Dichotic Test 

To investigate the problems of this study, a dichotic 

listening test was constructed for the purpose of examining 

hemispheric specialization for pitch-plus-rhythm melodic 

fragments, differing in their pitch and rhythmic emphasis. 

This dichotic test was comprised of five subtests, designed 

to provide a profile of pitch, rhythmic, and gestalt melodic 

processing within the same subject population. Each of the 
4 

King and Kimura, "Left-Ear Superiority in Dichotic 
Perception of Vocal Nonverbal Sounds," p. 112. Franklin 
and Baumgarte, "Auditory Laterality Effects for Melodic 
Stimuli, p. 51. Reineke, "Dichotic and Monaural Percep-
tion of Music and Speech," Neilsen and Sirensen, 
Hemispheric Dominance, Dichotic Listening, and Lateral Eye 
Movement Behavior," p. 131. 
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five subtests contained a battery of sixteen, two-second 

pitch-plus-rhythm dichotic trials in which the relative 

density of pitch and rhythmic activity was varied as 

follows« 

1. For Subtest I, each dichotic pair was comprised of 

two Identical rhythmic patterns, consisting of equal tem-

poral values, presented with two differing pitch sequences 

(pitch varied, rhythm constant). An example from Subtest I 

is presented in Figure 2. 

Left 
Ear 

Right 
Ear $ & 

Figure 2.--Subtest I Example 

2. For Subtest II, each dichotic pair was comprised 

of two identical pitch sequences, consisting of a constant 

frequency in both ears, presented with two differing rhyth-

mic patterns (rhythm varied, pitch constant). An example 

from Subtest II is presented in Figure 3. 
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« U i e 

Left 
Ear 

Right 
Ear 

Figure 3.--Subtest II Example 

3. For Subtest III, each dicbotic pair was comprised 

of two identical rhythmic patterns of unequal temporal 

values, presented with two differing pitch sequences 

(pitch varied, rhythm constant). An example from Subtest 

III is presented in Figure 4. 

Left 
Ear 

Right 
Ear 

J =4© 

mm 

Figure 4.--Subtest III Example 
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4, For Subtest IV, each dlchotlc pair was comprised 

of two identical pitch sequences, presented with two differ-

ing rhythmic patterns of unequal temporal values (rhythm 

varied, pitch constant). An example from Subtest IV is 

presented in Figure 5. 

Left 
Ear 

Right 
Ear ~ 

l--Lo 

s 
J*3 

, v H : 

Figure 5.--Subtest IV Example 

5. For Subtest V, each dlchotlc pair was comprised 

of two differing rhythmic patterns, presented with two 

differing pitch sequences (pitch varied, rhythm varied). 

An example from Subtest V is presented in Figure 6. 
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Left 
Ear 

Right 
Ear 

/.iV< 

Figure 6.--Subtest V Example 

Thus, Subtests I and III were constructed so that only 

differences In pitch content distinguished the stimuli 

arriving to left and right ears. In Subtests II and IV, 

only differences In rhythmic content distinguished the two 

competing stimuli. In Subtest V, both pitch and rhythmic 

content distinguished the members of the dichotic pair. A 

complete narrative and notatlonal transcript of the dichotic 

test is presented in Appendix A. 

stimuli.--Cognizant of a central need for research 

in melodic perception to employ Mmusicaltt stimuli rather 

than random or other amusical pitch and/or rhythm formats, 

every effort was made, within the constraints inherent in 

the dichotic paradigm, to construct test items with a strong 

musical orientation. To this end, the pitch and rhythmic 
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fragments comprising each dichotic pair contained in each of 

five subtests were constructed from two master listst one 

of three-, four-, five-, and six-tone pitch sequences} the 

other of three-, four-, five-, and six-note rhythm pat-

terns. These pitch and rhythm sequences were specifically 

delimited to three-to-six elementsi the lower limit being 

the smallest unit possible to perceive as a melodic frag-

ment (as opposed to an interval or single tone)j the upper 

just under Miller's hypothetical seven-item limit (plus or 

minus two) for the immediate human memory span."* 

Each of the three-to-six tone pitch pairs for sub-

tests I, III, and V were extracted and transposed from four 

nine-tone textbook examples of first species counterpoint,^ 

two in C-major, and two in A-harmonic minor. Thus, a sali-

ent feature of these pitch sequences was their emphasis on 

Western tonality. The range for the pitch patterns, which 

spanned from small "g#" to "f M of the well-tempered scale, 

is notated in Figure 7. 

5 
G. Miller, "The Magical Number Seven, Plus or Minus 

Twos Some limits on Our Capacity for Processing Informa-
tion," Psychological Review. LXIII (1956), 81-97. 

6F. Salzer and C. Schachter, Counterpoint in Composi-
tion, (New York, 1969), pp. 23, examples 1-48, l-4$aT 
l-49c, l-49e. 
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¥ r5 
Figure 7.--Range of Dichotic Stimuli 

The three-to-six note rhythmic pairs used in subtests II, 

IV, and V were chosen from among those listed in Gordon's 

7 

taxonomy, balanced for simple and compound patterns. 

For subtests I and III emphasizing the pitch compon-

ents of melodic fragments, and subtest V emphasizing both 

pitch and rhythm, the sixteen test trials were constructed 

as follows» (a) four dichotic trials of three-element 

pitch pairs, combined with three-element rhythm patterns 

matched in both ears for subtests I and III, differing in 

subtest Vj followed by (b) four dichotic trials of four-

element pairs of similar construction; followed by 

(c) four dichotic trials of similar five-element pairsj 

finishing with (d) four dichotic trials of similar six-

element pairs. Further, in the interest of collecting 

data pertaining to the hypothesis of occlusion for 

7 
E. Gordon, Tonal and Rhythm Patternsi An Objective 

Analysis. (AIbany, 1976)fpp. 39-45T 
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ipsilateral stimuli, and also the perceptual phenomenon of 

high/low voice line extraction from crossed stimuli evi-

ft 

denced in research by Deutsch, voicing modifications to 

cross the soprano and alto pitch lines were made in five of 

the sixteen trials in subtests I, III, and V. 

Target foils for subtests I, III, and V consisted of a 

single pitch-plus-rhythm stimulus, matching exactly one of 

the diehotic pair or (a) differing in a single pitch 

(I, III), or (b) differing in a single pitch and single 

rhythmic value (V). Soprano, alto, and crossed voice lines 

were matched in each of the three subtests so that each ear 

would receive a relatively equal proportion of soprano, 

alto, and crossed lines, with target foils directed equally 

to these voice lines• 

For subtests II and IV emphasizing the rhythmic com-

ponents of pitch-plus-rhythm fragments, and subtest V 

emphasizing both pitch and rhythm, the sixteen trials of 

each test were constructed in a format parallel to that of 

the pitch emphasis trails. For subtest II, pitch in both 

ears was held constant on third space " C in the treble 
2 

clef ("c M)» For subtest IV, the pitch component for both 

ears of each trial consisted of a single-voice sequence 

from the pitch, master list. As previously noted, 
8 

r r r V t : 8 i c"
Musica 1 Illusions," Scientific American. 

CCCXXXI1I (4, 1975), 92-104. 
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contrasting rhythmic patterns were employed with the 

soprano/alto and crossed voice pitch sequences in subtest 

V. Target foils for subtests II and IV consisted of a sin-

gle binaural pattern, either matching exactly one of the 

dichotic pair or differing in one temporal value. Subtest 

V included one rhythm alteration and one pitch alteration 

in nonmatching targets. 

Tempo for the entire dichotic test was held constant 

at one beat per second. Thus, within the two-second inter-

stimulus time envelope, more subdivisions of the beat 

appeared as stimulus complexity increased from three to six 

elements. The transcript of the dichotic test, presented 

in Appendix A, provides an exact notational description of 

each of the dichotic trials. 

Dichotic tape format.--The dichotic test tape pro-

duced specifically for the study consisted of sixteen 

trials for each of the five subtests, preceded by narrative 

instructions and five practice trials, one for each subtest 

type. Subsequent to examination of representative tapes 

from other current dichotic research employing melodic 
9 

stimuli, and pilot level testing of several item formats, 

9 E* franklin, "Dichotic Melodies Tape," copy of pilot 
dichotic test tape for musical memory experiment, Vinthrop 
College, personal communication, July, 1979. R. Radocy, 
Hemispheric Specialization for a Holistic and an Analytic 
Musical Task," preliminary report test tape, University of 
Kansas, personal communication, June, 1979. 
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the post-cued, single-target foil format of Spellacy,10 

and Reinelce11 were adopted for the purpose of this project. 

In final form, each, of the eighty total test trials was cast 

in the following formati (a) an item number, presented 

binaurally, followed by three seconds of silencet (b) a 

dichotic pair of pitch-plus-rhythm fragments, followed by 

two seconds of silence? (c) a single "target" foil, either 

matching exactly one voice of the dichotic pair, or match-

ing in all but one pitch (Subtests I, III), temporal value 

(Subtests II, IV), or pitch and temporal value (Subtest V). 

The target: foil for each test trial was presented binau-

rally to both ears and followed by five seconds of silence, 

after which the next item was announced. During this final 

period of silence, the subject was to respond orally with 

"yes" if he or she felt that the target foil was heard as 

one of the dichotic pair, and '"no" if the target was not 

felt to b€? present in the dichotic setting. Correct and 

Incorrect target foils were equalized and randomized within 

each subtest. Each dichotic pair was two seconds in 

length, as was each target foil, paralleling that employed 

12 
in the studies of Franklin and Baumgarte, 

^Spellacy, "Lateral Preferences," p. 575. 

11 
Reineke, "Dichotic and Monaural Perception." 

12 
Franklin and Baumgarte, "Auditory Laterality 

Effects," p. 51. 
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Spellacy,13 and Reineke.14 Intrastimulus time for each 

trial was fourteen seconds. The total time for each six-

teen trial subtest was 3'44,!, The complete dlchotic test 

tape, including instructional narrative, practice trials, 

and the five subtests was approximately 28 minutes. 

To minimize fatigue and problems of concentration, a 

short pause was included after each subtest, during which 

the subject could remove the test headphones and relax 

briefly before continuing. Beyond this, no clues were given 

to the subject that the nature of the stimulus was changed 

every sixteen trials. 

Tape engineering.--Stemming from previous laterality 

research employing pare-tone sound sources for test stimuli 
1 s 

production, test items for the dlchotic tape were line 

recorded, using sawtooth wave forms, from a professional 

synthesizer onto high-quality, low print-through., reel-to-

reel recording tape (Maxell 35-90B) to avoid echo effects 

in interstimulus silences. Each dlchotic pair was aligned 

aurally, with the aid of a taped "click-track," deleted from 

the final tape. Perceptually, onset between channels for 
13 
Spellacy, "Lateral Preferences," p. 575. 

14 
Reineke, "Dlchotic and Monaural Perception." 

15 
Halperin, Hachshon, and Carmon, "Shift of Ear Supe-

riority," p. 47. Natale, "perception of Nonlinguistic 
Auditory Rhythms," p. 35. Spellacy, "Lateral Preferences," 
pp. 574-78. Badocy, "Hemispheric Specialization." 
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stimulus pairs was simultaneous. Based on the professional 

advice of the diehotie tape engineer (Soundbox Studio, 

Denton, Texas), all diehotie and target items were first 

recorded at half speed and one octave lower than the desired 

stimuli register to insure the greatest possible temporal 

accuracy within all test stimuli. The final test tape copy 

was produced from the original master tape, run double speed 

(15 ips) to produce the experimental test tape (7\ ips). 

Subject Questionnaire and Consent Form 

Subsequent to examination of several subject question-

naires suited to laterality studies, a modified version of 

the questionnaire instrument developed by Franklin and 
1 6 

Baumgarte was adopted for use in this study. This ques-

tionnaire provided information on the musical background of 

each subject, as well as occasion for report of hearing 

acuity and hand preference for a variety of manual dexter-

ity tasks. A voluntary consent form, informing each 

subject of the general nature of the project, accompanied 

each questionnaire form (see Appendices B and C). 

Test of Preferred Cognitive Style 

To diagnose the preferred cognitive style ("left 

thinker/right thinker") of each subject, a twelve-item list 

16 
Letter enclosure from Elda Franklin, Winthrop 

College, Rock Hill, South Carolina, July 25, 1979. 
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of questions directed toward the processing and stimulus 

biases generally associated with the left and right hemi-

spheres was developed for administration during each 

subject's testing sessions* Based on the methods and find-

ings of previous researchers investigating this subject 
17 

variable, notably those of Gur, question categories 

included the following: (a) mathematical questions involv-

ing mental computation of arithmetical problemsi (b) verbal 

questions involving definitions, word construction given 

initial and final letters, etc..? and (c) spatial questions 

involving visualization and identification of familiar 

spatial relationships (see Appendix D). 

Administration Procedures and 
Statistical Designs 

The administration procedures and statistical designs 

employed to achieve the purpose of the study were adopted 

principally from available models detailed within the 

research literature# Additionally, pilot-level investiga-

tion of the research problems of the study provided 

information from which modifications and refinements appro-

priate to the particular purpose of this study were derived. 

^Gur, "Conjugate Lateral Eye Movement," pp. 752-753. 
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Research Problems 1, 2, and 3 

The first research problem of the study was to Investi-

gate hemispheric specialization for the processing of pitch 

within a melodic context. The second problem was to inves-

tigate hemispheric specialization for the processing of 

rhythm. The third research problem of the study was to 

investigate the influence of musical training on hemispheric 

specialization for melodic processing. The following dis-

cussion summarizes the methodology employed to examine these 

three interdependent research problems. 

Ad mini strat ion and data collection procedures.--Two 

indirect indexing procedures for hemispheric specialization 

were employed to investigate research problems 1, 2, and 3 

of this studyt tabulation and examination of (a) ear 

scores and (b) eye behavior for musically trained and 

untrained subjects. Raw data in each of these two dimen-

sions were collected concurrently for each subject via 

administration of the dichotic test tape constructed for the 

study. 

All testing pursuant to examination of research prob-

lems 1, 2, and 3 of the study was conducted in Research Room 

237 of the music building at North Texas State, Denton, in 

the Spring term, 1980. Each subject was tested individually 

in two, half-hour sessions with only the subject and this 

experimenter present. The first session consisted of 
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(a) completion of the subject questionnaire, and (b) admin-

istration of the dichotic test tape. The second session 

consisted of (a) administration of the dichotic test tape 

(reversed), and (b) administration of the test of preferred 

cognitive style. To minimize inherent practice effects, 

testing sessions for each subject were separated by no less 

than three days but no more than seven. 

The complete dichotic test tape contained sixteen 

trials for each of five subtests, for a total of eighty 

trials within the test tape. This tape was administered to 

each subject during each of his or her two testing sessions« 

once with test headphones positioned with the left phone to 

the left ear, once with the right phone to the left ear 

(reversed). The starting headphone position for the first 

administration of the dichotic test (left on left, or left 

on right) was counterbalanced across subjects. Thus, for 

each of the five subtests, the subject heard a total of 

thirty-two items, trials seventeen through thirty-two 

matching trials one through sixteen, but with presentations 

reversed with respect to ear of arrival. These procedures, 

adopted from precedents set in previous studies in pitch 

18 

and/or rhythmic perception, served to counterbalance any 

undetected effects of stimulus inequalities between 

channels. 

'18 
Nataley "Perception of Nonlinguistic Auditory 
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In accordance with procedures employed In the majority 

of research investigating stimulus-related eye movement 

behavior,19 testing sessions were conducted with the subject 

seated and facing a homogeneous white field approximately 

two yards away. A videotape recorder and camera (Sony 

Videocorder AV-3400) equipped with a close-up lens were 

positioned behind this white field (cloth), at eye level and 

in front of the subject. A hole in the white field large 

enough to accommodate the camera lens permitted the video 

equipment to record the eye movements of each subject during 

testing (Videotapei Ampex 194 1250 BE). No efforts were 

made to disguise the fact that each subject's sessions were 

being videotaped. On the taped test instructions, the sub-

ject was requested to face the screen throughout the testing 

session. At the caution of previous research noting eye 

movement inhibition in more specifically instructed cases, 

no further instructions were supplied relative to eye move-
7 0 

ment. During administration of the dichotic listening 

Rhythms by the Speech Hemisphere,M p. 36. Goodglass and 
Calderon, "Parallel Processing of Verbal and Musical 
Stimuli in Right and Left Hemisphere," p. 399. 

1 Q 
Gur, "Conjugate Lateral Eye Movements," p. 753. 

K. D. Kocel and others, "Lateral Eye Movement and Cognitive 
Mode," Psvchonomic Science. XXVII (1972), 223. Neilsen 
and S^rensen, "Hemispheric Dominance, Dichotic Listening 
and Lateral Eye Movement Behavior," p. 130. 

insbourne, "Direction of Gaze," pp. 279-281. 
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tape, this researcher was positioned behind the subject and 

out of his or her field of vision. 

Each of the two dlchotlc testing sessions was adminis-

tered to the subject from a stcsreo tape recorder (Teac X-10) 

through stereo headphones (Yamaha Ortho-Dynamic). Both the 

subject and researcher wore headphones. A whole-track test 

tone preceding the dlchotlc test proper was used to adjust 

the stimulus Intensity to a moderate level (apx. 60dB SPL) 

In both channels, and equalize the amplitude of left and 

right channels. The potential for slight variability In 

stimulus intensity across the eighty separate testing ses-

sions was not a particular matter of concern, as previous 

research has demonstrated that the degree of ear laterality 

(superiority) Is not affected by the intensity of the stim-
21 

ulus presented, within moderate levels. 

Scoring procedures.--For each testing session, a line 

from the stereo tape deck and a remote microphone (Sony 

F-27S), which recorded each subject's verbal responses, was 

connected to the vldeocorder. This insured that the video 

tape produced for each subject would Include all informa-

tion pertinent to subsequent scoring and evaluation of each 

testing session. Additionally, this researcher recorded 

subject responses by hand during each session. 

21 
Papeurt and others, "Is the Left Hemisphere Spec-

ialized," pp. 321-322. 
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All scoring and tabulating of eye behavior and ear 

scores for each subject was done by this researcher. For 

each subject, left and right ear scores were tabulated for 

each of the five thirty-two trial subtests. Left ear scores 

reflected the number of target stimuli, matching or varying 

from the left-ear track of the dichotic pair, to which the 

subject responded correctly ("yes" for matched, "no" for not 

matched). The right ear scores represented correct 

responses to target stimuli matching or similar to right-ear 

dichotic stimuli. 

In addition to ear score tabulations, the videotape 

record of each subject's eye behavior during reflection on 

each test trial was reviewed and scored subsequent to test-

ing sessions. In view of the paucity of research involving 

eye behavior techniques to examine musical processing, 

extensive pilot level work directed toward discerning the 

most viable point at which to record subjects* eye behavior 

was conducted prior to implementation of the present study. 

Of those possible scoring points Investigated, the first 

eye movement following the onset of the dichotic pair proved 

clearly superior, particularly when compared to that follow-

ing the onset of the target pattern. Logically, too, the 

dichotic-related lateral eye movement (LEM) would seem a 

more valid scoring point, as it would reflect hemispheric 

activity during the period of maximum processing demands? 
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that is, when the Individual is presented with two competing 

stimuli which must be assimilated, insofar as possible, for 

subsequent comparison to the target stimuli. In the pilot 

study, LEM readings taken after the onset of the target 

stimuli were disproportionately high in right movement inci-

dence. This phenomenon, confirmed by statistical treatment, 

may have stemmed from the requirement of a verbal (left 

hemisphere, REM) response following the target! a need to 

which most pilot subjects responded with a rightward EM, 

seen as they approached or articulated a verbal response. 

Thus, for the purpose of this study, lateral and other 

eye movement readings were recorded for the initial EM evi-

denced after the onset of the dichotic stimulus. If no 

movement occurred between the onset of the dichotic stimu-

lus and the onset of the target foil, a "no movement" score 

was recorded for that trial. Subjects were not instructed 

to fixate on the camera lens, etc., as such focusing has 

been shown to inhibit eye activity during processing.22 

Given this, eye movement in this study was operationally 

defined as any saccadic movement of the eyes in which a 

lateral aspect was in evidence, regardless of the initial 

position of the subject's gaze at the onset of the dichotic 
23 

stimulus. Specific EM categories used for recording 

22 
Kinsbourne, "Direction of Gaze," pp. 279-281. 

23 
Lefevre and others, "Lateral Eye Movements," p. 1118. 
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purposes were: left (L), right (R), up (li), down (D), no 

movement (N)„ and Invalid (I). 

Statistical design.--The first research problem of the 

study was to investigate hemispheric specialization for the 

processing of pitch within a melodic context. The second 

problem was to investigate hemispheric specialisation for 

the processing of rhythm within a melodic context. The 

third research problem of the study was to Investigate the 

influence of musical training on hemispheric specialization 

for melodic processing. Relative to these problems, the 

following null hypotheses were tested. 

H° 1. No significant functional hemispheric asymme-

tries (laterality effects) are evidenced in musicians for 

dichotically presented pitch-plus-rhythm melodic fragments 

in which pitch activity is relatively greater than, less 

than, or equal to rhythmic activity. 

o 

H 2. The relative emphasis placed upon pitch and 

rhythmic activity in dichotically presented pitch-plus-

rhythm melodic fragments has no significant influence on 

processing abilities evidenced by musicians. 

H° 3. No significant functional hemispheric asymme-

tries (laterality effects) are evidenced in nonmusicians 

for dichotically presented pitch-plus-rhythm melodic frag-

ments in which pitch activity is relatively greater than, 

less than, or equal to rhythmic activity. 
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H° 4. The relative emphasis placed upon pitch and 

rhythmic activity in dichotically presented pitch-plus-

rhythm melodic fragments has no significant Influence on 

processing abilities evidenced by nonmusiclans. 

H° 5. Musicians and nonmusicians exhibit no signifi-

cant processing differences for dichotically presented 

pitch-plus-rhythm melodic fragments in which pitch activity 

is relatively greater than, less than, or equal to rhythmic 

activity. 

To test statistically the five null hypotheses posed 

for research problems 1, 2, and 3, appropriate two-way, 

treatments by levels, analysis of variance (ANOVA) proce-

dures were implemented. To test hypotheses one through 

four, two (ears) by five (subtests) ANOVA procedures were 

applied to the ear scores of the twenty musicians (H° 1 and 

2) and twenty nonmusicians (H° 3 and 4). To further exa-

mine these four hypotheses, a three (left, right, or no EM) 

by five (subtests) ANOVA design was applied to the eye 

behavior scores of musicians and nonmusicians. To test 

hypothesis 5, two (ears) by two (training) ANOVA procedures 

were employed to compare the ear scores of musicians and 

nonmusicians in each of the five dichotic subtests. In 

each instance in which significant main effects were 

revealed by ANOVA procedures, a Newman-KeuIs multiple 

24. 
Radocy, "Hemispheric Specialization," pp. 5-6. 
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comparison procedure was applied to determine the nature 

and source(s) of the observed significance. 

Research. Problem 4 

The fourth research problem of the study was to inves-

tigate the influence of individualized preferred processing 

strategies ("'cognitive style") on hemispheric specialization 

for melodic processing. The following discussion summarizes 

the methodology employed to examine this research problem. 

Administration. data collection, and scoring proce-

dures . - -flaw data relat ive to research problem 4 of the study 

were collected via the administration, data collection, and 

scoring procedures summarized previously under the heading 

of research problems 1 and 2 (see pp. 107-113). To review, 

research problem 1 of the study investigated hemispheric 

specialization for pitch processing within a pitch-plus-

rhythm melodic context? research problem 2 investigated 

rhythmic processing within that same context. 

To examine specifically the subject variable of "cog-

nitive style" and its effect on pitch and rhythmic 

processing, procedures designed to detect and diagnose the 

preferred cognitive style ("left thinker" or "right 

thinker") of each subject were incorporated into each sub-

ject 's second testing session. Upon completion of the 

dichotic test administered to each subject at his or her 
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second testing session, this researcher seated herself in 

front of, and facing the subject with the video camera 

remaining "on" and in position. Adopting accepted proce-

dures for eliciting eye movements indicative of preferred 

25 

cognitive style, the twelve-item battery of prepared 

questions to diagnose preferred cognitive style was admin-

istered to the subject in this face-to-face setting. No 

time limit was imposed on the subject's responses. 

For each question on the test of preferred cognitive 

style (presented in Appendix D), this researcher recorded 

as "left" or "right" the first lateral eye movement evi-

denced after the completion of each stimulus question. 

These initial eye movements were also recorded on the sub-

ject's videotape for subsequent re-scoring by this 

researcher to obtain inter-rater reliability information. 

For the test of preferred cognitive style, those sub-

jects exhibiting more REM * s than LEM's to the test questions 

were classified as "left thinkers" (N=30). Those exhibiting 

more LEM's than REM's were classified as "right thinkers" 

(N=9). Subjects evidencing an equal number of LEM's and 

REM's were excluded from statistical analyses (N=l). 

Statistical design.--The fourth research problem of the 

study was to investigate the influence of individualized 

25 ™ ' 
Gur, "Conjugate Lateral Eye Movement," p. 753. 
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preferred processing strategies ("cognitive style") on hemi-

spheric specialization for melodic processing. Relative to 

this problem, the following null hypotheses were testedi 

H° 6. No significant functional hemispheric asymme-

tries (laterality effects) are evidenced in subjects 

exhibiting a preference for left-hemispheric processing 

modes ("left thinkers") for dichotically presented pitch-

plus -rhythm melodic fragments in which pitch activity is 

relatively greater than, less than, or equal to rhythmic 

activity. 

H° 7. The relative emphasis placed upon pitch and 

rhythmic activity in dichotically presented pitch-plus-

rhythm melodic fragments has no significant influence on 

processing abilities evidenced by "left thinkers." 

H° 8. No significant functional hemispheric asymme-

tries (laterality effects) are evidenced in subjects 

exhibiting a preference for right-hemispheric processing 

modes ("right thinkers") for dichotically presented pitch-

plus-rhythm melodic fragments in which pitch activity is 

relatively greater than, less than, or equal to rhythmic 

activity. 

H° 9. The relative emphasis placed upon pitch and 

rhythmic activity in dichotically presented piteh-plus-

rhythm melodic fragments has no significant influence on 

processing abilities evidenced by "right thinkers." 
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H° 10. "Left thinkers" and "right thinkersM exhibit 

no significant processing differences for dichotically pre-

sented pitch-plus-rhythm melodic fragments in which pitch 

activity is relatively greater than, less than, or equal to 

rhythmic activity. 

Statistical testing of the five null hypotheses posed 

for research problem 4 paralleled the design employed to 

examine the musical training (research problem 3) and its 

influence on pitch (research problem 1) and rhythmic 

(research problem 2) processing within a melodic context. 

To investigate research problem 4, all data analyses con-

ducted to investigate research problems 1, 2, and 3 were 

replicated using the subject categories of "left thinker" 

(N=30) and "right thinker" (N=9) in place of musicians and 

nonmusicians. To test hypotheses six through nine, two 

(ears) by five (subtests) ANOVA procedures were applied to 

the ear scores of the thirty "left thinkers" (H° 6 and 7) 

and nine "right thinkers" (H° 8 and 9). To further examine 

these four hypotheses, a three (left, right, or no EM) by 

five (subtests) ANOVA design was applied to the eye behav-

ior scores of "left thinkers" and "right thinkers." To 

test hypothesis 10, two (ears) by two (cognitive style) 

ANOVA procedures were employed to compare the ear scores of 

"left thinkers" and "right thinkers" in each of the five 

dichotic subtests. In each instance in which significant 
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main effects were revealed by ANOVA procedures, a Newman-

Keuls multiple comparison procedure was applied to determine 

the nature and source(s) of the observed significance. 

Research Problem 5 

The final research problem of the study was to Investi-

gate the relationship between hemispheric specialization for 

melodic stimuli, as evidenced by an accepted indexing proce-

dure, and eye behavior exhibited during melodic processing. 

The following discussion summarizes the methodology employed 

to examine this research problem. 

Administrat ion. data collection, and scoring proce-

dures.--The raw data used to investigate research problem 5 

of the study were collected via the administration, data 

collection, and scoring procedures summarized under previous 

research problem headings. These data consisted of ear 

scores and eye behavior tabulations for each subject on each 

of the five dichotic subtests. These data were further 

categorized according to the two subject variables examined 

in this study; i.e., training and cognitive style. 

Statistical design.--To investigate research problem 5 

of the study, the following null hypothesis was testedt 

H° 11. There is no significant correlation between 

left and right ear scores and eye behavior exhibited during 

the processing of dlchotically presented pitch-plus-rhythm 
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melodic fragments in which pitch activity Is relatively 

greater than, less than, or equal to rhythmic activity. 

Statistical testing of the null hypothesis posed for 

research problem 5 Involved the application of correlation 

procedures to the ear scores and eye behavior data of 

musicians/nonmusLclans. Through such procedures, It was 

possible to determine whether or not some relationship 

exists between a proven research procedure for Investigating 

hemispheric specialization for melodic stimuli} i.e., 

dlchotic testing, and eye movement behavior. 



CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The goal of data collection for this study was to 

enable examination of each of the hypotheses relating to 

the research problems as thoroughly and carefully as avail-

able indirect procedures would permit. To this end, two 

distinct, indirect testing techniques, each accepted within 

the research community as capable of reflecting functional 

hemispheric asymmetries in normal subjects, were employed 

to gather data for this study. For each of forty subjects 

on five, thirty-two trial subtests, raw data were recorded 

in two dimensions» (a) the subject's ability to discrimi-

nate melodic fragments under ear-competitive, dlchotic 

conditions, as evidenced by left and right ear scores; and 

(b) the subject's hemispheric activity during melodic 

fragment processing in dlchotic trials, as evidenced by eye 

behavior elicited during mediation. 

The premise underlying the implementation of two 

potentially redundant procedures was a conviction that data 

collection, analysis, and discussion stemming from two 

accepted indirect procedures could enhance the value of 

either implemented in isolation. Though few research 

examples exist, and none to date in musical processing, 

121 
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there Is recent evidence to support the contention that 

"both eye movement and ear performance may be related to 

cerebral laterality and when examined in combination both 

could provide valuable information for the further study of 

hemispheric specialization."1 Additionally, this dual tech-

nology was adopted with the intent of gathering data which 

would yield some insights into the validity of commonly 

held, but as yet not fully confirmed, assumptions that eye 

movement behavior and ear advantages evidenced under compe-

titive dichotic stimulation are, in fact, each an Indicator 

of functional hemispheric asymmetry for auditory stimuli? 

and more specifically, for musical stimuli. As each of 

these two methods of indirect inquiry was felt to be capable 

of making a unique contribution to the investigation of the 

problems of the study, the following report and discussion 

of data analyses considers data accumulated from both 

indexing procedures» 

Reliability of Tools and Procedures 

Of the several statistical operations available for 

estimating the reliability of the dichotic test tape, the 

test-retest formula was better suited to the administration 

procedures of this study than methods estimating reliability 

from a single administration of a single test form. Also, 

^Lefevre and others, "Lateiral lye Movements During 
Verbal and Nonverbal Dichotic Listening,*' p. 1115. 
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the apparent heterogeneous nature of the five subtests com-

prising the test tape wade retest methods most appropriate 

2 
to the circumstances of the study. 

As may be seen in Table, I, application of a Spearman 

rank-order correlation procedure to the mean ear scores for 

all subjects (N»40) on the five subtests for each of the 

two administrations of the test tape (parallel forms, eighty 

trials each) yielded a significant correlation coefficient 

for the test-retest halves (rrho= .90, p^.05), an estimate 

of reliability for the half-test. This correlation was then 

used to compute the reliability of the total test, estimated 

from the reliability of one of its halves, using the 

Spearman-Brown formula. Application of this formula raised 

the total reliability estimate for the dlehotic test con-

servatively to r t t= .95 (p^.05). 

TABLE I 

RELIABILITY OF TOE DICHOTIC TEST 

Subtest First Half Mean Second Half Mean 

I 10.35 10.45 
II 10.45 10.48 

III 11.03 10.95 
IV 11.73 11.43 
V 10.95 11.10 

Spearman Rho= .90 (p ̂ .05)j r t t= . 95 (p .05) 

J. Guilford and B. Fruchter, Fundamental Statistics 
in Psychology and Education. (USA, 1978), p. 418. 
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The results of Spearman Rho and Spearman-Brown compu-

tations applied to ear score data point to a substantial 

level of measurement stability for each of the subtests 

presented within the dichotic test tape# The validity of 

conclusions drawn from data analyses of these ear scores is 

substantiated by these indices of subtest reliability. 

In addition to investigating the reliability of the 

dichotic test employed In this study, the inter-rater reli-

ability of this researcher for eye behavior scoring was 

estimated. For the test of preferred cognitive style, the 

inter-rater scoring reliability of this researcher was 

apparently 1.00, based upon two viewings of five subject 

tapes. For dichotic trial eye movement scoring, inter-rater 

reliability was estimated to be near .95, based upon two 

viewings of the subtest I tapes of five subjects. 

Data Analyses 

The research problems and hypotheses for this study 

were primarily directed toward examination of the possible 

influences of three variables on hemispheric specialization 

for dichotically presented melodic fragmentsi (a) the 

specific pitch and rhythmic components of the dichotic 

stimuli, (b) the musical competencies of the perceiver, and 

(c) the preferred cognitive style of the perceiver. 
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Statistical results for the hypotheses of the study, based 
3 

on two-way analysis of variance factorial designs, accom-

panied by observations appropriate to clarification, 
follow. 

;Data Analyses for Trained and Untrained Subjects 

Research problems 1, 2, and 3 of the study investigated 

the Influences of pitch, rhythm, and training, respectively, 

on hemispheric specialization for pitch-plus-rhythm 

melodic fragments. Five null hypotheses aimed toward 

Investigating these problems were tested} 

1. No significant functional hemispheric asymmetries 

(laterality effects) are evidenced in musicians for 

dichotically presented pitch-plus-rhythm melodic fragments 

in which pitch activity is relatively greater than, less 

than, or equal to rhythmic activity. 

2. The relative emphasis placed upon pitch and rhyh-

mic activity In dichotically presented pitch-plus-rhythm 

melodic fragments has no significant Influence on process-

ing abilities evidenced by musicians. 

3. No significant functional hemispheric asymmetries 

(laterality effects) are evidenced In nonmuslclans for 

dichotically presented pitch-plus-rhythm melodic fragments 

3 
Radocy, "Hemispheric Specialization," pp. 5-6. 
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in which pitch activity is relatively greater than, less 

than, or equal to rhythmic activity. 

4. The relative emphasis placed upon pitch and rhyth-

mic activity in dichotically presented.pitch-plus-rhythm 

melodic fragments has no significant influence on process-

ing abilities evidenced by nonmusieians. 

5. Musicians and nonmusicians exhibit no significant 

processing differences for dichotically presented pitch-

plus -rhythm melodic fragments in which pitch activity is 

relatively greater than, less than, or equal to rhythmic 

activity» 

Musicianst ear scores.--To investigate hypotheses 1 

and 2 from the perspective of dichotic ear scores, analysis 

of variance procedures for a 2 (ears) by 5 (subtests) 

treatment x levels repeated measures factorial design were 

applied to the ear scores of musicians. The left ear and 

right ear mean scores for musicians on each of the five 

subtests are presented in Table II. 

TABLE: II 

MUSICIANS! MEAN LEFT AND RIGHT EAR SCORES 

Subtest Means I II III IV V 

Right ear 12.05 11.30 12.35 12.15 12.80 
Left ear 11.65 10.07 13.25 11.65 12.90 



Though Table IX mean scores reflect some tendencies 

for left-hemispheric preferences for rhythm (subtests II» 

IV), right-hemispheric for pitch (subtests I, III)» and 

bihemlspheric for pitch-plus-rhythm (subtest V) , statisti-

cal treatment revealed no significant interaction or left 

or right ear laterality main effect, leading to the simple 

acceptance of hypothesis 1, based on musician ear scores* 

This result, detailed in Table III, indicated that musi-

cians exhibit no significant ear advantage (laterality 

effect) for any of the pitch-plus-rhythm-emphasls subtest 

combinations. Thus, by Implication, musicians in this 

study apparently employ both left and right hemispheric 

processors as a synthesis in mediating pitoh-plus-rhythm 

stimulij i.e., are blhemispheric in their processing 

strategies. 

TABLE III 

ANOVAt MUSICIANS EAR SCORES (N=20) 

*p < .001, 

Source df MS F 

Ears 1 .50 .21 
Subtests 4 23.63 9.88* 
Interaction 4 3.85 1.61 
Error 190 2.39 • . • • 
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Relative to hypothesis 2, Table III reflects a signifi-

cant subtest main effect on the ear scores of musicians, 

leading to the acceptance of hypothesis 2 based on ear 

scores. This result suggests that differing pitch-plus-

rhythm emphases across the five subtest affected ear scores 

(I.e., the subjects' ability to perform the task) generally. 

To further examine this task effect, a Newman-Keuls multiple 

comparison procedure, detailed in Table IV, was applied to 

determine significant differences between the musicians1 

mean scores on the five subtests. As there was no signifi-

cant ear main effect, the left and right ear means for each 

subtest were combined into a single mean tor this statisti-

cal treatment. 

TABLE IV 

NEWMAN-KEULS» MUSICIANS EAR SCORES 

Subtest Means I II III IV V 

Left plus right ear X's 23.70 21.37 25.60 23.80 25.70 

Ranked ST X's V III 
n.s .* 

IV 
n. 

I 
s .* 

II 

*underscored subtests are those which do not vary 
significantly (p > .05 or better) from each other. 
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Adopting the p < .05 level, of significance normally 
A 

employed with this procedure, the Newman-Keuls test 

revealed no significant differences between musicians mean 

scores for subtest V (pitch act:ivity=rhythm activity) and 

III (p>r activity), or IV (p<r activity) and I (p>r acti-

vity). However, musicians performed significantly better on 

subtests (ST) V, III, IV, and 1, each including pitch 

changes, than on ST II, which involved rhythmic patterns 

presented on a static pitch. On subtests I and III, both 

with pitch cues, and V with both pitch and rhythmic cues, 

musicians exhibited significantly higher performance abili-

ties than on ST IV, I, and II. With the exception of the 

position of ST I (p>r activity), these data show a clear 

tendency for musicians* performance levels to be tied to 

the availability of pitch cues for use in discriminating 

melodic pitch-plus-rhythm dichotic stimuli. 

Relative to subtest I (pitch>rhythmic activity), the 

observation occurs that its position as the Initial sub-

test in each testing session could have led to its lowered 

overall mean. Placed in this position In an effort to aid 

each subject's acclimation to the test through what was felt 

to be the most accessible pitch-plus-rhythm configuration, 

subtest I may, in fact, reflect more the general lowering of 

^C. K. Madsden and R. Moore, Experimental Research in 
Musici Workbook in Design and Statistical Tests. (Dubuque, 
Iowa, 1974)/ p. 96. 
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scores during orientation to the dichotic stimulation mode 

than the inability of pitch cues to enhance task success in 

musicians. 

In order to investigate irt greater detail the issue of 

possible functional asymmetries in trained subjects, as 

demonstrated by dichotic ear scores, the twenty trained 

subjects were divided by specialization into "instrumental-

ists" (N=13) and "vocalists" (N=7). Data from each of these 

groups were analyzed using the exact statistical procedures 

applied to the trained group as a whole. Table V summarizes 

the results of these procedures. 

TABLE V 

ANOVAi VOCALIST AND INSTRUMENTALIST EAR SCORES 

Source 
df MS ' F 

Source 
df MS 

Ins t rumentalists 
Ears 1 .03 .01 
Subtests 4 14.22 5.83** 
Interaction 4 2.76 1.13 
Error 120 2.44 t • • 

Vocalists 
Ears 1 2.06 .81 
Subtests 4 10.59 4.16* 
Interaction 4 1.70 .67 
Error <60 2.54 t • • 

*p < ,01. ** < .001. 
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As seen in Table V, data analyses for instrumentalists 

and vocalists, as for musicians generally, revealed no sig-

nificant interaction or ear laterality main effect, but a 

significant subtest main effect. Thus, it appears that 

vocal or instrumental specialization does not have a spe-

cific influence, beyond that of general competency, on ear 

scores employed by this study for the pitch-plus-rhythm 

stimuli. 

Newman-KeuIs tests were run as appropriate follow-up 

procedures for the significant subtest main effect seen in 

Table V. Table VI presents ear score means for instrumen-

talists and vocalists, and summarizes the results of these 

Newman-Keuls procedures. For this test, the left- and 

right-ear scores were combined for each subtest. 

For instrumentalists, the Newman-Keuls comparison pro-

cedure revealed a pattern parallel to that of the trained 

subjects generally. With the exception of ST I, poten-

tially confounded by orientation factors, subtests 

containing pitch cues for use in discrimination of dichotic 

items (ST III, V) were more accurately processed by instru-

mentalists than those with only rhythmic cues (ST II, IV), 

with ST II (p<r activity) scores significantly lower than 

those of the other subtests. 
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TABLE VI 

NEWMAN-KEULS: VOCAL AND INSTRUMENTAL EAR SCORES 

Subtest Means I II III IV V 

Ins trumentali s t s 
Left ear 
Right ear 
Combined 

11.62 
12.15 
23.77 

10.85 
11.08 
21.93 

13.31 
12.23 
25.54 

11.92 
12.31 
24.23 

12.85 
12.77 
25.62 

Ranked ST X's V 
n.s. 

III IV I 
n.s.* 

II 

Vocalists 
Left ear 
Right ear 
Combined 

11.71 
11.86 
23.57 

10.43 
11.71 
22.14 

13.14 
12.57 
25.71 

11.14 
11.86 
23.00 

13.00 
13.14 
26.14 

Ranked ST X's V III I IV II 
n.s. * n.s.* 

o u u t c o t o OJLCT c i j U E f S W I'M. UH. U O H O C V a r y S l g * 

nificantly (p ? .05 or better) from each other. 

For vocalists, the pattern of significant mean differ-

ences was only slightly different. For the vocal 

specialists, ear scores for ST V and III, both with pitch 

cues, were significantly better than scores for either of 

the rhythm-emphasis tests (II, IV), with the initial sub-

test (I) again perhaps reflecting orientation factors. 

Though arguably beyond the scope of the specific word-

ing of hypotheses 1 and 2, but not to their general intent, 

two final statistical treatments of the ear scores of musi-

cians were performed in an effort to gain insight Into the 
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observed subtest main effects. The first of these examined 

the influence of stimulus complexity within each subtest on 

ear scores; the second the influence of voicing. 

To examine the Influence of task complexity on ear 

scores for the trained subject group, a two (ears) by four 

(stimulus complexities) analysis of variance procedure was 

run for each of the five subtests. The complexity dimension 

of this analysis was organized into the following cate-

gories! (a) dichotic trials construction of three-element 

stimuli; (b) trials containing four-element stimuli; 

(c) trials of five elements; and (d) trials of six elements. 

Eight trials for each category were contained in each sub-

test. Table VII presents the statistical results of this 

complexity analysis. 

With, notable exceptions in ST V (p=r activity) and III 

(p>r activity) to be discussed presently, statistical treat-

ment for each of the five subtests revealed no significant 

interaction or ear main effects, but a tendency for signi-

ficant main effects in the complexity dimension. These 

general tendencies in the data corroborate the overall 

findings among musicians relative to hypotheses 1 and 2s 

i.e., (a) the absence of observable ear laterality effects, 

and (b) the significant influence of the specific nature of 

the processing task; here, task complexity rather than 

pitch/rhythm emphasis. 
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ANOVAs STIMULUS COMPLEXITY 
MUSICIANS EAR. SCORES 
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Subtests df MS F 

Subtest I 
Ears 1 .16 .27 
Complexity 3 7.26 12.47** 
Interaction 3 .11 .18 
Error 152 .58 l • I Subtest II 
Ears 1 1.22 1.46 
Complexity 3 5.35 6.36** 
Interaction 3 .31 .37 
Error 152 .84 * • • 

Subtest III 
Ears 1 2.03 4.56* 
Complexity 3 7.07 15.91** 
Interaction 3 .29 .66 
Error 152 .44 t # * Subtest IV 
Ears 1 .63 .96 
Complexity 3 12.75 19.56** 
Interaction 3 .64 .98 
Error 152 .65 • * • 

Subtest V 
Ears 1 .01 .01 
Complexity 3 .77 1.37 
Interaction 3 .71 1.25 
Error 

• rr "7 -wr •• 
152 .56 • • I 

o. < 

Newman-Keuls tests applied to combined left and right 

ear means for the complexity dimension revealed more parti-

cular information regarding the effect of task complexity. 

Table VIII summarizes Newman-KesuIs results for the signifi-

cant complexity main effects exhibited in subtests I, II, 

III, and IV. 
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TABLE VIII 

NEWMAN-KEULSs MUSICIAN TASK-COMPLEXITY EAR SCORES 

Trial Complexity 3-Element 4-Element 5-Element 6-Element 

Subtest I X's (L+R) 
Ranked 

7.05 
3-Element 

6.05 
4-Element 

5.50 
5-Element; 

5.10 
6-Element 

Subtest I X's (L+R) 
Ranked 

7.05 
3-Element 

n.s tit 

5.10 
6-Element 

Subtest I X's (L+R) 
Ranked 

7.05 
3-Element 

n.s 

it* s.* 

Subtest II X's 
Ranked 

6.45 
3-Element 

4.95 ; 
5-Element 

5.70 
4-Element 

4,85 
6-Element 

Subtest II X's 
Ranked 

n.s .* ' 

5.70 
4-Element 

4,85 
6-Element 

Subtest II X's 
Ranked 

n.s 

n.s » * 

4,85 
6-Element 

Subtest II X's 
Ranked 

n.s 

n.s 

n. s.* 

Subtest III X's 
anked 

7.50 
3-Element 

5.45 
5-Element 

6.50 
6-Element 

6.10 
4-Element 

Subtest III X's 
anked 

7.50 
3-Element 

n. s .* 

6.10 
4-Element 

Subtest IV X's 
Ranked 

5.35 
4-Element 

7.30 
5-Element 

6.40 
3-Element 

4.70 
6-Element 

Subtest IV X's 
Ranked 

5.35 
4-Element 

7.30 
5-Element 

n. s.* 

''underscored Items do not vary significantly (p > .05). 

For subtest I (pitch emphasis), a clear linear pro-

gression may be seen in Table VIIIt as item complexity 

increases, ear scores decrease. For subtest II (rhythm 

emphasis), the pattern is basically the same, though four-

element trials proved as difficult as six. 

For subtest III (pitch emphasis), the progression is 

more distorted, with scores for four-element items signi-

ficantly lower than three-, five-, and six-element scores. 

It may be speculated that this anomaly may have been due to 
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some undetected difficulties present in the pitch contours 

of the four-element stimuli# 

Additionally for subtest III, an unexpected signifi-

cant left ear/right hemisphere advantage (left ear Xi 

13.25} right X* 12.35} p < .05), not indicated in the ori-

ginal two-by-five ANOVA, appeared in this single-test 

ANOVA. Though this ANOVA format would be slightly less 

stringent than the two-by-five format, it is certainly 

notable that this isolated example of significant right-

hemispheric laterality for pitch processing did surface 

among musicians. 

For subtest IV (rhythm emphasis), there is a displace-

ment of the three-element mean, possibly linked to the same 

phenomenon which may have lowered ear scores for subtest I 

generally} i.e., initial mis-orientation to a new process-

ing task. The task in subtest IV (p<rhythmic activity) may 

have proved particularly confusing, as pitch was included, 

but was matched in both ears, leaving only rhythmic cues 

for dichotic discrimination. Given the earlier indication 

that pitch cues may be preferred by musicians for use as 

discriminators, it is possible that these subjects were 

initially drawn to the pitch aspects of subtest IV trials. 

As three-element stimuli appeared first in all subtests, 

errors resulting from this initial approach would be most 

reflected In three-element scores. 
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Despite Its deviation from the patterns seen in sub-

tests I through IV, the lack of any statistically 

significant task-complexity main effect in subtest V is not 

surprising. In this subtest, both pitch and rhythmic cues 

were available for use in discriminating the dlchotie 

stimuli, thus providing two comparison dimensions, which 

trained subjects might be expected to employ to greater 

advantage than one. With both pitch and rhythmic cues 

available, it would appear that five- or six-element trials 

may be as easily mediated by trained subjects as three- or 

four-element trials. 

To examine the influence of voicing on pitch processing 

in subtests I, III, and V, a two (ears) by three (voicingt 

soprano, alto, crossed) ANOVA was computed for each of these 

three subtests. For these subtests, pitch target foils were 

directed to the soprano voice in twelve of each subtest's 

thirty-two trials, to the alto voice in ten trials, and to 

a crossed voice in ten trials. Examples of these three 

voicing configurations are presented in Figure 8 on page 

138. 

The results of voicing analyses are presented in Table 

XI. No interaction was evidenced in any of the three pitch 

subtests. A significant voicing main effect was present in 

all pitch tests. Additionally, a signfleant ear main 

effect appeared for subtest III. 
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Figure 8.--Examples of Assorted Dichotic Voicing 
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TABLE XX 

ANOVAt VOICING INFLUENCE 
MUSICIANS EAR SCORES* 

Subtests df MS F 

Subtest 1 
Ears 1 1428.30 1.17 
Voicing 2 10970.50 8.98*** 
Interaction 2 361.30 .30 
Error 114 1221.10 • » • 

Subtest III 
Ears 1 891.07 3.72** 
Voicing 2 4374.68 18.26*** 
Interact: ion 2 153.07 .64 
Error 114 239.62 • # • 

Subtest V 
Ears 1 1.01 .00 
Voicing 2 2642.41 11.30*** 
Interaction 2 52.01 .22 
Error 114 233.80 • # * 

scores to equalize unequal trials. 
**p < .05. ***p < .001. 

Newman-Keuls procedures, performed on the combined left 

and right ear means for each voicing category, converted to 

percentages for comparison purposes across unequal cells, 

showed a clear voicing influence in subtests I and III. For 

these two subtests, errors in target matching were signifi-

cantly greater for crossed voices than for soprano or alto 

lines, which did not differ significantly in percentage 

accuracy means. For subtest V, which included both pitch 

and rhythmic cues, the Newman-Keuls procedure revealed that 
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target matching ability was significantly higher for the 

alto voice line than for the soprano or crossed lines, which 

were statistically comparable. It may be speculated that 

this apparent deviation was linked to the availability of 

rhythmic cues in the subtest V stimuli. 

TABLE X 

NEWMAN-KEULS* MUSICIAN VOICING EAR SCORES 

Voicing Soprano Alto Crossed 

Subtest I X's (L+R) 86.6% 80% 58.5% 

Ranked Soprano Alto Crossed 
n.s .* 

Subtest III X's 85.3;% 85% 68% 

Ranked SoDra.no Alto Crossed 
n.s .* 

Subtest V X's 77.5% 90% 75% 

Ranked Alto Soprano Crossed 

— Jk ̂ ^ I a 

n .s.-'f 

v i u l l U I . V O J - J f O i - g l l i J . J . U C U I U A y 

(p > .05). 

As in the complexity ANOVA, for subtest III, a signifi-

cant left ear/right hemisphere effect (83 per cent left-ear 

scores? 76 per cent right-ear) appeared in the subtest III 

voicing ANOVA. (p < .05). This main effect reinforces that 

of the subtest III complexity ANOVA, and further suggests 
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right hemispheric processing biases for pitch in trained 

subjects. 

Musicians•. eve behavior*--To investigate hypotheses 1 

and 2 from the perspective of eye behavior evidenced at the 

onset of melodic fragment processing, a three (left-, 

right-, and no-movement eye behavior) by five (subtests) 

analysis of variance procedure, parallel to that applied to 

the analysis of ear scores, was applied to the eye behavior 

scores of musicians. This statistical treatment, Inclusive 

of all trials for which valid eye behavior was evidenced 

(91.9 per cent) revealed a pattern markedly different from, 

but in key aspects consistent with, that exhibited in ear 

score results for trained subjects,. Table XI presents the 

mean eye behavior scores for musicians on each of the five 

subtests. 

TABLE XI 

MUSICIANS* EYE BEHAVIOR MEANS 

Subtest Means I II III IV V ALL 

Left EM 
Eight EM 
No EM 

8.55 
8.65 
11.95 

9.40 
10.35 
9.55 J 

8.40 
8.60 
12.95 

7.80 
7.55 

13.55 

8.40 
8.80 
12.05 

42.55 
43.95 
60.05 

As reflected in Table XII, ANOVA treatment of musi-

cians* eye behavior scores revealed no significant 
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interaction or main effect for the content of the five sub-

tests. However, a significant: main effect in the 

dimension of eye behavior across the five subtests was 

revealed. Accepting the commonly held assumption that eye 

behavior is a collate to hemispheric activation, this find-

ing points to a significant processing preference among 

musicians. 

TABLE XII 

ANOVAs MUSICIANS' EYE BEHAVIOR 

Source df MS F 

Eye behavior 2 378.28 7.68* 
Subtests 4 1.01 .02 
Interaction 8 36.15 .73 
Error 

> KH4 
285 49.23 • • • 

To determine the specific source of the main effect, 

a Newman-Keuls test was applied to the combined left-, 

right-, and no-movement means for the five subtests. 

Results of this analysis, presented in Table XIII, require 

cautious interpretation. 
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TABLE XIII 

NEWMAN-KEULSi MUSICIANS' EYE BEHAVIOR 

Eye Behavior Left EM Right EM No EM 

Dichotic test: total X's 42.55 43.95 60, ,05 

Ranked X's No EM Right EM Left m 
n.s .* 

^underscored EM's do not differ significantly 
(p > .05). 

The statistical evidence presented in Table XIII sug-

gests that the incidence of no-movement behavior in 

musicians is significantly higher than either left- or 

right-movement incidence for pitch-plus-rhythm melodic frag-

ments. Previous researchers have suggested that no-

movement behavior reflects one of two phenomenal 

(a) bihemispheric involvement in processing,"* and/or 

(b) low-difficulty task requirements, which do not evoke the 

eye movement activity brought on by mental reflection.6 The 

bihemispheric hypothesis can, in this case, be corroborated 

with ear scores data for musicians which evidenced no sig-

nificant ear main effects. Thus by implication, eye 

behavior in musicians may be interpreted as reflecting 

5 
Lefevre and others, "Lateral Eye Movements," p. 1116. 
6 
J. p. Duke, "Lateral Eye Movement Behavior," The 

Journal of General Psychology. LXXVIII (1968), 195-798. 
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bihemispheric Involvement in the processing of pitch-plus-

rhythm fragments. 

Based on eye behavior scores for musicians, hypothesis 

1 may be accepted! no hemispheric asymmetries--rather 

instead bihemispheric syntheses--were exhibited for the 

dichotic stimuli by.trained subjects. As eye behavior 

tabulations did not reflect task accuracy, which evidence 

has suggested is an extrinsic factor not significantly 

7 

related to eye behavior incidence, eye behavior analyses 

were not applicable to hypothesis 2. 

As with ear scores, eye behavior in instrumentalists 

and vocalists was examined to gain further information 

relating to the influence of musical specialization on 

melodic processing. Table XIV presents the mean eye 

behavior scores for instrumentalists and vocalists for each 

of the five subtests. 
7 
Vie it en and Etaugh, op. cit.. p. 482. 



TABLE XIV 

EYE BEHAVIOR MEANSi INSTRUMENTALISTS 
AND VOCALISTS 
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Subtest Means I II III IV V All 

Ins t rumentalis ts 
Left EM 
Right EM 
No EM 

8.46 
8.30 
11.92 

9.08 
10.77 
10.15 

7.92 
8.54 
1.3.31 

7.69 
7.85 
14.00 

8.77 
10.15 
12.77 

41.92 
45.61 
62.15 

Vocalists 
Left EM 
Right EM 
No EM 

8.71 
9.29 
12.00 

10.00 
9.58 
8.43 

9.29 
8.71 
12.29 

8.00 
7.00 
12.71 

7.71 
9.00 
10.71 

43.71 
43.58 
56.14 

A three (eye behavior) by five (subtests) analysis of 

variance procedure ppplied to the eye behavior scores of 

instrumentalists and vocalists revealed notable processing 

differences, given accepted eye behavior theory. These 

differences are reflected in Table XV. 

As indicated in Table XV, no significant interaction 

eye behavior main effect or subtest main effect was 

observed in vocal specialists. For instrumentalists, a 

significant eye behavior main effect was revealed. 
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TABU: xv 

ANOVA: INSTRUMENTALIST AND VOCALIST EYE BEHAVIOR 

Source df MS F 

Ins t rumentalists 
Eye behavior 2 319.91 6.25* 
Subtests 4 1.52 .03 
Interaction 8 23.97 .47 
Error 180 51.16 • • • 

Vocalists 
Eye behavior 2 72.92 1.38 
Subtests 4 4.25 .08 
Interaction 8 15.02 .28 
Error 90 52.72 ft ft ft 
*p < .01. 

To determine the source of the eye behavior main effect 

for instrumentalists, a Newraan-Keuls test was computed. 

Table XVI summarizes the results of this procedure. 

TABLE; XVI 

NEWMAN-KEULSt INSTRUMENTALISTS' EYE BEHAVIOR 

Eye behavior Left EM Right EM No EM 

Dichotic test total X's 41.92 45.61 62.15 

Ranked X's No EM Right EM Left EM 
n.s .* 

^underscored EM's do not differ significantly 
(p ;> .05). 
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As with musicians as a group, and not unexpectedly as 

they form the majority of that group, instrumentalists 

showed a significant preference for no-movement behavior 

in processing; the dichotic test stimuli? i.e., bihemispheric 

involvement. Thus, though instrumentalists and vocalists 

are statistically comparable relative to ear scores, their 

eye behavior scores suggest the possibility of some process-

ing differences linked to training specialization. Eye 

behavior data suggest that vocalists may apply left-, 

right-, and bihemispheric processors during mediation of 

pltch-plus-rhythm melodic stimuli, while instrumentalists 

apply a significantly greater proportion of bihemispheric 

processors, or perhaps find these non-vocal processing 

tasks less difficult than vocalists. 

Nonmusiclans; ear scores.--Hypotheses 3 and 4 related 

to pitch-plus-rhythmic processing in nonmusicians, and 

paralleled hypotheses 1 and 2 for trained musicians. Hypo-

thesis 3 proposed that no significant functional hemispheric 

asymmetries (laterality effects) are evidenced in nonmusi-

cians for dichotically presented pitch-plus-rhythm melodic 

fragments in which pitch activity is relatively greater 

than, less than, or equal to rhythmic activity. Hypothesis 

4 proposed that the relative emphasis placed upon pitch and 

rhythmic activity in dichotically presented pitch-plus-

rhythm melodic fragments has no significant influence on 
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processing abilities evidenced by nonmusicians. To inves-

tigate these two hypotheses, the statistical procedures 

employed in analyzing musicians' ear scores were replicated 

with ear scores from musically naive subjects. The mean 

left and right ear scores for nonmusicians on each of the 

five diehotic subtests are presented in Table XVII. The 

results of these data analyses revealed significant process-

ing variations in nonmusicians as compared to musicians. 

TABLE XVII 

NONMUSICIANSs EAR SCORE MEANS 

Subtest Means I II III IV V 

Right Ear 
Left Ear 

9.05 
8.90 

10.05 
9.85 

9.60 
8.75 

11.00 
11.50 

9.10 
9.20 

The analysis of variance procedure, applied to the ear 

scores of nonmusicians in a two (ears) by five (subtests) 

repeated measures factorial design, is summarized in Table 

XVIII. This procedure revealed no interaction or signifi-

cant ear laterality main effect:r but a significant subtest 

effect. Thus, as with hypotheses 1 and 2 for musicians, 

hypothesis 3 may be accepted based on ear score data, and 

hypothesis 4 rejected. 
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ANOVAs NONMUSICIANS* EAF SCORES (N=20) 
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Source df MS F 

Ears 1 .72 .18 
Subtests 4 35.69 9.08* 
Interaction 4 2.43 .62 
Error 190 3.93 • • • 

*p < 701)1 • 

Specif ically with regard t:o hypothesis 3, nonmusicians 

did not display a significant ear advantage for dichotic 

melodic stimuli in which pitch activity is variously greater 

than, less than, or equal to rhythmic activity. The impli-

cations of this finding suggest that nonmuslcians as well as 

musicians may employ some synthesis of both left- and right-

hemispheric processors In pitch-plus-rhythm processing. 

Application of the Newman-Keuls multiple comparison 

procedure, summarized in Table XIX, for the combined subtest 

means of nonmusicians provided specific information relating 

to hypothesis 4? i.e., to the particular nature of the main 

effect tied to the pitch and rhythmic parameters of the 

subtest processing tasks. The results of this test reflect 

that a definite processing difference may exist between 

musicians and nonmusicians, linked to the pitch-plus-rhythm 

emphases within melodic stimuli. 
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TABLE XIX 

NEWMAN-KEULSs NONMUSICIANS' EAR SCORES 

Subtest Means I II III IV V 

Left plus right ear X's 17.95 19.90 18.35 22.50 18.30 

Ranked ST X's IV II III V I 
n.s.* 

^underscored subtests do not differ significantly 
(p > .05). 

In direct contrast to trained subjects, musically 

naive subjects in this study showed a significant tendency 

to more accurately process pitch-plus-rhythm fragments in 

which rhythmic cues were salient for use in stimuli dis-

crimination. This finding suggests that nonmusicians are 

not so well equipped to mediate pitch as they are to mediate 

rhythm in melodic fragments. If the focus of musically 

naive subjects is on rhythmic components of pitch-plus-

rhythm stimuli, poor scores on subtests devoid of rhythmic 

cues (subtests III and I) would be expected, and in fact are 

reflected in the data analysis. The most Involved of the 

subtests, number V, could by its very complexity prove con-

fusing and difficult for nonmusicians. Here, as with 

musical subjects, subtest I (pitch>rhythm activity) likely 

suffered accuracy losses due to orientation factors, stem-

ming from its initial position in the dlchotic test tape. 
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Continuing with data analyses parallel to those 

employed for musical subjects, analysis of variance proce-

dures were applied to examine the ear score data of 

nonmusiclans for more detailed information relating to the 

influences of (a) task complexity in all five subtests 

(2 x 4 design) and (b) voicing in subtests I, III, and V; 

incorporating soprano, alto, and crossed voice lines 

( 2 x 3 design). These statistical treatments proved signi-

ficant in some, but not all, cases. Of the five subtests, 

three (subtests I, III, IV) showed a significant complexity 

main effects subtest V a significant voicing effect. No 

other significant main effects or interactions were 

revealed. Table XX summarizes the results of the stimulus 

complexity analysis applied to the ear scores of nonmusi-

cians. Table XXI presents the results of voicing analysis. 
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ANOVAJ STIMULUS COMPLEXITY 
NONMUSICIANS* EAR SCORES 
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Subtests elf MS F 

Subtest I 
Ears 
Complexity 
Interaction 
Error 

1 
3 
3 

152 

.22 
3.61 
1.67 
.87 

.26 
4.13* 
1.92 

t I « 

Subtest II 
Ears 
Complexity 
Interaction 
Error 

1 
3 
3 

152 

.16 
1.12 
.54 
.87 

.18 
1.27 
.62 • • * 

Subtest III 
Ears 
Complexity 
Interaction 
Error 

1 
3 
3 

152 

2.02 
4.28 
.41 
.88 

2.31 
4.88* 
.46 • • • 

Subtest IV 
Ears 
Complexity 
Interaction 
Error 

1 
3 
3 

152 

2.03 
11.94 

.14 

.75 

2.69 
15.85** 
.19 • # • 

Subtest V 
Ears 
Complexity 
Interaction 
Error 

1 
3 
3 

152 

.01 
1.42 
1.57 
.77 

.01 
1.84 
2.04 

• # 9 

* p K. .01. **p < .001. 



TABLE XXI 

ANOVAi VOICING INFLUENCE 
NONHUSICIANS• EAR SCORES* 
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Subtests df MS F 

Subtest I 
Ears 1 106.41 .23 
Voicing 2 670.83 1.44 
Interaction 2 131.66 .28 
Error 114 464.55 • • • 

Subtest III 
Ears 1 800.83 1.92 
Voicing 2 514.03 1.24 
Interaction 2 50.83 .12 
Error 114 416.15 • • § 

Subtest V 
Ears 1 37.41 .11 
Voicing 2 1735.91 4.95** 
Interaction 2 359.91 1.03 
Error 114 350.83 t * t 

*computations lor this ANOVA are based on percentage 
scores to accommodate unequal soprano trials. 

**p < .01, 

Subsequent to the ANOVA procedures summarized in 

Tables XX and XXI, Newman-Keuls procedures were employed to 

examine the significant F values revealed for voicing and 

task complexity and detect the source of significant differ-

ences between appropriate means. Where applicable, mean 

scores were combined across nonsignificant dimensions. 

Results of Newman-Keuls tests applied to nonmusicians* 

task-complexity ear score means in subtests for which a sig-

nificant task complexity main effect was revealed (I, III, 
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IV) are presented In Table XXII. Newman-Keuls results for 

the voicing ear score means in subtest V, for which a sig-

nificant voicing main effect was evidenced, are presented 

in Table XXIII. 

TABLE XXII 

NEWMAN-KEULSt NONMUSICIAN TASK 
COMPLEXITY EAR SCORES 

Trial 
Complexity 3-Element 4-Element 5-Element 6-Element 

Subtest I X's 
(LfR) 

4.65 5.10 3.95 3.95 

Ranked 4-Element 3-Element 5-Element 6-Element Ranked 
n.s.* n.s.* 

Subtest III 
X's 5.60 4.L0 4.45 4.40 

Ranked 3-Element 5-Element 6-Element 4-Element Ranked 3-Element 
n.s.* 

Subtest IV 
X's 5.55 6.75 5.95 4.05 

Ranked 4-Element 5-Element 3-Element 6-Element 
n.s .* 

^underscored items do not vary significantly (p > .05). 
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TABLE XXIII 

NEWMAN-KEULSi NONMUSICIANS* VOICING EAR SCORES 

Voicing Soprano Alto Crossed 

Subtest V X's (L+R) 
51% 64% 56% 

Ranked Alto Crossed Soprano 
n.s 

Sunderscored Items do not vary significantly (p > .05). 

Regarding Table XXII, though significance patterns 

vary slightly, task complexity means ranked for nonrausi-

cians in subtests I, III, and IV match exactly the rankings 

obtained in parallel tests of musicians scores (see p. 134). 

These findings reinforce the significant influence of task 

complexity on accuracy scores for the entire subject popu-

lation of the present study. For subtest I, three- and 

four-element trials were processed correctly more consist-

ently by nonmu s i clans than five- and six-element trials. 

For subtest III, three-element accuracy was significantly 

greater than that for four-, five-, and six-elements, which 

were statistically comparable. For subtest IV, ear recall 

scores on four-element trials significantly surpassed those 

on three-, five-, and six-element trials, three- and five-

element trials being comparable. Here, as with musicians, 

three-element scores may have been lowered due to their 

initial orientation position In subtest IV. 
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Relative to Table XXIII, nonmusicians, as did musi-

cians, showed significantly higher accuracy scores for alto 

voice lines in subtest V than for soprano or crossed lines. 

Here again, especially considering the rhythjmlc cue prefer-

ence evidenced by nonmusicians, rhythmic aspects of subtest 

V likely contributed to the observed differences. This 

probability is further indicated by the nonsignificant 

voicing influences evidenced by ANOVA's for subtests I and 

III. 

Nonmus1clanss eve behavior.--For nonmusicians, the 

investigation of hypotheses 3 and 4 from the perspective 

of eye behavior evidenced at the onset of Item processing 

employed statistical procedures parallel to those for musi-

cal subjects. Table XXIV presents the mean eye behavior 

scores for nonmusicians on each of the five subtests. 

TABLE XXIV 

NONMUSICIANS' EYE BEHAVIOR MEANS 

Subtest Means I II III IV V All 

Left EK 
Right EM 
No EM. 

11.00 
12.15 
6.40 

12.75 
11.40 
5.40 

10.55 
11.65 
7.60 

11.55 
10.95 
7.10 

11.50 
10.50 
7.70 

57.35 
56.65 
34.20 



A three (eye behavior) by five (subtests) analysis of 

variance procedure applied to nonmusicians' valid eye 

behavior (92„6 per cent) revealed no interaction or signi-

ficant subtest main effect, but: a significant main effect 

for eye behavior. The results of this ANOVA treatment are 

presented in Table XXV. 

TABLE XXV 

ANOVA« NONMUSICIANS' EYE BEHAVIOR 

Source df MS ' F 

Eye behavior 
Subtests 
Interaction 
Error' 

2 
4 
8 

285 

663.54 
.26 

19.21 
38.83 

17.09* 
.01 
.49 • * * 

*p < .001. 

Subsequent Newman-Keuls testing of the combined eye 

behavior means for each subtest, summarized in Table XXVI, 

showed no significant differences between the left and 

right eye movement behavior of nonmusicians, but a signifi-

cantly lower incidence of no-movement behavior than either 

left or right movement. Given accepted notions regarding 

the implications of observed eye behavior, these data sug-

gest that, for nonmusicians, the processing of pitch-plus-

rhythm melodic stimuli may be accomplished by left or right 

rather than bihemispheric strategies. 
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TABLE XXVI 

NEWMAN-KEULS: NONMUSICIANS' EYE BEHAVIOR 

Eye Behavior Left EM Eight Em No EM 

Dichotic test; total X's 57.35 56.65 34 .20 

Ranked X's Left EM Kiaht EM No EH 
n.s .* 

^underscored EM'S do not differ significantly 
(p > .05). & 

Thus, based upon statistical analysis of eye movement 

behavior in nonmusiclans, hypothesis 3 may be rejected. 

Contrary to ear scores, variations in pitch-plus-rhythm 

configurations within melodic stimuli do produce significant 

differences in eye behavior in nonmusiciansi specifically, 

higher incidences of left and right lateral eye movement 

than no-movement behavior. Consistent with the bulk of eye 

behavior research accuracy scores were not considered in 

data analyses of eye behavior for this study. Thus, hypo-

thesis 4 examining eye behavior relative to general task 

success was not investigated in this context. 

Musicians versus nonmusicians.--Bvpnfheai« 5 addressed 

the issue of processing differences between musicians and 

nonmusicians. Specifically, this hypothesis proposed that 

musicians and nonmusicians exhibit no significant processing 

differences for dichotically presented pitch-plus-rhythm 
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melodic fragments in which pitch activity is relatively 

greater than„ less than, or equal to rhythmic activity. 

Statistical analyses for hypotheses 1 through 4, 

though providing considerable information bearing on these 

potential differences, did not involve direct comparisons 

of the ear scores and eye behavior of musicians and non-

musicians for dlchotically presented pitch-plus-rhythm 

fragments. To examine the influence of training directly 

through comparisons of musically competent and naive sub-

jects, analysis of variance procedures were run separately 

for each subtest. Five analyses involved direct ear score 

comparisons between musicians and nonmusicians (two x two 

design)! five examined eye behavior (three x two design). 

Five supplemental analyses (two x two design) were made to 

compare the ear scores of instrumentalists and vocalists. 

As anticipated from previous data analyses, two (ears) 

by two (training) ANOVA comparisons, summarisedin Table 

XXVII, revealed significant training main effects for each 

of the five subtests. With the exception of a significant 

interaction evidenced in subtest III, no interaction or 

significant ear main effects were evidenced. 
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TABLE XXVII 

ANOVAi MUSICIAN VERSUS NONMUSICIAN EAR SCORES 

Subtests df MS F 

Subtest I 
Ears 
Training 
Interaction 
Error 

1 
1 
1 
76 

1.51 
165.31 

.31 
3.56 

.42 
46.49** 

.09 
• i • 

Subtest 11 
Ears 
Training 
Interaction 
Error 

1 
1 
1 
76 

3.20 
22.05 

.80 
4.31 

.74 
5.11* 
.19 • • » 

Subtest III 
Ears 
Training 
Interaction 
Error 

1 
1 
1 
76 

.01 
262.81 
15.31 
3.48 

.00 
75.42** 
4.40'< • • • 

Subtest IV 
Ears 
Training 
Interaction 
Error 

1 
1 
1 
76 

0.00 
8.45 
5,00 
1.87 

0.00 
4.52* 
2.67 • • • 

Subtest V 
Ears 
Training 
Interaction 
Error 

1 
1 
1 
76 

.20 
273.80 
0.00 
2.58 

.08 
106.17** 
0.00 « # • 

*P < TITi. 

Subsequent Newraan-Keuls comparisons between training 

means for each subtest resulted in an invariate patterns 

musicians' left and right ear scores were each significantly 

superior to those of nonsausicians • As indicated by non-

significant ear main effects, no left or right ear 
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advantages were present in the subject population as a 

whole. This given, left and right ear scores were combined 

for purposes of Newman-KeuIs analysis, presented in 

Table XXVIII. 

TABLE XXVIII 

NEWMAN-KEULSi MUSICIAN VERSUS NONMUSICIAN EAR SCORES* 

Subtests 1 II III IV V 

Musician L+R X's 23.70 22.00 25.60 23.80 25.70 

Nonmusician LfR' X's 18.85 19.90 18,35 22.50 18.30 

nonmusicians (p <-.05). 

The training main effect for subtest III was accom-

panied by significant interaction. In this subtest, 

musicians * left ear scores (X = 13.25) were superior to 

their right (X = 12.35), while a reverse tendency appeared 

in nonmusicians' ear scores (left ear X = 8.75s right ear 

X = 9.60). However, these two inverse tendencies combined 

were still insufficient to bring the nonmusicians* right 

ear scores to within a nonsignificant difference of the 

musicians' right ear scores. 

Ear scores for instrumentalists and vocalists on each 

of the five subtests were statistically comparable, save 

for subtest III which, as evidemced earlier in item com-

plexity and voicing analyses, showed a significant left 
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ear/right hemisphere advantage in musicians (left ear X = 

13.25i right ear X » 12,35s p ̂  .05) for the pitch process-

ing emphasis of subtest III. Results from instrumentalist 

and vocalist analysis of variance procedures (two x two 

design) are itemized in Table XXIX. 

TABLE XXIX 

ANOVA: INSTRUMENTALIST VEiSUS VOCALIST EAR SCORES 

Subtests df MS F 

Subtest I 
Ears 1 1.60 .48 
Specialization 1 .09 .03 
Interaction 1 .36 .11 
Error 36 3.31 • t • 

Subtest II 
Ears 1 3.60 .84 
Specialization 1 .11 .03 
Interaction 1 2.53 .59 
Error 36 4.27 » « • 

Subtest III 
Ears 1 8.10 4.73* 
Specialization 1 .07 .04 
Interaction 1 .58 .34 
Error 36 1.71 • • # 

Subtest IV 
Ears 1 2.50 1.51 
Specialization 1 3.45 2.09 
Interaction 1 .25 .15 
Error 36 1.65 • » » 

Subtest V 
Ears 1 .10 .07 
Specialization 1 1.06 .74 
Interaction 1 .32 .22 
Error 36 1.43 » » » 

*p ̂  .05. 
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Based upon analysis of the ear score data, hypothesis 

5 was rejected. As some would hope, musical training evi-

dently does influence processing abilities for dichotic 

pit ch - p lus -rhythm melodic stimuli, significantly Increasing 

recall accuracy for trained subjects relative to untrained 

subjects * 

Finally, though the eye behavior paradigm does not 

reflect processing success, direct eye behavior comparisons 

between musicians and nonmusicians on each subtest were 

made in the interest of gaining further information rela-

tive to hypothesis 5. With the exception of subtest II, 

discussed presently, no main effects were evidenced in any 

of the three (eye behavior) by two (training) ANOVAs com-

puted using the eye behavior scores evidenced for each of 

the five subtests. However, as anticipated, each subtest 

reveaied a significant interaction between levels. Table 

XXX presents summary information from these data analyses. 

TABLE XXX 

ANOVA: MUSICIAN VERSUS NONMUSICIAN EYE BEHAVIOR 

Subtests df MS - ' F ' 

Subtest I 
Eye behavior 
Training 
Interaction 
Error 

2 
1 
2 

114 

15.01 
.53 

245.01 
45.30 

.33 

.01 
5.41 * # * 
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Subtests df MS F 

Subtest II 
Eye behavior 2 162.68 3.77* 
Training 1 .30 .01 
Interaction 2 148.13 3.43* 
Error 114 43.20 * « • 

Subtest III 
Eye behavior 2 7.23 .18 
Training 1 .08 0.00 
Interaction 2 212.70 5.15** 
Error 114 41.32 • • « 

Subtest IV 
Eye behavior 2 11.73 .27 
Training 1 1.63 .04 
Interaction 2 335.31 7.63*** 
Error 114 43.97 * • « 

Subtest V 
Eye behavior 2 .93 .02 
Training 1 .53 .01 
Interaction 2 159.03 3.45* 
Error 114 46.12 t • « 
*p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .00 1. 

To Investigate the source of the eye behavior main 

effect evidenced in subtest II, a Newman-Keuls test was 

applied to the eye behavior means for this subtest# This 

procedure revealed that left EH and right EM incidence was 

significantly higher than no-movement incidence in the 

total population (N=40) for subtest II.(LEM Xs 22,15, REM 

X* 21.75, NEM Xt 14.95). The appearance of this main effect 

may be traced primarily to a lowering of NEW incidence in 
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musicians for subtest II (pitch<rhythm activity) relative 

to their eye behavior in subtest I, III» XV, and V (see 

pp. 141 and 143 for eye behavior mean scores)• That musi-

cians as a group abandoned their NEM approach in this 

particular subtest is notable, as it was (a) the subtest 

musicians processed least successfully, and (b) the only 

subtest completely devoid of pitch changes, presenting a 

static frequency coupled with the differing rhythmic 

patterns. Figure 9 depicts the interaction patterns for 

eye behavior in musicians and nonmusicians across the five 

dichotic subtests. 
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The significant REM and LEM tendencies in nonmusicians, 

and NEM tendency, save in subtest II, for musicians are 

apparent from Figure 8. As previously discussed, such 

tendencies reflect potentially differing hemispheric acti-

vation patterns linked to training. 

Eye behavior comparisons by subtest for instrumental-

ists and vocalists provided evidence for refinement of 

results of the three-by-five ANOVA reported earlier (see 

p. 146). With the exception of a single eye behavior main 

effect evidenced in subtest IV, three (eye behavior) by 

two (specialization) ANOVAs applied to eye behavior scores 

for each subtest revealed no interactions or main effects 

among instrumentalists and vocalists in this study. Table 

XXXI summarizes the results of ANOVA procedures comparing 

the eye behavior of Instrumentalists and vocalists on each 

subtest (see pp. 145 and 146 for eye behavior means for 

these subject groups). The significant eye behavior main 

effect evidenced in subtest IV (pitch activity<rhythm acti-

vity) was due to a significantly higher incidence of 

no-movement behavior for both subject groups in this sub-

test (Newman-Keulsi No EM X = 26? Left EH X - 15.7s Right 

EM X *» 14.8). 
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TABLE XXXI 

ANOVAi INSTRUMENTALIST VERSUS VOCALIST EYE BEHAVIOR 

Subtests df MS F 

Subtest I 
Eye behavior 2 46.32 .68 
Specialization 1 17.83 .26 
Interaction 2 7.73 .11 
Error 54 68.26 • • * 

Subtest II 
Eye behavior 2 5.22 .11 
Specialization 1 6.07 .13 
Interaction 2 8.94 .19 
Error 54 48.09 • • • 

Subtest III 
Eye behavior 2 132.21 2.83 
Specialization 1 .40 .01 
Interaction 2 6.47 .14 
Error 54 46.69 • « * 

Subtest IV 
Eye behavior 2 230.42 4.46* 
Specialization 1 5.05 .10 
Interaction 2 3.08 .06 
Error 54 51.70 • • # 

Subtest V 
Eye behavior 2 80.15 1.53 
Specialization 1 11.91 .23 
Interaction 2 6.40 .12 
Error 54 52.41 * # • 

Data Analyses for Left-thinkers and Right•thinkers 

Research problems 1 and 2 of this study addressed the 

influences of pitch and rhythm, respectively, on hemispheric 

specialization for pitch-plus-rhythm melodic fragments* 

Research problem 4 of the study was to Investigate the 
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Influence of individualized preferred processing strategies 

("cognitive style") on hemispheric specialization for 

melodic processing. Five null hypotheses aimed toward 

investigating these interrelated problems in left-thinkers 

and right-thinkers were tested $ 

6. No significant functional hemispheric asymmetries 

(laterality effects) are evidenced in subjects exhibiting 

a preference for left-hemispheric processing modes ("left-

thinkers") for dichotically presented pitch-plus-rhythm 

melodic fragments in which pitch, activity is relatively 

greater than, less than, or equal to rhythmic activity. 

7. The relative emphasis placed upon pitch and 

rhythmic activity in dichotically presented pitch-plus-

rhythm melodic fragments has no significant influence on 

processing strategies evidenced by "left-thinkers," 

8. No significant functional hemispheric asymmetries 

(laterality effects) are evidenced in subjects exhibiting 

a preference for right-hemispheric processing modes ("right-

thinkers") for dichotically presented pitch-plus-rhythm 

melodic fragments in which pitch activity is relatively 

greater than, less than, or equal to rhythmic activity. 

9. The relative emphasis placed upon pitch and 

rhythmic activity in dichotically presented pitch-plus-

rhythm melodic fragments has no significant influence on 

processing strategies evidenced by "right-thinkers 
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10. "Left-thinkers" and "right-thinkers" exhibit no 

significant processing differences for dichotically pre-

sented pitch-plus-rhythm melodic fragments in which pitch 

activity is relatively greater than, less than, or equal to 

rhyt hrni o a ct i v i t y. 

To investigate these hypotheses, the statistical pro-

cedures employed for testing musician/nonmusician subject 

groups were replicated, substituting left-thinker (N=30) 

and right-thinker (N=9) groups. The collective results of 

these data analyses were singularly consistent in their 

nonsignificant results. The ear score and eye behavior 

means for left-thinkers and right-thinkers on each of the 

five subtests are presented in Table XXXII. 

TABLE XXXII 

LEFT-THINKERS/RIGHT-THINKERSt EAR SCORES 
AND EYE BEHAVIOR MEANS 

Subtests 
(32 trials each) 

I II III IV V 

Left-thinkers __ 
Right ear_X's 
Left ear X's 
Left EM X's 
Right EM X's 
No'EM X's 

10.73 
10.27 
9.60 
10.00 
9.53 

10.70 
10.63 
10.93 
10.30 
8.27 

10.73 
11.03 
9.16 
9.83 

10.53 

11.40 
11.70 
9.43 
8.63 

10.93 

11.00 
11.03 
9.80 
9.37 
10.13 
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Subtests 
(32 trials each) 

Right-thinkers _ 
Right ear X's 
Left ear X's 
Left EM X's 
Right EM X's 
No EM X's 

9.67 
10.44 
10.22 
11.00 
9.00 

10.67 
9.44 
11.22 
12.11 
5.56 

11.56 
10.75 
10.00 
9.56 
10.22 

12.00 
11.11 
10.22 
10.78 
9.33 

10.78 
11.00 
10.11 
10.00 
9.89 

Hypotheses 6, 7f 8, and 9 were accepted on the basis 

of the ANOVA results presented in Table XXXIII. No inter-

action or main effects were revealed in the two (ears) by 

five (subtests) analyses employing ear scores for left-

thinkers and right-thinkers. 

TABLE XXXIII 

ANOVA« LEFT-THINKER (N=30)/RIGHT-THINKER (N=9) 
EAR SCORES 

Source df MS F 

Left-thinkers 
Ears 1 .03 .01 
Subtests 4 9.72 1.88 
Interaction 4 1.50 .29 
Error 290 5.16 « « * 

Right-thinkers 
Ears 1 3.21 .64 
Subtests 4 8.13 1.61 
Interaction 4 3.18 .63 
Error 80 5.03 • # « 
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Similarly, hypothesis 10 was accepted based on five 

ANOVAe comparing the accuracy scores of left-thinkers and 

right-thinkers for each of the five dichotic subtests. 

Results of these two (ears) by two (preferred cognitive 

style) analyses are presented in Table XXXIV. 

TABLE XXXIV 

ANOVAs LEFT-THINKER VERSUS RIGHT-THINKER EAR SCORES 

Subtests df MS F 

Subtest I 
Ears 1 . 6 3 . 1 1 
Cognitive style 1 2 . 7 4 . 4 8 
Interaction 1 5 . 3 6 . 9 4 
Error 74 5 . 6 8 • # • 

Subtest II 
Ears 1 2 . 1 7 . 4 9 
Cognitive style 1 5 . 1 7 1 . 1 6 
Interaction 1 4 . 6 2 1 . 0 4 
Error 74 4 . 4 5 t • * Subtest I I I 
Ears 1 . 0 5 . 0 1 
Cognitive style 1 1 . 1 1 . 1 5 
Interaction 1 4 . 0 2 . 56 
Error 74 7 . 2 0 * # t Subtest IV 
Ears 1 . 0 1 . 0 1 
Cognitive style 1 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 
Interaction 1 4 . 8 9 2 • 44 
Error 74 2 . 0 1 • • • Subtest V 

2 . 0 1 

Ears 1 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 
Cognitive style 1 . 4 4 . 0 7 
Interaction 1 . 2 9 . 0 5 
Error"" 74 6 . 3 7 • • » 
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To summarize, statistical analysis of ear score data 

revealed that left- and right-thinkers, as diagnosed by the 

procedures of this study, showed no significant hemispheric 

asymmetries (laterality effects) for pitch-plus-rhythm 

melodic fragments. Neither did they exhibit any significant 

differences in their ability to process the dichotic trials 

of this study. 

As with ear score analyses for left- and right-

thinkers, statistical treatment of eye behavior as related 

to hypotheses 6, 8, and 10 proved nonsignificant in all 

cases. Results of the (a) three (eye behavior) by five 

(subtests) and (b) three (eye behavior) by two (cognitive 

style) analysis of variance treatments for each of the five 

subtests are presented in Tables XXXV and XXXVI. 

TABLE XXXV 

ANOVAs LEFT-THINKER /RIGHT-THINKER EYE BEHAVIOR 

Source df MS . F 

Left-thinkers (N=30) 
Eye behavior 2 1.05 .02 
Subtests 4 1.17 .02 
Interaction 8 29.99 .63 
Error 435 47.73 • • * 

Right-thinkers (N=9) 
Eye behavior 2 50.01 1.01 
Subtests 4 .16 0.00 
Interaction 8 24.05 .49 

' Error 120 49.37 t • « 
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TABLE XXXVI 

ANOVAi LEFT-THINKER VERSUS RIGHT-THINKER 
EYE BEHAVIOR 

Subtests df MS F -

Subtest I 
Eye behavior 2 6.70 .14 
Cognitive style 1 2.91 .06 
Interaction 2 4.48 .09 
Error 111 49.61 " # • • 

Subtest II 
Eye behavior 2 137.29 2.99 
Cognitive style 1 1.06 .02 
Interaction 2 35.74 .79 
Error 111 45.89 * # t 

Subtest III 
Eye behavior 2 11.52 .25 
Cognitive style 1 7.12 0.00 
Interaction 2 3.96 .09 
Error 111 45.51 • # * 

Subtest IV 
Eye behavior 2 20.79 .42 
Cognitive style 1 4.10 .08 
Interaction 2 24.88 .50 
Error 111 49.67 • • * 

Subtest V 
Eye behavior 2 1.47 .03 
Cognitive style 1 2.46 .05 
Interaction 2 .52 .01 
Error 111 50.02 • i • 

From the collective evidence from data analyses relat-

ing to preferred processing style in this study, at least 

two issues present themselves for consideration. Specifi-

cally, the data compiled by this study call into question 

(a) the existence of the hypothesized preferred cognitive 

style variable relative to musical perception and/or 

(b) the validity of the indexing procedures employed to 
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diagnose cognitive style in the subject sample of this 

study. 

Relationship Between Eve Behavior 
and Ear Scores 

The fifth and final research problem of this study 

attempted to provide some insight into the relationship 

between two Indexing procedures theorized to be reflective 

of hemispheric specialization for dichotically presented 

melodic fragments; i.e., ear scores and eye behavior. 

Specifically, research problem 5 was to investigate the 

relationship between hemispheric specialization for melodic 

stimuli, as evidenced by an accepted indexing procedure, 

and eye behavior exhibited during melodic processing. A 

single null hypothesis was posed to the ear score and eye 

behavior data obtained in this study. 

11. There is no significant relationship between left 

and right ear scores and eye behavior exhibited during the 

processing of dichotically presented pitch-plus-rhythm 

melodic fragments in which pitch activity is relatively 

greater than, less than, or equal to rhythmic activity. 

High eye behavior variability within subjects con-

founded attempts to design a viable correlation procedure 

within each of the five subtests. Given this Inhibitor, 

hypothesis 11 was investigated more generally through the 
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use of Spearman rank-order correlation coefficients across 

the five subrtests. 

The first Spearman Rho computation applied to the data 

is summarized in Table XXXVII. Predicated on research evi-

dence which suggests that accuracy is not a significant 

factor in considerations of eye behavior for musical 
A 

stimuli, correlation coefficients presented in this table 

were those obtained when all eye behavior data for each 

subject was considered, regardless of their relationship to 

correct or incorrect subject response to the dlchotic 

trials. As previous analyses of data from this study 

indicated that training significantly influences ear scores 

and eye behavior during melodic processing, musician and 

nonmusician categories were employed for all correlation 

computat ions. 

Though Table XXXVII reflects that only one correlation 

coefficient reached significance, and most were negatively 

correlated, some definite positive tendencies were evident. 

For musicians REM (right eye-movement) and LEM (left eye-

movement) were poorly correlated with ear scores, while NEW 

(no eye-movement) behavior showed some positive relation-

ship. Nonmusicians exhibited a significant relationship 

between .LEM and left ear scores, and a moderate but 

%elten and Etaugh, "Lateral Eye Movement," p. 482. 
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nonsignificant relationship between LEM and right ear 

scores. The remaining correlations were in the negative 

direct ion. 

TABLE XXXVI1 

SPEARMAN FHO COEFFICIENTS! MtiSICIAN/NONMUSICIAN 
EAR SCORES WITH EYE BEHAVIOR TOTALS ON 

FIVE SUBTESTS (32 TRIALS EACH) 

Means L-ear R-ear LEM REM NEM 

Musicians 
Subtest I 11.65 12.05 8.55 8.65 11.95 
Subtest II 10.07 11.30 9.40 10.35 9.55 
Subtest III 13.25 12.35 8.40 8.60 12.95 
Subtest IV 11.65 12.15 7.80 7.55 13.55 
Subtest V 12.90 12.80 8.40 8.80 12.05 

NonmusIcians 
Subtest I 8.90 9.05 11.00 12.15 6.40 
Subtest II 9.85 10.05 12.75 11.40 5.40 
Subtest III 8.75 9.60 10.55 11.65 7.60 
Subtest IV 11.50 11.00 11.55 10.95 7.10 
Subtest V 9.20 9.10 11.50 10.50 7.70 

Spearman Rhos Musiclans NonmusIclans 

LEM w/L-ear 
LEM w/R-ear 
REM w/L-ear 
REM w/R-ear 
NEM w/L-ear 
NEM w/R-ear 

*p < .05. 

-.65 
-.43 
-.58 
-.30 
.58 
.30 

. 90" 

.65 
-.60 
-.60 
-.45 
- .16 

In an effort to gain further insight into these 

observed tendencies, plus additional information relative 

to the Import of accuracy in ear scores/eye behavior 
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relationships, a second Spearman Rho was computed, this time 

using only those eye behavior items evidenced to trials 

correctly processed by each subject# 

Results of this approach, summarized in Table XXXVIII, 

exhibited a marked improvement in correlation coefficients 

in every case over Table XXXVII coefficients. These data 

point to the potential merit of including accuracy con-

siderations in research involving eye movement behavior 

evidenced during the processing of musical stimuli. 

TABLE XXXVIII 

SPEARMAN RHO COEFFICIENTSi MUSICIAN/NONMUSICIAN 
EAR SCORES WITH EYE BEHAVIOR TO 

CORRECT TRIALS 

Means LEM w/ LEM w/ REM w/ REM w/ MEM w/ NEM w/ 
Means L-ear R-ear L-ear R-ear L-ear R-ear 

Musicians 
ST I 3.35 3.05 2.85 3.40 4.35 4.50 
ST II 3.15 3.15 3.05 4.10 3.75 3.05 
ST III 3.40 3.20 3.70 3.25 5.10 5.25 
ST IV 2.70 3.05 2.70 2.85 5.00 5.10 
ST V 3.10 3.70 3.65 3.25 5.15 4.70 

Nonmusieians 
ST I 3.10 3.15 3.35 3.25 1.55 2.05 
ST II 3.60 4.10 3.40 3.35 1.75 1.70 
ST III 2.75 3.45 3.20 3.25 2.25 1.90 
ST IV 4.15 3.65 3.80 3.55 2.60 2.45 
ST V 3.20 3.35"" 3.05 3.05 2.15 2.05 
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TABLE XXXVIII--ContInued 

Spearman Rhoi Musicians Nonmusicians 

LEM w/L-ear correct .38 1.00* 
LEM w/R-ear correct .05 .90* 
RIM w/L-ear correct .60 .8-3 
REM w/R-ear correct -.53 .30 
NEM w/L-ear correct .89 .30 
NEM w/R-ear correct .65 .03 

*p ^-.05. 

Specifically, the data in Table XXXVIII show a sig-

nificant correlation between left eye movement and left-

and right-ear scores for nonmusicians* For musicians, the 

best eye behavior/ear score correlation is between 

nonmovement behavior and left- and right-ear scores. 

Based on the statistical evidence, hypothesis 11 of 

this study was rejected with qualifications! eye behavior 

and dichotic ear scores do exhibit some relationships 

linked to musically trained and musically nieve subjects. 

Regarding the eye behavior of nonmusicians exhibited during 

successful processing of melodic stimuli, significant rank-

order correlations exist across the five subtests between 

left eye movements and both left- and right-ear scores. When 

eye behavior accompanying correct melodic processing in 

musicians is considered, a moderate but nonsignificant 
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rank-order correlation across five subtests exists between 

no-movement behavior and left- and right-ear scores. 

In terms of hemispheric laterality and eye behavior 

theory, the eye behavior/ear score relationships evidenced 

in this study serve to reinforce previous eye behavior data 

from this study which suggested that nonmusiclans tend to 

employ right hemispheric biases for melodic stimuli--more 

especially in correctly mediated dichotic trials. Relative 

to both ear scores and eye behavior, musicians participating 

in this study tended to be bihemispheric in their processing 

strategies, assuming no-movement eye behavior to be 

reflective of dual, simultaneous, hemispheric involvement. 



CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Research efforts directed toward achieving an increased 

understanding of the cognitive functions and characteristic 

processing strategies of the human brain have intensified 

in recent years. Studies concerned specifically with hemi-

spheric specialization (variously referred to as cerebral 

dominance, hemispheric asymmetry, cerebral lateralization, 

etc.) for musical stimuli date from the late 1950's, and 

have included descriptive and experimental investigations 

of both clinical and normal subject populations. Data and 

results from these research efforts into the relationships 

and interrelationships between the two cerebral hemispheres 

with respect to the processing of musical stimuli are com-

plex, often contradictory, and far from complete. However, 

some general patterns and theories, out of which a valid 

perspective and understanding of musical perception should 

eventually evolve, are emerging. 

From the available data relating to brain function 

generally, two basic theories of hemispheric specialization 

for the processing of auditory input have been proposed. 

The first of these to be articulated in the literature has 

180 
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been referred to as the Stimulus-Modality Theory.1 This 

theory posits that, for most individuals, the left hemi-

sphere is specialized for linguistic and mathematical 

processing, while the right hemisphere specializes in non-

2 

verbal, spatial, and musical processing. More recently, 

research findings have suggested that the Stimulus-Modality 

Theory may be simplistic in its scope. From this body of 
3 

research has emerged the Processing Strategy Theory of 

cerebral asymmetry. This theory proposes that it is not the 

nature of a stimulus, but rather the nature of the mental 

operations applied to that stimulus which dictates hemi-

spheric specialization for any given sensory input. The 

Processing Strategy Theory posits that for moat individuals 

the left hemisphere specializes In analytic, linear, time-

dependent, sequential processing strategies. Conversely, 

the right hemisphere Is specialized for synthetic, holistic, 
4 

time-dependent, confIgurational functions. Though recent 

experimental and descriptive research efforts employing 
1 
T. Reineke, "DichotIc and Monaural Perception of Music 

and Speech by Musicians and Nonmustclans," unpublished doc-
toral dissertation, University of Washington, 1978. 

2 
D. Kitnura, "Left-Right Differences in the Percept ion 

of Melodies," Quarterly Journal of Experimental Psychology, 
XVI (1964), 355-358. 

3 
Felneke, "Dichotic and Monaural Perception." 

^R. Nebes, "Man's So-Called Minor Hemisphere," The 
Human Brain, edited by M. C. Whitrock (New Jersey, 1977), 
pp. 97-106. 
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5 

musical stimuli have produced conflicting data, there 

remains persuasive evidence to support this theory that an 

analytic/holistic dichotomy may separate the functions of 

the left and right hemispheres with respect to musical 

processing.^ 

Brain laterality research, relating specifically to 

musical perception has been plagued by inconsistencies and 

contradictions which require extensive additional study 

under carefully controlled conditions if clarification is 

to be achieved. Though the emerging picture of hemispheric 

specialization relative to the processing of music is still 

far from complete, the available data clearly hold promise 

for the eventual realization, through continued empirical 

~*E. Franklin and R. Baumgarte, "Auditory Laterality 
Effects for Melodic Stimuli Among Musicians and Nonmusl-
cians," Journal of Research in Music Education. XXVI 
(Spring, 1978), 48-56. A. Gates and J. Bradshaw, "Music 
Perception and Cerebral Asymmetries," Cortex, XIII (1977), 
390-401. i. W, Gordon, "Hemispheric Asymmetries in the 
Perception of Musical Chords," Cortex. VI (1970), 387-
398. R. E. Radocy, "Hemispheric Specialization for a 
Holistic and an Analytic Musical Tasks A Preliminary 
Report," unpublished paper presented before the Research 
Symposium on the Psychology and Acoustics of Music, Univer-
sity of Kansas, February, 1979. F. Spellacy, "Lateral 
Preferences in the Identification of Patterned Stimuli," 
Journal of the Acoustical Society of America. XLVII (1970), 
574-578. 

fi 
R. Aiello, "Cerebral Dominance for the Perception of 

Arpepgiated Triads, " Journal of Research in Music Educa-
tion, XXVI Ovinter, 1978), 470-478. T. G. Bever and 
R. J. Chlaiello, "Cerebral Dominance in Musicians and Non-
musicians," Science. CLXXXV (1974), 537-539. H. W. 
Gordon, "Hemispheric Asymmetries and Musical Performance," 
Science. CLXXXIX (1975), 68-69. 
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research, of a relatively complete understanding of the 

brain's musical processing systems. 

One of the primary areas of musical perception in need 

of continued study and clarification centers in melodic 

processing. Specifically, descriptive research concerned 

with hemispheric specialization for melodic stimuli may 

benefit from more stringent control of several potentially 

significant stimulus and subject variables. Among these 

sources of variation in need of continued study relative to 

melodic perception arei (a) the relative pitch and rhythmic 

activity within a melodic context, and its influence on 

functional hemispheric asymmetryj (b) the musical competen-

cies of the perceiver, and their influence on functional 

hemispheric asymmetryi and (c) the preferred cognitive 

processing strategies ("cognitive style") of the perceiver, 

and their influence on functional hemispheric asymmetry. 

The paucity of research concerned specifically with the 

examination of these variables, coupled with their potential 

import to melodic processing, provided the impetus for the 

present study. 

Purpose and Research Problems 

The stated purpose of this study was to investigate the 

cognitive phenomenon of hemispheric specialization for 

music, and selected observable indicators, as it relates to 
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processing of the rhythmic and pitch components of melodic 

stimuli. 

The research problems of the study were# 

1. To investigate hemispheric specialization for the 

processing of pitch within a melodic context. 

2. To investigate hemispheric specialization for the 

processing of rhythm within a melodic context# 

3. To investigate the influence of musical training 

on hemispheric specialization for melodic processing. 

4. To investigate the influence of individualized 

preferred processing strategies ("cognitive style") on 

hemispheric specialization for melodic processing. 

5. To investigate the relationship between hemispheric 

specialization for melodic stimuli, as evidenced by an 

accepted indexing procedure, and eye behavior exhibited 

during melodic processing. 

Procedures and Research Design 

Forty volunteer, right-handed, graduate and undergradu-

ate students, equally divided as to male and female, 

participated in the project. Twenty of the subjects were 

trained musicians with a minimum of eight years formal 

music training, including private or class instrumental or 

vocal instruction. Thirteen of the musicians were instru-

mentalists j seven were vocalists. Nonmusicians reported 

little or no formal musical training, and an inability to 
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read notation fir perform vocally or instrumentally. Prior 

to data analyses for the study, the preferred cognitive 

style ("left-thinker" or "right-thinker") of each subject 

was diagnosed using accepted face-to-face questioning 

7 
procedures. 

Test Tape and Administration 

Dichotic stimulation procedures, the most commonly 

employed research methodology for studies of musical per-

ception in normal subjects> were adopted for this 

investigation of hemispheric specialization for the pitch 

and rhythmic aspects of melodic stimuli. The dichotic test 

tape developed and produced specifically for the project 

was professionally recorded, using synthesized, sawtooth 

wave forms. The dichotic tape was comprised of five sub-

tests, with accompanying narrative instructions and practice 

trials, which collectively provided a profile of pitch and 

rhythmic processing within a melodic context. Each subtest 

contained a battery of sixteen, two-second, dichotic, 

pitch-plus-rhythm melodic fragments in which the relative 

pitch, and rhythmic activity was varied as follows* 

1. For Subtest I, each dichotic pair was comprised of 

two identical rhythmic patterns, consisting of equal tem-

poral values, presented with two differing pitch sequences 

7 
Gur, "Conjugate Lateral Eye Movement," pp. 752-753. 
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(pitch varied, rhythm constant). 

2. For Subtest II, each dichotic pair was comprised 

of two identical pitch sequences, consisting of a constant 

frequency in both ears, presented with two differing rhyth-

mic patterns (rhythm varied, pitch, constant). 

3. For Subtest ill, each dichotic pair was comprised 

of two identical rhythmic patterns of unequal temporal 

values, presented with two differing pitch sequences (pitch 

varied, rhythm constant). 

4. For Subtest IV, each dichotic pair was comprised 

of two identical pitch sequences, presented with two 

differing rhythmic patterns of unequal temporal values 

(•.-rhythm varied, pitch constant). 

5. For Subtest V, each dichotic pair was comprised 

of two differing rhythmic patterns, presented with two 

differing pitch sequences (pitch varied, rhythm varied). 

Thus, Subtests I and III were constructed so that only 

differences in pitch content distinguished the stimuli 

arriving to left and right ears. In Subtests II and IV, 

only differences in rhythmic content distinguished the two 

competing stimuli. In Subtest V, both pitch and rhythmic 

content distinguished the members of the dichotic pair. A 

complete narrative and notational transcript of the dichotic 

test is presented in Appendix A. 
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Each two-second dichotic pair was constructed from 

master lists of (a) three-, four-, five-, and six-pitch 

tonal patterns, and (b) three-, four-, five-, and six-

element rhythmic patterns. Each sixteen-trial subtest con-

tained equal numbers of three-, four-, five-, and six-

element trials, h single, binaural, "target" identifica-

tion foil followed each, dichotic pair. The subject's task 

was to respond verbally with "yes" if the target foil was 

felt to match one voice of the dichotic pair, or "no" if the 

target foil matched neither voice of the dichotic pair. 

Correct and incorrect target foils were equalized and ran-

domized within each subtest. Incorrect foils paralleled one 

voice of the dichotic pair, but differed in either one 

pitch (subtests I, III), one rhythm (subtests II, IV), or 

one pitch and one rhythm (subtest V). Targets were directed 

equally to left and right ears, and to soprano, alto, and 

crossed voice lines in the pitch subtests (I, III, V). 

Each of the forty subjects was administered the 

dichotic test tape individually on two separate occasions, 

separated by no less than three or more than seven days. At 

each test tape administration the dichotic tape was pre-

sented to the subject through quality headphones and play-

back equipment. Headphone position for the dichotic test 

tape was counterbalanced across subjects for the first 

administration session. For the second administration of 
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the dichotic test, the headphone position for each subject 

was reversed} i.e., stimuli that in the first administra-

tion were presented to the left ear were presented to the 

right and vice versa. Thus, a total of thirty-two trials 

comprised each of the five subtests, with stimulus inequali-

ties equalized within each subtest. Reliability for the 

battery of five subtests was r ^ = .95. 

Accepted eye behavior collection procedures were 

implemented in all testing sessions to obtain data for each 

subject during mediation of the pitch-plus-rhythm dichotie 

test trials. Each of the two testing sessions for each 

subject was videotaped for subsequent analysis and scoring 

by this researcher of eye behavior and ear scores elicited 

by the test trials. For each dichotic trial, scores were 

recorded in two dimensions« (a) the subejet's verbal res-

ponse, and (b) the initial eye movement (left, right, or no 

movement) evidenced by the subject after the onset of the 

dichotic pair. Correct verbal responses consisted of "yes" 

for a matching target, and "no" for a varied target. Each 

correct response was attributed to the ear in which the 

dichotic voice presented matched or more nearly matched 

the target foil. 

Correct ear scores and eye behavior incidence for 

defined subject populations comprised the raw data for the 

study. To investigate research problems 1 through 4 of the 
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study, analysis of variance and Newman-KeuIs follow-up pro-

cedures were implemented to examine main effects for ear 

preference, subtest content, training (musician/nonmusician) 

and preferred cognitive style ("left thinlcer"/,,right 

thinker")* To investigate research problem 5, correlations 

were computed between observed eye behavior and ear scores 

in musicians and nonmusicians. Statistical analyses of the 

data relating to each of the research problems of the study 

produced results upon which the following conclusions are 

based. 

Influences of Pitch, Rhythm, and Training 
on Melodic Process ins 

Research problems 1 and 2 were directed toward examin-

ing the stimulus variables of pitch and rhythmic activity 

within melodic pitch-plus-rhythm stimuli. Results of this 

examination relative to the subject variable of musical 

competency posed by research problem 3 provided information 

which, to varying degrees, compliments, contradicts, and 

augments previous findings. 

Ear Scores 

With the exception of a significant left ear/right 

hemisphere preference on subtest III (pitch varied, rhythm 

constant) evidenced by trained subjects (p < .05), neither 

musicians nor nonmusicians exhibited significant ear later-

ality (superiority) main effects for any of the five 
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pitch-plus-rhythm subtests* However, the mean correct ear 

scores for musicians proved significantly superior to those 

of nonmusicians on each of the subtests (p < .001), These 

data analyses and results relative to the ear scores of 

nonmusiclans and musicians on the f ive dichotic subtests 

generally corroborate the conclusion of Gates and Brad-

shaw,8 which posited differential processing for pitch and 

rhythm both within and between trained and untrained 

subjects. 

These results, though not particularly striking, are 

consonant with aspects of numerous previous studies employ-

ing pitch, rhythm, and/or pitch-plus-rhythmic stimuli with 

subjects specified as trained or untrained. To enumerates 

(a) Gates and Bradshaw found no significant ear 

advantages for pitch, rhythm, or pitch-plus-rhythm melodies 

in musicians and nonmusicians, though musicians consist-

ent ly ou t s cored no rami sic ians• 

(b) While again, musicians ear scores were signifi-

cantly superior to these of nonmusicians, Reineke^® found 

no ear laterality effects in musicians and nonmusicians 

^Gates and Bradshaw, "Music Perception and Cerebral 
Asymmetriespp. 390-401, 

9Ibid. 

^Reineice, "Dichotic and Monaural Perception of Music 
and Speech." 
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for pitch patterns presented Ln unequal but matching tem-

poral values. 

1 1 

(c) Franklin and Baumgarte found no ear advantages 

for musicians generally on pitch-plus-rhythm melodic tasks, 

though a left ear/right hemispheric advantage of nonmusi-

clans and vocalists was evidenced. 

(d) Aiello found no ear advantages for three-pitch 

arpeggiated triads in trained and, in 50 per cent of her 
12 

test conditions, untrained subjects. 
13 

(e) Radocy ' found no laterality effects for nonmusi-

clans on holistic and analytic pitch processing tasks, nor 

for musicians on the analytic task, though musicians dis-

played a right ear advantage for the holistic task. 

(f) Bever and Chiarello^ found no significant ear 

differences in musicians on an interval recognition task 

involving pitch stimuli, though musicians and nonmusicians 

showed right ear and left ear effects, respectively, for 

recall of pitch sequences heard previously in the testing 

session. 
11 
Franklin and Baumgarte, "Auditory Laterality 

Effects," pp. 48-56. 

12 
Aiello, "Cerebral Dominance for the Perception of 

Arpeggiated Triads," pp. 470-478. 
13 
Radocy, "Hemispheric Specialization for a Holistic 

and an Analytic Musical Task." 
14 
Bever and Chiarello, "Cerebral Dominance in Musi-

cians and Nonmusicians," pp. 537-539. 
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(g) Gordon's musical subjects exhibited no significant 

ear advantages for pitch-plus-rhythm melodies 

In subject populations unspecified as to musical train-

ing, the bih.emisph.eric model of pitch-plus-rhythm processing 

is further corroborated by the EEG studies of Osborne and 

16 17 
Gale * and McKee, Humphrey, and McAdam. Additionally, 

using subjects unspecified as to trainings 

(a) Gates and Bradshaw found no significant ear effects 

for tests involving pitch, pitch-plus-rhythm melody, or 

pitch trials mixed with rhythmic trials within the same 
18 

dichotic test. 

(b) Spellacy found no significant laterality effects 

for pitch or rhythm stimuli, though a left ear advantage 
1 Q 

for "music" (pitch-plus-rhythm) appeared. 

(c) Oscar-Berman, Goodglass, and Donnenfeld found no 

ear advantages for pitch stimuli under free choice or first 
choice recall formats, the latter of which is analogous to 

7 0 
the test format of the present study. 

1^ 
"Gordon, "Hemispheric Asymmetries in the Perception 

of Musical Chords," pp. 387-398. 
16 
Osborne and Gale, "Bilateral EEG," pp. 185-196. 

17 
McKee, Humphrey, and McAdam, "Scaled Lateralization," 

pp. 441-443. 

18 
Gates and Bradshaw, "Music Perception," pp. 390-401. 

19 
Spellacy, "Lateral Preferences," pp. 574-578. 

20 
Oscar-Berman, Goodglass, and Donnenfeld, "Dichotic 
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Further substantiating the bihemispheric nature of 

rhythmic processors evidenced in the results of this study 

(subtests II, IV, and V) ares 

(a) the dichotic work of Gates and Bradshaw with sub-

jects unspecified as to training, in which the right ear 

processed rhythmic stimuli more quickly, the left ear more 
21 

accurately. 

(b) in part, the finding of Natale, in which only 

seventeen of fifty-two subjects manifested left hemispheric 
22 

preference for rhythm. 

(c) the 1974 sodium amylobarbitone study of Gordon and 

Bogen, in which rhythm was relatively unimpaired in both 

left and right hemispheric anesthetization.2^ 

(d) the dichotic study of Spellacy which found no sig-

nificant ear advantages for rhythmic stimuli.2^ 

(e) the clinical studies of Milner, in which scores on 

Seashore's rhythm test was not significantly affected by 

right or left temporal lobectomy.2"' 

Ear-Order Effects," pp. 270-277. 

21 
Gates and Bradshaw, "Music Perception," pp. 390-401. 

22 
Natale, "Perception of Nonlinguistic Auditory 

Rhythms,*' pp. 32-44. 
2 3„ 
Gordon and Bogen, "Hemispheric Lateralization of 

Singing," pp. 727-738. 

24 r, 
Spellacy, °Lateral Preferences," pp. 574-578, 

25 
Milner, "Laterality Effects in Audition,11 pp« 
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The bulk of the findings of this study relative to 

pitch-plus-rhythm melodic processing at first appeared con-

tradictory to the findings of several indirect studies 
2 fi 

reporting right-hemispheric dominance for melody. How-

ever , thorough consideration of the exception noted earlier 

(i.e., right-hemispheric pitch processing evidenced by 

musicians on subtest III) and other characteristics of the 

five subtests, discussed presently, reconciled these appar-

ently dissimilar results. 

A central finding of this study was the single excep-

tion to the apparent general bLh.emisph.eric strategies 

adopted by both musicians and nonmusicians for this diehotic 

test} i.e., the significant left ear/right hemisphere ear 

advantage exhibited by musicians for subtest III (pitch 

varied, rhythm constanti p < .05). This left ear laterality 

effect appeared in two separate treatments of the subtest 

III data, a finding in direct contradiction to the bihemi-

spheric model for processing in musicians which was 

evidenced in the remaining four subtests. 

After careful consideration, several conclusions were 

formulated based upon the analyses of the ear score data 

177-195. 

26 
Kimura, "Left-Right Differences," pp. 355-358. 

Kimura, "Functional Asymmetry of the Brain," pp. 163-178. 
Spellacy, "Lateral Preferences," pp. 574-578. King and 
Kimura, "Left-Ear Superiority in Dichotic Perception," 
pp. 111-116. 
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collected from musicians and nonmus1clans, and their Impli-

cations. First, it appears clearly that trained subjects 

are better equipped to process pitch-plus-rhythm melodic 

fragments than are nonmuslclans. Left and right ear scores 

for musical subjects proved significantly superior to those 

of nonmuslclans on all five subtests. This general per-

formance superiority aside, musicians and nonmuslclans 

appear to differ, too, in their preferences and/or abilities 

in mediation of pitch and rhythmic aspects of melodic 

stimuli. With the exception of subtest I In both groups, 

which was evidenced in all data analyses to be a poor 

reflector of pitch processing due to its orientation func-

tion to the dlchotic format, task success as reflected by 

ear scores In musicians was higher for subtests containing 

pitch cues, while nonmuslclans performed better on subtests 

emphasizing rhythmic cues. From comparisons of the mean 

subtest ear scores of untrained and trained subjects pre-

sented in Table XXXIX, it may be tentatively concluded that 

musical training most influences the ability to mediate 

pitch, hs reflected in Table XXXIX, this ability is high-

lighted in comparing the relative position of subtest V 

mean ear scores (pitch varied, rhythm varied) for musicians 

and nonmuslclans. In this subtest, pitch processing skills 

in conjunction with rhythmic processing skills maximized 

performance for musicians, while the pitch cues apparently 
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only served to distract nonmusiclans from their relatively 

more developed rhythmic processing skills. 

TABLE XXXIX 

SUBTESTS I-Vs EAR PERFORMANCE MEANS 
RANKED FOR MUSICIANS AND 

NONMUSICIANS 

Musicianst Mean scores for thirty-two-item subtests (5) 

Subtest ranks 

Subtest X's 

V 

(p=r) 

25.70 

III 
(p>r) 

25.60 

IV 
(p<r) 

23.80 

I 

(p>r) 

23.70 

II 
(p<r) 

21.40 

Nonmusicians« Mean scores for thirty-two-item subtests 

Subtest ranks 

Subtest X*s 

IV 
(p<r) 

22.50 
I,...—— 

II 
(p<r) 

19.90 

III 
(P>r) 

18.40 

V 

(p=r) 

18.30 

I 

<P>r) 

17.95 

Continuing with the melodic processing model that 

(a) hemispheric specialization for rhythm is bilateral in 

nature, and (b) hemispheric specialization for pitch is 

right-hemispheric> as supported by subtest III in trained 

subjectsi additional conclusions emerge as warranted. These 

conclusions will first be considered relative to nonmusl-

cians, followed by those pertaining to trained subjects. 

Due to their poor ability to deal with pitch process-

ing, stemming theoretically from their lack of musical 

training, nonmusicians in this study tended to depend on 
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rhythmic/temporal cues to differentiate between pitch-plus-

rhythm stimuli, regardless of the relative pitch and 

rhythmic activity built into each subtest. If rhythmic 

processing has a bihemispheric representation in the brain, 

then nonsignificant ear laterality effects for subjects 

gravitating toward rhythmic processing strategies (i.e., 

nonmusiclans in this study) may be anticipated, and in the 

case of this study, were realized. 

This conclusion is corroborated by the fact that, con-

trary to trained subjects, nonmusiclans showed no 

significant differences in their ear scores for the soprano, 

alto, and crossed-voice trials in subtests I and III, though 

Improbable alto voice effects appeared in subtest V, most 

likely reflecting rhythmic cues In this subtest. Based 

upon this voicing evidence, the fact that no left ear/right 

hemisphere effects were evidenced in nonmusiclans for pitch-

emphasis subtests (subtest III in particular) points more 

to an inability of untrained subjects to mediate pitch than 

to bihemispheric pitch processing. Additionally, ear score 

means for nonmusiclans were not greatly above chance 

(chance X = 16) for the pitch subtests (III, V, and I). 

Evidently, untrained subjects in this study could not or did 

not focus on pitch (right-hemispheric, holistic) processors. 

Relative to musicians, though, both pitch and rhythmic 

processing skills are clearly enhanced by musical training, 
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that training apparently most affects the individual's 

ability to mediate pitch in musical stimuli. Musicians in 

this study exhibited evidence of greater processing effec-

tiveness with pitch cues than with rhythm cues (subtest III 

versus subtest II means, for example). However, data from 

subtest V suggests that musicians can employ parallel, 

simultaneous processing of pitch and rhythmic cues and maxi-

mize effectiveness over pitch or rhythm cues alone. 

If rhythmic processing has a bihemispheric representa-

tion in the brain, and pitch a right-hemispheric 

representation, then trained subjects performed as expected, 

given their expertise in pitch as well as rhythmic process-

ing. For pitch (subtest III), right-hemispheric processors 

(left ear superiority) dominated? for rhythm (subtests II, 

IV), bihemispheric processors were evidenced; for pitch and 

rhythm (subtest V), both right-hemispheric processors and 

bihemispheric processors were employed, yielding no ear 

advantages. 

Further support for the conclusion that pitch process-

ing skills are an important facet in the approach of trained 

musicians to mediation of pitch-plus-rhythm melodic frag-

ments comes from an examination of their ear scores relative 

to voicing in subtests I, III and V. For subtests I and III 

musicians showed a tendency to mediate soprano voice lines 

most accurately, alto lines less accurately, and crossed 
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voice lines least accurately. As suggested from both musi-

cians' and nonmusicians' ear scores, the alto trials of 

subtest V likely contained rhythmic cues accounting for 

their higher accuracy means. 

The finding relative to crossed voice lines employed 

27 

in this study corroborates the confusion noted by Deutsch 

for crossing dichotic voice lines, calling into question 

the issue of ipsilateral occlusion in melodic processing. 

Given this evidence, it is questionable that melodic 

dichotic pairs, in this case at least, function as competi-

tive stimuli. Rather they are apparently processed by 

trained subjects as a contrapuntal gestalt. The model of 

complete or partial occlusion of ipsilateral input would 

not appear to be viable in this instance. This apparent 

fact run counter to the basic "competitive stimuli" assump-

tion of the dichotic technique, and may in fact call its 

validity for musical stimuli into question. 

Based on the line of reasoning adopted in discussion 

to this point, it is possible to reconcile the data from 

this study with that of apparently contradictory reports 

finding right-hemispheric specialization for "melody" in 

subject populations unspecified as to .training.*8. Stemming 
27 
Deutsch., "Musical Illusions," pp. 92-104. 

JO 
Kimura, "Let-Right Differences," pp. 355-358. 

Kimura, "Functional Asymmetry of the Brain," pp. 163-178. 
Spellacy, "Lateral Preferences," pp. 574-578. King and 
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from the apparent precedence of subject processing biases 

over stimulus variables evidenced in this study, it may be 

argued that in previous studies finding right-hemispheric 

dominance for melody, subjects were for some reason (train-

ing, for example) equipped to mediate the pitch aspects 

(right-hemispheric representation) of the melodic stimuli. 

The fact that nonmusicians in this study did not or could 

not mediate the pitch aspects of melodic stimuli is not 

overtly supportive of this argument. Rather, ear score data 

from the untrained subjects in this study are more consonant 

with, the absence of laterality effects for pitch found by 

29 so 
Gates and Bradshaw and Spellacy in subject populations 

unspecified as to training. Nonetheless, supporting 

Spellacy*s conclusion (p. 38), the speculation may be 

offered that the significant right-hemispheric tendencies 

that have been revealed in previous melodic processing 

studies are likely tied to the pitch processing capabilities 

of the subjects employed. The more capable a subject popu-

lation in dealing with pitch, mediation, the more likely the 

appearance of apparent right-hemispheric dominance for 

pitch or "melody," as the case may be. In previous studies 

Klmura, "Left-Ear Superiority in Dichotic Perception," 
pp. 111-116. 

29 
Gates and Bradshaw, "Music Perception and Cerebral 

Asymmetries," pp. 390-401. 

30 
Spellacy, "Lateral Preferences," pp. 574-578. 
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reporting left ear/right hemisphere specialization for 

"melody," it is conceivable that enough "pitch competent" 

individuals participated to produce the observed effects. 

The model of right-hemispheric pitch/bihemispher1c 

rhythmic mediation supported by data collected in this study 

also reconciles with the right-hemispheric dominance for 

31 pitch found for musicians in the studies of Barthomeus, 

sec 

34 

32 33 
Good glass and Calderon, and Cook. Additionally, based 

upon this model and ear score data, the hypothesis of Mayo' 

that dlchotlc musical stimuli are processed by musicians 

according to the dictates of the component element of great-

est complexity is circumstantially born out by the results 

of data analyses for subtests II-V of this study. Specifi-

cally, the results of this study support the conclusion of 

(a) right-hemispheric processing of subtests with higher 

pitch than rhythm complexity (III)i (b) bihemispheric 

processing of subtests with higher rhythm than pitch com-

plexity (II, IV)i and (e) simultaneous, parallel processing 

for that subtest in which pitch and rhythmic complexity were 

equalized (V). 

31 
Bartholomeus, "Effects of Task Requirements," pp. 

215-223. 
32 
Goodglass and Calderon, "Parallel Processing," pp. 

397-407. 
33 
Cook, "Left-Right Differences," pp. 59-63. 

^Mayo, "4n Investigation of Auditory Laterality 
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Two final points remain to be made relative to ear 

scores in trained and untrained subjects. First, in con-

trast to Natale's results,35 ear scores in this study may 

be said to have been generally influenced by the complexity 

of the processing task. Both musicians and nonmusicians 

exhibited significant tendencies toward lowered ear scores 

as the number of elements in each dichotic trial increased 

from three to six. Secondly, contrary to Franklin*s and 

Baumgarte's finding,36 instrumentalists and vocalists in 

this study did not exhibit any significant differences in 

their processing of pitch-plus-rhythm melodic stimuli. 

Eve Behavior 

The eye behavior observed in musicians and nonmusicians 

for the dichotic subtests of this study may, in most 

respects, be viewed as augmenting the information provided 

by ear scores. Additionally, eye movement tendencies in 

these groups support general eye behavior theory. 

Musicians in this study exhibited a significantly high 

incidence of no-movement eye behavior across all five 

dichotic subtests, implying either (a) bihemispheric 

Effects." 
35Natale, "Perception of Nonlingulstic Auditory 

Rhythms," pp. 32-44. 

36Franklin and Baumgarte, "Auditory Laterality 
Effects,w pp. 48-56. 
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activation, or (b) relative ease in the processing task, 

presumably tied to the expertise gained through training. 

A definitive decision as to which of these conditions (or 

perhaps some combination of both) is reflected by the 

observed eye behavior is not possible based on the data 

compiled in this study. However, the most logical explana-

tion, given the expertise of musicians in both pitch and 

rhythmic processing, would be that eye behavior in trained 

subjects may reflect a tendency to keep "all channels open" 

in piteh-plus-rhythm melodic processing situations. The 

fact that subjects in this research project were not 

informed as to if and/or when pitch/rhythm emphases might 

change within the dichotic test further reinforces the 

musically-intelligent, bihemispheric approach reflected in 

the significant incidence of no-movement eye behavior in 

mus i clans. 

The significant tendencies of nonmusiclans to exhibit 

more left and right eye movements than no-movement behavior 

during processing of melodic stimuli is more difficult to 

explain. The most plausible explanation for this phenomenon 

lies in the hypothesized bihemispheric nature of nonmusi-

cians* primary melodic stimuli differentiation tool} i.e., 

rhythm. The most plausible explanation on this point would 

be that nonmusiclans * eye behavior in this study reflected 

variations in both left and right hemispheric activation, 
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tied somehow to the bihemispheric nature of rhythmic 

processing. This explanation does not, however, address 

the issue as to why a bihemispheric rhythm representation 

would not elicit bihemispheric, i.e., no-movement, eye 

behavior. 

Here, a refinement in vocabulary may be necessary for 

clarity and precision. A term such as "left-and-right 

bihemispheric mediation" might better be employed for the 

simultaneous, parallel left and right processing mode 

engagement evidenced in musicians' no-movement eye behavior 

during pitch-plus-rhythm mediation. Alternatively, the 

term "left-or-right bihemispheric mediation" might better 

refer to an "either/or" processing situation, such as that 

suggested by norunusiclans • eye behavior relative to rhythmic 

processing. 

A final result concerning the eye behavior raw data may 

be interpreted as underscoring this potentially necessary 

distinction between "left-or-right" bihemispheric represent 

tation of rhythmic processors, and "left-and-right" 

synergetic representation of processors for pitch-plus-

rhythm stimuli. The data reflect that musicians as a group 

abandoned their significant no-movement eye behavior ten-

dency only on subtest lit that test musicians were least 

able to process successfully, and the rhythmic emphasis 

subtest in which no pitch changes were present. From this 
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it may be speculated that rhythm is a "left-or-right" 

processing phenomenon, and only when pitch (right-processing 

modes) as well as rhythm processors are required--and within 

the processing capabilities of the perceiver--are parallel, 

synergetic, "left-and-right" bihemispheric processors 

activated. 

A cautionary note should conclude this discussion of 

eye behavior relative to the present study. Eye movement 

indexing in general is a problematic procedure for the 

present, at least with respect to musical perception. Any 

conclusions or observations based on eye behavior scores 

at this point must be viewed with a certain amount of cau-

tion. Progress has been made in this study as to possible 

administration procedures, scoring, and interpretations for 

eye behavior elicited by melodic stimuli. However, none of 

these has proved completely appropriate or satisfactory 

within the context of the present research. Continued 

thought and study in this area is mandatory if the indexing 

of eye behavior is to evolve into a viable tool for inves-

tigating musical perception. 

Influences of Pitch, Rhythm, and Preferred 
Cognitive Style on Melodic Processing 

To examine the hypothesized subject variable of pre-

ferred cognitive style, research problems 1 and 2 

investigating pitch and rhythmic processing, respectively, 
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were re-examined Incorporating the subject variable of 

"lef t-tb.inker/right-th.lnkerM posed by research problem 4, 

in place of the training variable of research problem 3. 

As noted in the data analyses for these problems, the 

statistical results of this investigation were conspicuously 

consistent. Without exception, statistical treatments of 

ear scores and eye behavior data relative to the cognitive 

style variable proved nonsignificant. These findings sug-

gest one of two thingsi (a) a left-thinker/right-thinker 

dichotomy does not exist, or (b) it did not exist in the 

subject population of the present study. 

Though this study adopted commonly practiced procedures 

for eliciting information regarding the preferred cognitive 

style of a given individual, it is possible that errors were 

made in the implementation of these procedures. However, 

it is perhaps more likely that strongly biased right-

thinkers are a rarity among subjects operating successfully 

in the academic community of higher education. 

Though speculative and perhaps simplistic, it has been 

suggested that educational institutions in contemporary 

Western society typically discriminate against the develop-

ment of right-hemispheric processing modalities and skills; 

i.e., against the development of right-thinkers. On this 

point, Nebes has observed, "if there is any truth in the 
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assertion that our culture stresses left-hemispheric skills, 

this is especially true in the school systems.*' 

Relative to this speculation, it is notable that none 

of the ten subjects used in the pilot studies for this pro-

ject could be categorized as a right-thinker by the adopted 

criterion. Thus, the preferred cognitive style variable 

was unable to be investigated at the pilot level. 

Concerning subjects for the present study, only nine 

among the forty subjects participating were categorized as 

right-thinkers by the most lenient of criterias more left 

eye movements than right to the questions posed in the 

twelve-item test of preferred cognitive style. Among these 

nine supposed right-thinkers, the median difference score 

between the incidence of left EM and right EM over the 

twelve-item test was threej for the thirty left-thinkers 

(one tie was excluded from consideration), the median dif-

ference score in favor of right EM was eight. Only two of 

the nine right-thinkers showed a strong left EM preference, 

as indicated by absolute left EM scores of nine or above, 

while fourteen left-thinkers exhibited absolute right EMs 

of nine or above. 

Thus, the distinction of right-thinker in this parti-

cular study may be more imagined than real. If this is 

R. Nebes, "Man's So-Called Minor Hemisphere," The 
Human Brain, edited by M. C. Wbitrock (New Jersey, 1977), 
p. 105. 
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the case, and subjects for this study were in actuality 

(with a few possible exceptions) left-thinkers, the absence 

of a potentially confounding mixture of left- and right-

thinkers within trained and untrained subject categories 

lends more credibility to those training differences that 

were in evidence. 

Relationship Between Ear Scores 
and Eye Behavior 

The final research problem of the study was directed 

toward an examination of the relationship between dichotic 

ear scores and eye behavior evidenced during pitch-plus-

rhythm melodic processing. Restricted by the high absolute 

variability in subjects' eye movement scores, correlation 

procedures nonetheless proved somewhat fruitful. 

Consistent with other evidence for "left-and-rightM 

bihemispheric, synergetic mediation of melodic fragments in 

musicians, no-movement eye behavior for correctly processed 

dichotic trials proved to be moderately though nonsignifi-

cant ly correlated with, left- and right-ear scores across the 

five subtests (r = .89 and .65 respectively). In nonmusi-

cians, left EM behavior was significantly correlated with 

both left-ear and right-ear scores (r = 1.00 and .90 

respectively), when only those eye movements evidenced on 

correctly mediated trials were considered. 
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In terms of hemispheric asymmetry and eye behavior 

theory, these correlations would suggest that, relative to 

both eye behavior and ear scores, musicians in this study 

tended to employ synergetic bihemispheric processors for 

mediation of pitch-plus-rhythm melodic fragments, assuming 

no-movement eye behavior to be reflective of "left-and-

right" hemispheric activation. Conversely, and somewhat 

problematically given nonmusicians' ear scores, naive sub-

jects in this study may have tended to approach successful 

mediation of melodic fragments from a right-hemispheric 

bias. Given these nonmusicians* difficulties with pitch, 

(right-hemispheric) mediation, perhaps right-hemispheric 

aspects of rhythmic processing led to this observed eye 

behavior tendency. 

The ear score/eye behavior correlations obtained by 

this study add a measure of validity, albeit concurrent 

rather than criterion-referenced, to dichotic and eye 

behavior research procedures; a validity to date conspicu-

ously lacking in the literature. Evidence from this study 

supports the tentative hypothesis that eye behavior and 

ear scores for dichotic tests are each indirect measure-

ments of certain aspects of the same phenomenon! 

presumedly functional hemispheric asymmetry. 

Much remains to be done before accurate and valid 

scoring procedures are assured for eye behavior evidenced 
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during musical processing. However, given the correlation 

evidence obtained in this project, it may tentatively be 

concluded that eye activity does reflect mental processing 

activity. If so, eye behavior indexing could prove a valu-

able tool for research in musical perception for at least 

two reasons. First, the musical tasks which may be exam-

ined using this technique are not restricted to those which 

can be cast in a dichotic setting. Second, the eye behavior 

of individuals may yield insights into the ongoing character 

of processing, not merely the end result of that processing. 

Recommendations for Further Research 

As may be said of most research to date in hemispheric 

specialization for musical stimuli, each of the findings of 

the present study bears further investigation and/or repli-

cation. Nonetheless, particular aspects of this project 

are in special need of further empirical attention, and 

should be mentioned specifically. 

First, the variable of preferred cognitive style as it 

relates to musical perception is in certain need of further 

examination. Strongly biased right-thinkers and left-

thinkers are crucial prerequisites for viable investigation 

of this potentially important variable. 

Second, with respect to the dichotic paradigm, the 

issue of competitive stimuli and crossing voice lines must 

be addressed further. Are musical stimuli constructed 
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according to the perceptual expectations of Western tonality 

processed as a contrapuntal gestalt, as was evidently the 

case for musicians in this study? If so, can musical proc** 

essing be viably examined beyond the law of basic dichotic 

assumptions positing competitive stimuli? Also, how can or 

should the presumption of complete or partial ipsilateral 

occlusion be squared with the evidence that crossing voice 

lines in dichotic stimuli may be mentally rearranged into 

soprano and alto lines? Further evidence against the 

occlusion model may be construed from the substantially 

lowered ear scores for musicians on subtest II in which 

pitch was static and matched in both ears, and in which 

subjects often remarked of their inability or difficulty in 

distinguishing the left and right ear components of the 

"composite" rhythmic pattern they tended to perceive. 

Third, concerning eye behavior indexing relative to 

studies in hemispheric specialization for musical stimuli, 

there remains much to be done. Administration and scoring 

procedures are in need of refinement and tailoring to 

musical investigations. Additionally, the problem of high 

absolute variability in eye behavior scores among individ-

uals must be addressed and resolved. 

Fourth, further correlation data for both dichotic ear 

score and eye behavior indexing is necessary. If feasible, 

studies including EEG readings during eye behavior 
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monitoring and/or dichotie testing should be conducted. 

EEG readings may be the most valid and informative indirect 

reflector of hemispheric asymmetries presently available, 

and as such could provide valuable information as to the 

validity of dichotie and eye behavior procedures. 

Fifth, further investigation into the bihemispheric 

model for rhythm is indicated. What, if any, particular 

rhythmic features elicit left and/or right hemispheric 

activation preferences? Does the activation of right-

hemispheric processors for pitch relegate rhythmic 

processing to the left hemisphere? Gould both the pitch 

and rhythmic components of melodic stimuli be processed 

entirely by the right hemisphere? 

Finally, the pitch processing skills evidenced in the 

musical subjects of this study are in need of continued 

study. In particular, the statistically nonsignificant but 

recurring tendency for musicians in this study to process 

soprano voice lines more successfully than alto or crossed 

lines could benefit from further investigation. 

Generalizations 

Summarily, the conclusions of this study relative to 

hemispheric specialization for the stimulus variables in 

pitch-plus-rhythm melodic processing may be related back 

to those of the original musical processing study of 
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OQ 

Milners right hemispheric pitch representation, and 

bihemispheric rhythm representation. Concerning the influ-

ence of training on hemispheric specialization for the 

pitch and rhythmic aspects of melodic stimuli, data from 

this study suggest that while musical training significantly 

improves mediation skills for both pitch and rhythm, it 

particularly enhances pitch (right-hemispheric) processing 

competencies. Additionally, the competencies and process-

ing strategies of instrumentalists and vocalists are 

apparently comparable with regard to melodic processing. 

Further, data from this study support the conclusion that 

nonmusicians are more adept at rhythmic processing than 

pitch processing. Both musicians and nonmusicians show a 

tendency to rely on those processing skills which serve 

them best in mediation of pitch-plus-rhythm melodic frag-

ments. For musicians, these include both pitch and rhythm 

processing abilities, apparently able to be employed 

simultaneously in a bihemispheric synergy of function. 

For nonmusicians, these skills center primarily in rhythmic 

processing. If substantiated, these findings could prove a 

persuasive addition to the argument among some music educa-

tors that musical training does, in fact, enhance right-

hemispheric processing modes. 

O O 

Milner, "Laterality Effects in Audtion," pp. 177-
195. 
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Given potential errors in diagnosis, no conclusions 

are offered with regard to the influence of preferred cog-

nitive style on hemispheric specialization for pitch-plus-

rhythm melodic fragments. Further study of this hypothe-

sized subject variable is warranted. 

Finally, it appears that ear scores and eye behavior 

evidenced in mediation of dichotic pitch-plus-rhythm melodic 

fragments are related to some degree. The results of this 

study suggest that nonmovement eye behavior tends to 

correlate with left and right ear scores in musicians, while 

left eye movement behavior correlates significantly with 

left and right ear scores in nonmusicians. Based upon these 

correlations, the conclusion may be offered that eye behavior 

and ear scores may each be a reflector of different aspects 

of the phenomenon of functional hemispheric specialization 

for melodic stimuli. Data from this study suggest that these 

two reflectors, when examined in combination, are capable of 

providing insights and Information unavailable through the 

examination of either In isolation. 

In closing, this study has augmented and refined pre-

vious evidence supporting aspects of both the Processing 

Strategy and Stimulus-Modality theories of hemispheric 

specialization. Its findings suggest that both subject-

related processing strategies and stimulus properties are 

influential in determining hemispheric specialization 

for musical stimuli. 
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Dichotic Test Tape Narrative and Examples 

This is an experiment involving musical perception and 

facial expression. For this test, you are aslced to sit 

upright in your chair and avoid turning your head so that 

the video equipment in front of you may monitor you 

accurately. 

The test in musical perception which follows is not 

intended to be a test of musical ability, so don't be dis-

couraged if you find the musical tasks to be difficult. No 

one is expected to make a perfect score. The primary pur-

pose of the experiment is to examine how individuals 

process music under varying conditions. It is most impor-

tant, however, that you follow the test instructions 

carefully and give your best effort for each test item. 

For each question in this experiment, you will first 

hear two short melodies or rhythm patterns played simulta-

neously , one to each ear, sounding something like this* 

(example from Subtest I) 

^ 5, IffO 

to 

215 
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Following these two melodies played simultaneously, you 

will hear one short single melody, played to both ears, 

sounding like this t 

Your job during the test is to respond verbally with a 

simple "yes" or "no" after you have heard both the two 

melodies sounding together and the single melody which fol-

lows. Your answer should be "yes" if the single melody 

matches one of the two you heard played simultaneously. 

Your answer should be "no" if the single melody does not 

match one of the two simultaneous ones. In the example 

just heard, the correct answer would be "yes;" that is, the 

single melody did match one of the two melodies heard 

simultaneously. 

After each test item is heard, you will have five 

seconds in which to make your "yes" or "no" response before 

the next test item is announced. 

If you have any questions at this point, please signal 

the examiner (pause). If you have no questions, listen now 

to practice trial 1. Here are two rhythm patterns played 

simultaneously, followed by the single pattern. (Subtest 

II). 
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For practice trial 1, you should have answered "no," 

since the single rhythm did not match one of the two rhythms 

heard simultaneously. Again, please don't become discour-

aged if you find the test items to be difficult. Just do 

the best that you can. 

Let's continue now to practice trials 2, 3, and 4. Be 

sure to answer "yes" or "no" after each of the three prac-

tice trials is heard. You will answer with "yes" if the 

single melody heard matches one of the two heard simulta-

neously, and "no" if the melody does not match. 

In practice trial 2 you will hear two melodies which 

contain the same rhythm, but differing pitches. (Subtest 

H I ) . , 
J-.to 

fey* jL rr 
r r 
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In practice trial 3 you will hear two melodies which 

contain the same pitches, but differing rhythms. (Subtest 

IV) 

UM- H j M fr — -
r y ^ i c * 

' (1 1 f l 

W w 

h V 

5 " 

mm 

In practice trial 4, you will hear two melodies which 

contain both differing pitches and differing rhythms. 

(Subtest IV) 

^ J) ^ 1 ' t » * — 

* * s + u L t J 
—§ 

f * M S 

--1 f u 
If you have any further questions at this point, 

please signal the examiner (pause). If you have no ques-

tions, the experiment will begin after a short pause on 

the tape. Remember, you must answer "yes" or "no" for each 

test item, even if you have to guess (pause). 
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The experiment will now begin. 

(5 seconds) 

"Number 1" 

Dichotie pair #1 

(2 seconds) 

Target Stimulus, #1 

(5 seconds) 

"Number 2" 

(Etc.) 

(After each 25 items is completed, announcet) 

This concludes this section of the test. You may 

briefly remove your headphones and stretch for a moment. 

(After the test is completed, announce*) 

This concludes the experiment. Thank you for your 

participation and cooperation. Please signal the examiner. 
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SUBTEST I TRANSCRIPT 

(Pitch varied/Rhythm constant) 

111 
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SUBTEST II TRANSCRIPT 

(Pitch constant/Rhythm varied) 
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SUBTEST III TRANSCRIPT 

(Pitch varied/Rhythm constant) 
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SUBTEST IV TRANSCRIPT 

(Pitch constant/Rhythm varied) 
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SUBTEST V TRANSCRIPT 

(Pitch varied/Rhythm varied) 
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APPENDIX B 

RESEARCH PARTICIPANT QUESTIONABLE 

Name Age_ 

Address Phone 

College Major Class if ioation 

Musical Background 

Do you sing?____ If yes, how many years of formal 
s tud y? 

Do you play any musical instruments? If yes, please 
list below. 

1 . How many years of formal study?. 
2 . How many years of formal study? 
3 . How many years of formal study? 

Do you read musical notation?. 
Do you play music by ear? ] 

When did you first begin to study music? 
Have you been active in music since that time? 
If no, please explain. 

Are you currently active in music? If yes, please 
summarize you present musical activities. 

Are there any left-handed or ambidextrous persons in your 
Immediate family? If yes, what is their relation to you? 

Do you have any history of speech difficulties? If yes, 
please explain. 
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Do you have any history of ear Injury or hearing loss?. 
If yes, please explain. 

When did you last have your hearing tested?, 
Was your hearing considered normal at that timet. 
If no, please explain. 

Handedness 

Please indicate your hand preference for each of the tasks 
listed below by checking the appropriate column. If in any 
instance you have no preference, check both columns. 

TASK LEFT HAND EIGHT HAND 

Writing 

Drawing 

Throwing 

Using scissors 

Sweeping (upper hand) 

Brushing teeth 

Pouring water 

Striking a match 

Opening a jar (lid) 

Which eye do you use when using only one?. 

Which foot do you use in kicking? 
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APPENDIX C 

SUBJECT CONSENT FORM 

Hemispheric Specialization for Musical Stimuli 
Carole L. Herrick, Examiner 

The study in which you will be participating is a 

descriptive investigation concerned with musical perception 

and facial expression. Subjects in this project will be 

tested in two separate sessions, each approximately thirty 

(30) minutes in length. The testing methods and materials 

employed in these sessions pose no threats to your physical 

or mental health. 

Your anonymity as a participant in this study will be 

preserved. Upon completion of the project, the results 

from your own testing sessions, as well as summary data from 

the project as a whole, will be made available to you at 

your request. 

I voluntarily agree to participate in the music project 

described above. 

Signature ' 1 Date 
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APPENDIX D 

Test of Preferred Cognitive Style 

1. There is a picture of George Washington on a dollar 

bill. Which way does he face? 

2. Solve the following artithmatical problems 240 

divided by 6. 

3. Briefly define the word "education.M 

4. Picture a rainbow. What colors do you see? 

5. Picture the doors in your hone. How many door 

knobs are there? 

6. Spell a word beginning with "p" and ending with 

"n." 

7. Picture the American flag. How many red stripes 

does it have? 

8. Solve the following arithmatical problem! 13 x 8. 

9. Spell a word beginning with Mm" and ending with 
Me." 

10. Picture a rectangle. Divide it in half by drawing 

a line from the upper left hand corner to the lower right. 

What two figures do you now have? 

11. Sum these figuresi 6 + 3 + 7 + 4 . 

12. Picture a stack of quarters two inches high. How 

many quarters are contained in that stack? 
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Raw Data 

I. Subject Characteristics 

Sub iect Sex Training/Specialty Left Thinker/Right Thinker 

1 F Mus. Ins trument alist Right 

2 F Mus. Vocalist Right 

3 M Mus. Instrumentalist Right 

4 F Mus. Vocalist Left 

5 F Mus. Vocalist Left 

6 M Mus • Ins t rument alist Left 

7 F Mus. Ins trumentalist Left 

8 M Mus • Instrumentalist Left 

9 M Mus. Vocalist Right 

10 M Mus. Instrumentalist Right 

11 F Mus. Vocalist Left 

12 M Mus. Instrumentalist Left 

13 F Mus • Ins trumentalist Left 

14 M Mus. Instrumentalist Left 

15 M Mus. Vocalist Left 

16 F Mus. Instrumentalist Left 

17 M Mus. Instrumentalist Left 

18 M Mus. Vocalist Left 

19 M Mus. Instrumentalist Left 
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Subiect Sex 

I.--Continued 

Training;/Specialty Left Thinker/Ris 

20 F Mus./Instrumentalist Left 

21 M Nonmusician Left 

22 F Nonmusician Left 

23 F Nonmuslcian Left 

24 M Nonmuslclan Left 

25 F Nonmuslcian Left 

26 F Nonmusician Left 

27 M Nonmuslclan Left 

28 M Nonmuslcian Right 

29 M Nonmuslcian Left 

30 F Nonmusician Equal 

31 F Nonmuslcian Left 

32 M Nonmuslcian Left 

33 M Nonmuslcian Left 

34 M Nonmus ician Left 

35 F Nonmuslcian Left 

36 F Nonmuslclan Right 

37 F Nonmusician Right 

38 F Nonmuslclan Right 

39 F Nonmusician Left 

40 M Nonmusician Left 
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I I . Ear Scores 

u b i e c t Subt . I Subt . I I Subt . I l l Subt . IV Subt V 
L- R- L- R- L- R - L- R- L- R-
Ear Ear Ear Ear Ear Ear Ear Ear Ear Ear 

1 10 9 10 13 12 11 12 13 13 13 

2 10 10 10 13 12 12 11 13 13 15 

3 14 13 8 10 11 12 13 13 13 14 

4 11 13 9 15 13 13 11 11 12 11 

5 14 16 11 11 14 12 11 13 13 13 

6 10 13 11 12 11 9 13 12 10 10 

7 12 13 14 14 14 13 13 13 13 13 

8 12 13 15 8 14 13 11 11 14 14 

9 12 10 8 13 13 14 10 13 14 12 

10 13 12 10 11 14 15 11 14 14 13 

11 10 9 12 7 12 11 10 11 12 12 

12 9 14 8 11 13 13 12 11 13 12 

13 10 12 11 11 15 13 12 13 13 12 

14 11 10 8 10 15 10 13 12 11 12 

15 13 13 13 10 14 13 13 12 13 14 

16 12 11 11 10 13 13 9 9 14 14 

17 13 14 12 11 14 13 12 14 13 12 

18 12 12 10 13 14 13 12 10 14 15 

19 12 9 12 9 13 11 13 14 12 12 

20 13 15 11 14 14 13 11 11 14 13 

21 11 9 10 12 10 9 9 12 9 9 

22 10 8 10 10 9 9 9 9 6 9 
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I I . Ear Scores--Continued 

Subject Subt* I Subt . IX Subt . I l l Subt. IV Subt . V 
L- R- L- R- L- R- L- L- R-
Ear Ear Ear Ear Ear Ear Ear Ear Ear Ear 

23 9 7 10 14 8 9 13 11 9 8 

24 3 9 12 10 5 10 13 13 11 12 

25 9 7 7 7 6 5 9 11 7 5 

26 9 11 7 9 8 9 13 11 9 10 

27 8 9 11 9 5 8 12 10 9 7 

28 10 7 9 13 8 9 10 10 10 8 

29 8 11 10 13 7 8 13 9 10 11 

30 9 13 7 10 12 13 12 13 12 11 

31 8 6 11 11 7 7 10 13 8 10 

32 7 7 11 11 13 9 13 11 11 8 

33 12 10 12 12 12 11 11 11 10 9 

34 13 12 10 9 9 13 12 12 12 12 

35 10 8 14 6 13 11 14 11 11 12 

36 8 8 8 8 8 8 11 11 6 7 

37 9 10 13 8 8 11 12 11 9 8 

38 8 8 9 7 11 12 10 10 7 7 

39 8 9 7 12 11 10 10 10 8 7 

40 9 12 9 10 5 11 14 11 10 12 
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